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ABSTRACT AND SUMMARY 

The Flight Research Department of Cornell Aeronautical Laboratory is 

engaged in the design and construction for the NASA Flight Research Center 

of a general purpose airborne simulator (GPAS) capable of both model con- 

trolled and response feedback types of variable stability operation. The 

simulator airplane is a Lockheed JetStar. 

This report is concerned with the functional design of the GPAS system. 

Methods are developed for calculating theoretical control loop gains for the 

model controlled system as a function of dynamic pressure and aircraft 

weight. The magnitudes of these theoretical loop gains are based on satis- 

fying dynamic performance criteria in the NASA design specifications. The 

results of analog computer simulations supplement the theoretical studies 

of the closed-loop behavior of the model controlled systems. A comparison 

is made of the system performance using theoretical control loop gains and 

the gain values estimated to be achievable in actual flight. The appendices 

deal with aircraft data, equations of motion, transfer functions and also 

with special problems associated with acceleration feedback loops. 

It is concluded that the GPAS system, as designed and presented in this 

report, will provide satisfactory variable stability operation using either 

the model controlled system (MCS) or the response feedback system (RFS). 

The methods and techniques presented in this report are shown to be satis- 

factory for establishing the proper levels of control system gains to achieve 

the specified model controlled performance. However, the model controlled 

system is expected to be limited, essentially, to simulating aircraft with 

slower dynamic response than the JetStar because effects due to such phenom- 

ena as structural flexibility, turbulence, and noise will preclude the actual 

use of the gain levels required for simulation of faster responding airplanes. 

Such simulations will probably only be realizeable with the response feed- 

back system. 

. . . 
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SECTION 1 

INTRODUCTION 

The Cornell Aeronautical Laboratory, Inc., under a NASA sponsored 

contract, is currently installing a model controlled variable stability sys- 

tem in a Lockheed JetStar. In essence, a model controlled system uses 

high gain control loops to make the airplane duplicate the response, in cer- 

tain variables, of a model of a simulated aircraft whose equations of n;otion 

are programmed on an airborne analog computer. The control motions of 

the evaluation pilot are the inputs to the analog computer rr,odel and the re- 

sulting response of this model are the responses desired for the JetStar. 

Response variables of the model are compared with those of the JetStar 

and the resulting error signals actuate the proper control surfaces to mini- 

mize the errors. If sufficiently high control loop gains can be achieved, 

the errors will be small and the model dynamics will be reproduced with a 

high degree of fidelity. The JetStar with its variable stability equipment 

is referred to as the General Purpose Airborne Simulator (GPAS). 

Another type of variable stability system has been used extensively in 

the past and is still being used today. This system, called the response feed- 

back system, operates in a different manner from the n odel-following type 

of system. In a response feedback system the airplane motion variables 

are measured and signals proportional to these variables actuate the vari- 

ous control surfaces, The force and moment changes due to the control de- 

flections effectively change the stability derivatives to correspond to those 

of a simulated airplane. One of the difficult problems associated with the 

use of a response feedback system is calibration, that is, the determination 

of the combination of control system gains that gives the desired set of dy- 

namic characteristics. These gains are usually first estimated by analyti- 

cal methods. To check these estimates the closed-loop airplane response 

is measured in flight and the records are reduced to verify that the proper 

dynamics have been achieved. If desired dynamic characteristics have not 

been obtained, the procedure must be repeated. For certain sets of dynamic 

characteristics this iteration process can be time consuming and sensitive 
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to the base airplane characteristics. Furthermore, the identification of the 

simulated airplane characteristics from flight test data can, in itself, be a 

difficult and time consuming process. 

The model controlled variable stability system prorr ises to alleviate 

this calibration problem. Once the flight test data establishes that the air- 

plane is actually following the model responses, then the remaining “cali- 

brations”, which would normally be performed on the ground, are con- 

cerned with setting the proper characteristics on the airborne analog com- 

puter. The important factor is that many characteristics of the simulation, 

such as natural frequencies and damping ratios, are known to the precision 

with which analog potentiometers can be set. This is far n-ore accurate 

than any flight-test data. 

There are areas of difficulty for a model controlled system. Simulating 

high frequency and fast responding airplanes is difficult because the gains 

required are rr,uch higher than for the corresponding response feedback 

system. Also, the model controlled system can introduce spurious re- 

sponses if an inappropriate model is used or if the wrong variables are fol- 

lowed. In particular, it is not possible to obtain the proper response to tur- 

bulence without actually measuring the gust velocity and feeding it to the 

model. Also, except for the XY ost limited simulations, extensive analog 

equipment is required for the model because the model following loops es- 

sentially eliminate all airplane-like characteristics from the motion varia- 

bles that are being used for following (e. g. there is no effect on norn:al ac- 

celeration from the gravitational force when an acceleration following loop 

is used) and all the characteristics that are pertinent to the simulation must 

be incorporated in the equations of motion for the model. Conversely, in 

the use of response feedback systems full advantage can be taken of many 

normal airplane characteristics to simplify and minimize the an ount of 

equipment required for the simulation. However, for simulation of low- 

frequency airplanes, the model controlled approach is particularly appro- 

priate because it makes the calibration problem so much easier. One fact 

should be emphasized and clearly understood. No n,atter what type of 
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control system is used and no matter what system components are involved, 

for a given simulation the airplane’s control motion (elevator, ailerons,. 

rudder, and throttle) are the same. 

This report deals with the conceptual design of the GPAS variable sta- 

bility system which is basically the model-following type. The system de- 

sign is based,on performance criteria established by NASA and the follow- 

ing control loops are provided: angle of attack, angle of sideslip, normal 

acceleration, lateral acceleration, bank angle, roll rate, altitude and veloc- 

ity. In addition, response feedback loops are provided. These loops can 

either augment the model-following loops or be used independently thereby 

providing a backup system. 

In the analysis and design of the GPAS variable stability system re - 

ported herein, the ability of the system to simulate the responses of a rpe- 

cific vehicle was evaluated. Characteristics representative of a supersonic 

transport were used, although the dynamics were not those of any specific 

proposed SST design. 



SECTION 2 

DESIGN OF LONGITUDINAL MCS CONTROL LOOPS 

In order to obtain satisfactory static and dynamic model following in an 

MCS control loop, two requirements must be met simultaneously. They 

are: 1) a closed-loop bandwidth of at least 1. 5, and preferably 3 or more, 

times the highest significant frequencies of the model, and 2) a loop gain 

large enough to insure small steady-state errors (Reference 1). In a regu- 

lator control loop, these two requirements are not necessarily compatible; 

loop gain affects both bandwidth and steady-state response simultaneously. 

If it is desired to limit the closed-loop bandwidth the the minimum value 

consistent with good dynamic model following, it is possible that static er; 

rors may be excessive. If, on the other hand, the static errors are limit- 

ed to an acceptable value, then the bandwidth may be too large and the sys- 

tem disturbance response unacceptable. One way to avoid these problems 

is to use integration in the forward loop (i. e., a type 1 system) in which 

case for a stable system the static error is zero for any finite loop gain, 

and the loop gain can still be adjusted to vary closed-loop bandwidth. Such a 

loop is invariably more difficult to stabilize than a regulator loop, however, 

because of the added phase lag at all frequencies contributed by the inte- 

grator. 

In designing the GPAS control loops, loop gains and compensation were 

selected in all cases to provide desirable closed-loop bandwidth and damp- 

ing rather than proper statics. These gains, in general, result in excessive 

static errors in any given loop (considered alone) but considerably smaller 

errors when model-following of all significant motion variables is attempted 

simultaneously. This reduction of static errors when several variables are 

followed simultaneously is due to cross-coupling between control loops, 

which in all cases studied was beneficial. (See Reference 2). 

For the phugoid control loops, the values of gain required to achieve the 

desired closed-loop frequencies and damping ratios are always lower than 

the values required to achieve static errors of less than 10 percent. For 
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this reason, to null static errors, forward loop integration was used in the 
. 

AV and -A control loops as explained in Section 2. 2. However, forward 

loop integration cannot be used in the short-period control loops for the fol- 

lowing reasons. The angle of attack response of the model to elevator com- 

mand inputs has two steady-state values; one is.the short-period steady 

state which occurs within a few seconds after application of the control in- 

put, and the other is the final value that exists after all short-period and 

phugoid transients decay, assuming a stable phugoid response and no further 

action of the controls. These two steady-state values are not equal, and it 

is the short-period value that is important from a handling qualities stand- 

point. Thus, an integrating loop does not insure zero error in the short- 

period steady state. Further, model angle of attack cannot be considered 

as a desirable variable to be followed after decay of the short-period tran- 

sients if flight path matching is desired. In the phugoid mode, the phugoid 

control loops cause JetStar angle of attack to be whatever value is required 

to minimize errors in flight path model following (i. e., minimize errors 

in A V and d ). Angle of attack, as controlled by the elevator, is used 

to adjust CL to the values necessary for proper flight path matching, with 

little consideration given to JetStar attitude. The throttle loop adjusts 

thrust to account for changes in Co and longitudinal axis gravity compo- 

nents. It is apparent then that zero error in the final steady-state value of 

angle of attack, as would result through use of an integrating angle of attack 

loop, can be achieved only at the expense of flight path matching, The Jet- 

Star elevator must be “time -shared”, controlling short-period angle of at- 

tack and long-period flight path. Similar arguments show that forward loop 

integration should not be used with a normal acceleration control loop. 

In Sections 2. 1 and 2. 2 below, equations are developed which predict 

closed-loop bandwidth and damping in all longitudinal MCS loops based on 

non-integrating, or regulator, loops. Low gain forward loop integrations 

were later added to the AV and F$ loops to insure adequate steady-state 

accuracy. Even without the integrations, for several flight conditions the 

short term accuracy is excellent in all MCS loops with relatively low loop 

gains, primarily due to the benefits of inter-loop coupling and following of 
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several variables simultaneously. However, even small static errors in 

$ , for example, can result in divergence or drift between the altitudes 

of the model and JetStar after a long period of time. This is unacceptable 

for long-term flight-path model following. 

Reynolds points out in Reference 1 that if it is desired to model-follow 

a given variable, then that same variable should be used directly in an MCS 

feedback control loop. Because the GPAS work statement requires model 

following of Aa! or LIflsp as well as AV and %- , MCS control loops are 

provided for all of these variables, as shown in Figure 2.1. 
::: 

In addition, 

time derivatives of Oa: and AV are provided to insure adequate short- 

period and phugoid damping and effect some input lead compensation to re- 

duce phase lags in model following. The altitude loop controls altitude er- 

rors by insuring that steady-state errors in %?’ are zero. The forward loop 

compensation network in the d I/ loop insures zero steady-state error in 

velocity and, for large values of Z, , does not significantly influence phu- 

goid dynamics . 

2.1 ANALYSIS OF SHORT-PERIOD CONTROL LOOPS 

Referring to Figure 2. 1 it is evident that the elevator actuator command 

signal is related to the model inputs and JetStar motion variables by equa- 

tion 2.1. 

The variable An+ is the perturbation normal acceleration of the JetStar 

measured Y feet ahead of the c. g. and is given by equation 2. 2. When 

X=0, An, ~ is the acceleration at the c. g. When z =d, An,% = A nsq , 

+The phugoid control loop configuration shown in Figure 2. 1 is inadequate 
because of poor transient response to model thrust commands. A more 
suitable arrangement is shown in Figure 2. 3 and explained in Section 2. 2. 1. 
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the cockpit normal acceleration. 

In analyzing closed-loop short-period dynamics, the JetStar velocity is as- 

sumed to be constant and the perturbation velocity terms of equations 2.1 

and 2. 2 can be neglected. Further, as described in Section 1.5. 1 of Refer- 

ence 3, the quantitative requirements on closed-loop performance of the 

short-period control loops are expressed in terms of augmented short- 

period undamped natural frequency and damping ratio rather than static 

accuracy. Accordingly, the model inputs can be set to zero in equation 2.1, 

resulting in equation 2. 3. 

(2. 3) 

In normal MCS control loop operation, either Se/e& or Se/e,, is zero; 

that is, either a A it: loop or a A ~2 loop is used. If a AK loop is used, 

the elevator command signal is represented by equation 2.4a. Ifa Atit 

loop is used, substitution of equation 2. 2 into equation 2. 3 results in equa- 

tion 2.4b. 

(2.4a) 

For the moment, let us assume the luxury of an elevator actuator with 

no dynamic lags; that is, ASee = AS. . Then equation 2.4b can be rear- 

ranged into equation 2. 5. 

Now equations 2.4a and 2. 5 are of the same form. In other words, 
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(2. 6) 

(2. 7) 

where, when a bd 

and, when a A ‘32% loop is used, 

(2. 8) 

equation 2. 6 can be used in conjunction with either equation 2. 7 or 2. 8 to 

establish proper loop gain levels provided that short-period natural frequen- 

cy and damping ratio can be expressed in terms of Pa , Pa , and Pi . 

Assuming constant velocity, the short-period behavior of an airplane is 

predicted quite accurately ,by solving the lift and pitching moment equations 

simultaneously for ALZ and 4 . These equations are given below, where Z, 

has been neglected (Reference 1). 

(2. 9) 

If equation 2. 6 is substituted in equations 2. 9 the resulting homogeneous 

equations constitute a second-order system with natural frequency and damp- 

ing expressed by equations 2. 10 and 2. 11. 
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(2. 10) 

In order to insure that a desired value of natural frequency and damping 

ratio results in a unique set of feedback gains when normal acceleration 

feedback is used, Pd and Pi must be related. When angle of attack feed- 

back is used, Pi = 0 and ?ti and pz are uniquely determined by a speci- 

fied set, o)eS and r ,J s . For the A nax feedback. cases the gain (Se/e,,) 

can be eliminated bet\\een the expressions for p, and P- Lz in equation 2. 8, 

resulting in 

We now make the following definitions: 

(2.12) 

(2.14) 

(2.15) 

The parameter A is directly proportional to the distance of the feedback 

accelerometer from the c. g. The term A&f is the difference between 

the closed-loop natural frequency squared and the open-loop natural frequen- 

cy squared. The increase in damping from open- to closed-loop is given by 

d%p*J. In equations 2. 10 and 2. 11 the term zge can be neglected 

for values of augmented natural frequency and damping ratio up to and in- 

cluding those specified by the design requirements. If this is done, equa- 

tions 2. 10 through 2. 15 can be combined and solved for the values of pti 

and Pk required to achieve a specified closed-loop (3@, and ye, . The 

required values of Pti and pi are given by equations 2. 16 and 2. 17. 
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(2.16) 

Solving equations 2. 7 and 2. 8 for the feedback gains in the short-period con- 

trol loops, we get for Aa: and O? feedback: 

se P se -3- 
eoc 

at and -= -Pa 
@ciL 

and for AQ and 6 feedback: ‘II 

(2. 18) 

(2. 19) 

se % 22 - = - 
@d; % + %-a pa 

In both cases, loa and pa are determined by equations 2.16 and 2. 17. 

Some interpretations of equations 2. 16 through 2. 19 are in order. First, 

when angle of attack feedback is used, the parameter R is identically zero, 

Since MS, is always negative, the gains G and Pa are always positive 

and always increase with increasing frequency and damping ratio. This is 

also true for c. g. acceleration feedback. Hence, according to equations 

2. 18 and 2. 19, the &/G and &/e& pair are both always negative, and the 

se /eHz and Se/e& pair are positive and negative respectively. Note that 

the value of Se/ eB associated with the Occ loop is always a larger negative 

number than that associated with the Dn, (c. g. ) loop. Secondly, note that 

infinite values of Pe and Ps result with acceleration feedback when 

hw,,” = 1. Because negative values of Pa and Pk are always destabiliz- 

ing to the short-period mode:::, it can be concluded that h ties2 < 1 is 

Wee appendix C 
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required for the desired frequency and damping ratio to be achieved with 

finite positive values of p& and P; . Consequently, for a given desired 

closed-loop bandwidth the accelerometer must be located aft of the value 

of Y given below. 

(2. 20) 

Considering eighteen combinations of JetStar velocity, altitude, and weight, 

if the accelerometer is located more than two feet ahead of the c. g., for 

some flight conditions an augmented short-period natural frequency of 9 

rad/sec cannot be achieved. Perhaps more important is the definite indica- 

tion that closed-loop bandwidth is sensitive to c. g. shifts for those flight 

conditions where 9 SC& 
~/rn is small. :: This problem of limited band- 

width with forward mounted accelerometer is considered further in appen- 

dix C. 

2.2 ANALYSIS OF PHUGOID CONTROL LOOPS 

Reynolds (Reference 1) has noted that an accurate approximation of phu- 

goid dynamics can be obtained by assuming that angle of attack is instantan- 

eously proportional to elevator deflection, and phugoid dynamics derive pri- 

marily from the lift and drag equations. If we let (9 /&I be the short- 

period steady-state angle of attack per unit elevator deflection, given by 

equation 2. 21 gnd replace A 6 and its derivatives by equation 2. 22, we get 

Reynolds’ phugoid equations from Reference 1. These equations are repeat- 

ed below as equations 2. 23 and 2. 24 for convenience. 

i = y (A@ -Ati) 

(2.21) 

(2.22) 

(2. 23) 
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We now define new effective elevator drag and lift control derivatives as 

follows: 

(2.25) 

(2.26) 

It is apparent from equation 2. 26 that in controlling phugoid dynamics, the 

elevator is used to effectively provide direct lift control through changes in 

lift due to changes in angle of attack that result from elevator inputs. The 

whole aircraft is used as a lift “amplifier” for elevator inputs, since 

1 +/+&J. It should be apparent, as discussed in the introduction to this 

section, that after the short-period transients decay when the elevator and 

throttle are used to control DV and d , A K cannot be expected to follow 

model input commands. This again points out the “time-sharing” of the 

elevator in causing short-period Act to follow Ad,,., and long-period AK 
. 

to help in following A \/m and St, . 

Consider the consequences of feeding AV and L/ to the elevator and 

# to the throttle as suggested in Reference 1. Let us assume for now 

that the short-period control loop gains &, /e,, or se /en, and S, / eg are 

zero and account for their influence. The altitude loop and the forward 

loop integration on e, are considered later, so LWeg = 0 and TV = 00 

in Figure 2. 1. The elevator and throttle command signals are given by 

equations 2. 27 and 2. 28. 

(2.27) 

(2. 28) 
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Equations 2. 25 through 2. 28 can be substituted into equations 2. 23 and 2. 24 

and the resulting equations constitute a second- order system with undamped 

natural frequency and damping given by equations 2. 29 and 2. 30. 

& (2. 29) 
&IQ a 

P 

These equations can be simplified with little loss of accuracy by assuming that 

LIaking these approsimations, \\*e note that when the feedback loops are 

open (i. e., se/e, = Se/e;, = ATleg = 0), the unaugmented phugoid 

frequency is given b) 
2 

d, =-- 
PO g 2, 

vr 

This is an acceptable approximation for subsonic flight in most airplanes 

but loses considerable accuracy in transonic flight where the influence of 

M, becomes large. A more accurate representation of phugoid frequency 

can be obtained by dividing the constant term of the exact fourth-order long- 

itudinal characteristic equation by the square of the approximate short- 

period natural frequency, resulting in 

NOW, since Mg Za <r: -Mg for the JetStar, then 

(2. 32) 
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Substituting this in equation 2. 32, we get 

(2.33) 

Equation 2. 33 incorporates the effect of MV on the phugoid frequency. We 

can conveniently compensate for Mach number effects on open-loop phugoid 

frequency by defining a new zy , as in equation 2. 34. 

(2.34) 

The use of equation 2. 34 predicts the phugoid divergence that exists when 

the JetStar is operated above Mach 0. 75 without the Mach trim compensator. 

Incorporating 2; into the equations for the phugoid control loops insures 

proper representation of the phugoid dynamics throughout the GPAS flight 

envelope with the JetStar Mach trim compensator disabled. Substituting 

equations 2. 31 and 2. 34 into 2. 29 and 2. 30, we get: 

(2. 35) 

Equations 2. 35 and 2. 36 are the basic equations from which phugoid dy- 
:I: 

namics can be predicted. All calculations in this report relating to the con- 

figuration of Figure 2. 1 are based on equations 2.36 as shown herein. The 

gains AT/cd and S, /eV both primarily influence phugoid frequency, and 

se /e; primarily influences phugoid damping. Because three gains are 

required to specify the two quantities G)@ 
P and YQ 9 ’ 

two of the gains 

must be related so that when c3, 
P 

and Se 
P 

are specified, a unique set 

%trictly speaking, if Z, of equation 2. 30 is neglected, then the af term 
should also be discarded. However, when actuator and sensor dynamics 
are neglected, somewhat more accurate results are obtained if GC~ is re- 
tained. Discarding czl , however, always results in gains S,/ec that are 
too large ( Ye, too high) which is conservative when actuator and sensor 
dynamics are considered. 
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of feedback gains can be computed from equations 2.35 and 2. 36. The two 

frequency adjusting gains can be related by equating static loop gains in the 

elevator and throttle loops. This is equivalent to an equal weighting of stat- 

ic errors in each of the two phugoid control loops, or assigning equal im- 

portance to model following of d v and $ . Expressed in equation form: 

(2. 37) 

These steady-state transfer functions are tabulated for 18 flight conditions 

in appendix B where: 

If we define 

then, from equation 2. 37, 

(2. 38) 

When equation 2. 39 is substituted in equations 2. 35 and 2. 36 and they are 

solved simultaneously- for se/e, and S&9+, we get: 

(2.40) 
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where: 

(2.41) 

(2.42) 

Gains determined from equations 2. 39, 2.40 and 2.42 produce, within ac- 

ceptable tolerance, the desired phugoid frequency and damping as specified 

in Section 2.3. 

In order to limit steady-state altitude and velocity errors to acceptable 

values for all GP.AS flight conditions, forward loop integrations were added 

to the k and 01/ loops, as shown in Figure 2. 1. 
. 

The A integration was 

implemented by using a A k control loop in the throttle channel. The 

integration was implemented by a low gain forward loop integrator. In both 

loops, the ratio of rate to position gain was determined by trial-and-error 

on the analog computer, and a value of 20 seconds::: was used satisfactorily 

in the analog studies. These integrating loops tend to reduce the phugoid 

damping ratio below the nominal value, but do not degrade the model follow- 

ing . The 4 6 loop insures zero steady-state drift between model and Jet- 

Star altitudes. 

::q ‘.e., in Figure 2.1, 47-/ej 
- = 20 set, TV = 20sec 
A T/Q 
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2. 2. 1 Modified Plgoid Control Loops 

Phugoid MCS control loops where A V and i/ are fed to the elevator 

and -k and 4 are fed to the throttle do not perform satisfactorily in 

response to thrust commands to the model. The model-following responses 

of the JetStar to step changes of model thrust bear little resemblance to 

the model responses during the first seconds of the transient. The problem 

is primarily due to the high-frequency content of the model velocity and ac- 
celeration signals caused by sudden thrust changes and the fact that these 

signals ( Q, and A V” ) are fed to the elevator channel of the JetStar. 

The sudden change in elevator position that occurs for a step change of 

model thrust creates a pitching moment disturbance which excites the Jet- 

Star short-period motions. This is illustrated by Figure 2. 2, where the 

normal acceleration and angle of attack traces of the model and JetStar 

differ significantly for about forty-five seconds after application of the 

thrust command signal. The analog computer results indicate that this ef- 

fect is not particularly large but is definitely noticeable to the pilot as a 

sudden change in normal acceleration. 

The input in Figure 2. 2 is a sudden reduction of model thrust by about 

2570. In order to match the sudden change in \im that results when the 

model thrust is rapidly reduced, if the JetStar elevator is used to effect 

changes in V of the JetStar, a sudden increase in JetStar angle of attack 

is required in order to decrease speed. This increase in angle of attack is 

apparent in Figure 2. 2 and is not, of course, a feature of the Ad,,, response. 
. 

It also results in an initial error in % due to the lift associated with the 

angle of attack change. In other words, when AL/, and ?,,, are fed to the 

JetStar elevator, it is not possible to follow model outputs that result from 

changes in model thrust without incurring significant errors for a sizable 

period of time after the input is applied to the model. 

The only apparent “cure” to this problem is to rearrange the elevator 
. 

and throttle MCS phugoid control loops, feeding D V and V to the throttle 
. 

and % to the elevator, In this manner, a change in throttle setting of the 

model results directly (through e, ) in a corresponding change in the 
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JetStar throttle position, which is the desired result. This is in contrast 

to the devious chain of events leading to a reduction of JetStar thrust when 

the control loops of Figure 2. 1 are used. 

Because we are interested in fixed-control phugoid dynamics to es- 

tablish phugoid MCS control loop bandwidth, we study the closed-loop sys- 

tem that results from the following feedback equations, using the configura- 

tion of Figure 2. 3. 
:: 

(2.43) 

(2.44) 

Substituting equations 2.43 and 2.44 into equations 2. 23 and 2. 24, and 

also introducing the relation given by equations 2. 25, 2. 26, and 2. 34, 

there results a second-order characteristic equation with the following 

natural frequency and damping: 

Equations 2.45 and 2.46 contain three control loop gains which must be 

used to control two parameters, UQ 
P 

and 1: 
ef - 

There is no clear require- 

ment for the gain AT/e; at this point, since it is i and AV that must be 

controlled. Hence, we assume a value of zero for AT/e;, (at least until 

:::The gain Se/e, and the time constant 2, are, as before, sufficient to 
insure satisfactory long-term flight-path matching without significantly 
influencing phugoid dynamics. 
studies were& 

The values used satisfactorily in the analog 

I 
& = 20 set and 7, = 20 sec. 

4 ;c 
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a requirement is established). Further, d, and Z, are known to have 

little influence on phugoid dynamics from the previous phugoid loop studies, 

and they are neglected hereafter. After implementing these changes, equa- 

tions 2.45 and 2.46 reduce to 

(2.48) 

If we substitute equation 2. 48 into equation 2.47, a quadratic equation 

in &/ed- results, with the following solution. 

where A = 

B= 

C = 

& 23 
-= -- 

e - i4 24 
(2.49) 

and 

where tie is the open-loop JetStar value for the phugoid natural fre- 

quency. IfPtquation 2.49 is used to solve for Se /ei for arbitrary values 

of ‘5 
89 

and We 
P ’ 

one soon discovers that complex values of gain 

result if values of L?e 
P 

less than approximately one (critical damping) 

are assumed. This is because both AT/e,, and AT/cd- increase both phu- 

goid frequency and damping simultaneously as is evident from equations 
::: 

2. 47 and 2.48 by inspection. Using these two feedback gains it is not pos- 

sible to reduce 
-% 

to 0. 50, the design value as specified in Sec- 

tion 2. 3. Lf, however, one accepts heavy damping ( 3 > /) of the phugoid 

::: -< Se 0 and - OT 
e- >O increases 2Ye Q@ and CLIP 

A e v 4 4 P’ 
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mode as satisfactory, the gain values necessary to achieve a desired value 

of closed-loop phugoid frequency can be easily determined. The procedure 

is to require a negative real solution of equation 2.49 for the gain &/ei, 
with the radical set equal to zero to obtain a minimum value for g:e 

P’ 
The value of g 

eP 
may be obtained from the equation 

s2- 4AC -0 (2. 50) 

which is actually the discriminant of the quadratic equation for se /ei . 

~0~ Se /ei may be obtained from equation 2.49 and then a T/e, from 

equation 2.48. Making use of the definitions from equation 2.49, and not- 

ing that Zrep usP K s& 1, $ D$ when ge+, w / the actual closed-loop 

phugoid damping ratio is given by equation 2.51. 

&+ = /Tpg = T (2.51) 

Clearly, the greater the augmented phugoid frequency, the closer the phu- 

goid damping ratio approaches unity. Since 8 ‘- 4AC - 0 , equation 

2.49 is easily solved for the value of 8&/ed- that results in the minimum 

closed-loop value of ge 
-P 

as given by equation 2. 51. Thus, 

(2. 52) 

Substituting equations 2. 51 and 2. 52 into equation 2.48 yields the value of 

the remaining phugoid gain, D T/e, , given by equation 2. 53. 

Equations 2. 52 and 2. 53 are the basic modified phugoid forward loop gain 

equations. Analog computer results indicate good accuracy in predicting 

phugoid dynamics using these equations as well as excellent phugoid and 

flight-path model following for both elevator and throttle commands to the 

model. 
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Gain values determined from these equations are listed in Table 2.1, 

along with the expected closed-loop JetStar phugoid damping ratio. A 
closed-loop phugoid frequency of We,, = 0. 3 rad/ set is selected to pro- 

vide adequate model following for the highest required phugoid frequency of 

the model. The JetStar data used in these calculations are listed in appen- 

dix A. 

The modified phugoid loops perform satisfactorily without the use of a 

i/ control loop. However, this loop is incorporated in the GPAS system 
(electronics) in order to provide flexibility in the choice of phugoid control 

systems. The configuration of Figure 2. 3 is shown in Section 4.1 to be 

superior (and less complex) than that of Figure 2.1. Accordingly, the sys- 

tem is designed according to Figure 2. 3. However, it would be possible 

to convert it (by re-wiring) to the configuration of Figure 2.1. 

2. 2. 2 Influence of Angle of Attack Feedback on Phugoid Loop Gains 
I. 

In calculating short-period loop gains, valid approximations are that 
velocity is constant and that the phugoid loop gains do not influence the 

short-period loops. The converse is not true. When the short-period loops 

: are closed, the angle of attack per unit commanded elevator deflection is 
significantly reduced by the greatly increased longitudinal stability‘provided 
by the angle of attack feedback, In order to maintain a constant loop gain 

for the phugoid elevator loops, the elevator command signal from the phu- 

goid feedback terms must be made proportional to the d d loop gain, 
’ This will insure that the actual incremental control surface deflections 

that result from the phugoid feedback signals will be the same regardless 
of the value of the D ti loop gain. 

When angle of attack feedback is used, the steady-state closed-loop 
angle of attack per unit commanded control deflection is given by 

(2.54) 

(eq. 2. 21) 
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Referring to Figure 2.1, equation 2.54 is used to replace Z /J e in e- 

quations 2. 25 and 2. 26, and if equation 2. 27 is considered to represent the 

commanded value of incremental elevator deflection, then the phugoid loop 

gains determined by solving equations 2.40 and 2.42 can be compensated 

for angle of attack feedback by multiplying by the factor / + (%+J %e) ? 
that is: 

(2.55) 

(2. 56) : 

The throttle channel has no short-period feedback loops, and the gain AT/ei 

is used directly as determined from equations 2. 39 and 2.40. : 

e In like manner, the phugoid gain %/ ek of Figure 2. 3 is compensated 

for angle of attack feedback by using equation 2. 57. Numerical values for 

the JetStar are listed in Table 2. 1. 

The throttle gain Wev is not influenced by elevator control 

(2. 57) 

loops. 

2. 2. 3 Influence of Normal Acceleration Feedback On Phugoid Loop Gains 

A similar situation exists for the case of combined Ama, short- 

period and phugoid loops. As shown in equation 2.2, the normal accelero- 

meter senses incremental angle of attack, elevator displacement, velocity, 

and perhaps pitch acceleration. If we neglect elevator actuator dynamics::: 

and assume that &; and 4 feedback signals do not influence the phu- 

goid mode, then the elevator feedback signal is composed of the terms in 

+considered in appendix C. 
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clquation 2. 58. 

(2. 58) 

Substituting equation 2. 2 for d Hi, 

raneine. we eet 

(without the cj term) and rear- 

se 
,+f Pr,e "a 1 AS,= -& e Aa (".:) -~($-) 4 ~]A~ - (-$,,p (2.59) 

Assuming incremental angle of attack instantly proportional to elevator con- 

trol deflection, the term Od can be replaced by (/se) A 6, . Making 

this substitution and solving for L?I s, , we get: 

Two significant effects of A n2% feedback on the elevator phugoid control 

loops are evident. They are: 1) a portion of the Al/ feedback signal is de- 

rived from the acceierometer, and 2) the phugoid loop gains se/e, and 

se le; must be increased as a function of Se/en in order to maintain P 
constant elevator phugoid loop gain. Considering equation 2. 60 first without 

A%% feedback, and second with this feedback, it is easily shown that 

se 
- 
eV 

An, LOOP 
CLOS/D 

Se 

-) 
6% Laap = 

e. 
Aha LOOP 

v CLOJED OPEN 

The open-loop values of &/ey 

equations 2. 40 and 2.42. 

-[,+ $$$e+; +j-$ (%) (2. 61) 

l ~+$$%.e+~E%,l (2. 62) 

and se/e; are, of course, computed from 

Since ZV is always negative, the normal acceleration contribution to 

the AV feedback in equation 2. 61 is a positive quantity and always requires 

an increase in the value of Se/&, to restore loop gain to its proper value. 

The factor I+ G represents the increase in 
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longitudinal stability provided by the d fidg feedback that must be overcome 

by increasing the gains $e /e, and Se /e; . 

In a similar manner, it can be shown that the influence of L\ nty feed- 

back on the modified elevator phugoid loop gain se /e,* is accounted for 

by using equation 2. 63. 

The influence of the dv portion of the accelerometer signal on the closed- 

loop JetStar phugoid dynamic using the modified phugoid loops is negligible. 

Table 2. 1 lists values of se/ei with the An, loop closed. Equation 

2. 61 through 2. 63 hold for any accelerometer location. 

2.3 CLOSED-LOOP DYNAMICS 

In order to satisfy the requirements of the GPAS work statement insofar 

as longitudinal model following is concerned, the following approximate 

closed-loop natural frequencies and damping ratios should be provided: 

1. Short-period dynamics @es = 9 rad/sec 

% = 0.5 

2. Phugoid dynamics 
tieP 

= 0. 3 rad/sec 

r 
9 

= 0.5 

Based on these values, techniques described in Sections 2. 1 and 2.2, and 

data from appendix A, the closed-loop gains listed in Table 2. 1 and 2. 2 were 

computed. The influence of the short-period loops on the phugoid calculations 

were based on a c. g. - mounted accelerometer. Other accelerometer loca- 

tions are considered in appendix C and Section 4. 1. 

Using the loop gains for the longitudinal GPAS control loops of Figure 2.1 

as listed in Table 2. 2 ( Ad, n V, and d , feedback loops with & and ? 

compensation) and actuator dynamics ( Q.& = 44 rad/sec, Y = 0. 7 for the 

elevator; *n = 4 rad/sec, 5 = 0. 5 for the throttle), the exact 
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closed-loop transfer functions were calculated (by digital computer) for five 

flight conditions. The resulting closed-loop augmented short-period and 

phugoid natural frequencies and damping ratios are plotted in Figure 2.4 

along with the desired values of each. The results show that the methods 

for calculating the gain as developed in this report are adequate when Aa: 
feedback is used. It is evident from Figure 2.4 that the errors introduced 

by neglecting certain terms in the approximate equations or by omitting act- 

uator dynamics, are not serious and primarily result in a loss of damping 

ratio relative to the desired value of 0. 5 for both short-period and phugoid 

modes , However, when an ns, control loop is used, the effect of actua- 

tor dynamics is large on the closed-loop short-period damping and f.urther 

consideration (Appendix D) must be given to the calculation of the se/e& gain, 

A typical closed-loop JetStar response to a unit step in the elevator 

command signal is presented in Figure 2. 5. It is evident that the closed- 

loop longitudinal dynamics are almost exactly the desired values for both 

short-period and phugoid modes. Figure 2. 5 was obtained from solving 

linear perturbation equations. Similar results were obtained for the five 

flight conditions of Figure 2.4 when using total force equations in the JetStar 

simulation (Section 4.1). 

2.4 LONGITUDINAL CONTROL LOOP CONFIGURATION 

The functional requirements for the MCS and RFS control loops are set 

forth in Reference 3, paragraph 2.1. Functional block diagrams of the control 

loops for the four JetStar controls (elevator, throttle, aileron, and rudder), 

designed to comply with the requirements, are presented in Figures 2.6, 2. 7, 

3. 2, and 3. 3. A brief description o f the longitudinal control loops is given 

below. The lateral-directional control loops are discussed in Section 3. 3. 

2.4.1 Elevator Channel Functional Block Diagram (Figure 2. 6) 

The elevator is used primarily to effect model-following of short-period 

variables (angle of attack or normal acceleration) and one phugoid variable 
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(rate of climb). When using the RFS, the elevator is the only longitudinal 

control. 

The primary elevator MCS control loops are 3 , i , and da: or An+. 

In addition, the results of the preliminary design show the clear need for 
. 

an Oc feedback loop to damp the closed-loop short-period and for an dc, 

model input to reduce phase lags in the following of short-period variables. 

In the normal acceleration loop, provision is made for using either C. g. or 

cockpit normal acceleration as the feedback quantity. Pitch acceleration 

compensation is provided in the acceleration loop. The 9 and be loops 

are provided for only in the context of future system expansion as directed 

by Reference 3, paragraph 2.1.5. The altitude loop is provided to prevent 

long term deviation between model and JetStar altitudes and to limit altitude 

errors to reasonable values after long approach or climb-out simulations. 

The RFS control loops shown in Figure 2-6 are those called out in Refer- 

ence 3, paragraph 2.1. 6.1. The RFS gains are shown as shaded blocks in 

all three control surface loops. Switching is provided to select the MCS loops, 

or the RFS loops, or both as required by Reference 3, paragraph 2.1. 9. 

In general, each MCS control loop consists of an input gain control, a 

summing amplifier, an electrical filter, a function generator, and a forward- 

loop gain control. The input gain control is nominally set to unity for one- 

to-one model following and something other than unity for scaled model fol- 

lowing (a range from zero to two is provided in all cases). The input summing 

amplifier compares the scaled desired value (model) with the actual value 

(JetStar) of the variable and forms the error in the control loop. Provisions 

are made to pass the error signal through an electrical filter, as the need 

for such filters develops in the future for bending mode or other forward- 

loop compensation, and into the function generator. The function generator 

is used to automatically adjust the level of forward-loop gain as a function of 

certain aircraft properties in order to maintain closed-loop frequencies, 

damping ratios, and static gain at appropriate levels throughout the JetStar 
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flight envelope. The function generators implement the gain programs dis- 

cussed in Section 2. 5 below. The output of the function generator passes 

through a level control that establishes the loop gain for some reference 

flight condition (all gain changes in the function generator are referred to 

this value ). 

The output signals from all MCS and RFS control loops are summed to 

form the command signal to the elevator simulation servo system (SSS). Al- 

so included in this command signal are elevator wheel position and force 

command s.ignals for use with the RFS. The horizontal stabilizer position is 

fed into the elevator command signal so that the automatic trim balance sys- 

tem (Reference 4) can operate without changing the pitching moment balance 

on the JetStar. The automatic trim is needed to prevent dangerous transients 

when the variable stability system is disengaged. Without the pitching mo- 

ment balance feature, the trim system would introduce spurious pitching 

motion which could disturb the test pilot during certain simulations. Also 

provided is a balance servo to insure that the elevator SSS engages smooth- 

ly. A limiter is provided to limit the elevator control surface authority as 

required by Reference 3, paragraph 3. 2.2. The output of the limiter ( g 
ec 

) 

is the command signal to the elevator control surface servo. 

2.4. 2 Throttle Channel Functional Block Diagram (Figure 2. 7) 

The throttle channel, in combination with the elevator channel, controls 

the longitudinal phugoid mode and flight path behavior of the JetStar. The 

throttle is primarily responsible for controlling speed through the A\/ con- 

trol loop. The i/ loop is provided because the original phugoid control 

system required it. The current design does not use this loop, but its pres- 

ence in the system is desirable to provide flexibility (see Section 2. 2.1). No 

RFS loops or control authority limits are used with the throttle control sys- 

tem. The thrust command signal, AT, , is fed to a set of throttle servos 

which directly control net thrust. This direct command or control of thrust 

is obtained by converting thrust to engine pressure ratio (using an altitude 

function generator) and then positioning the throttles to obtain the commanded 
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engine pressure ratio by means of an integrating throttle control loop employ- 

ing measured engine pressure ratio as the feedback (Reference 9). 

2.5 LONGITUDINAL CONTROL LOOP GAIN SCHEDULING 

In Reference 5, plots of MCS control loop gains necessary to achieve cer- 

tain specific control loop bandwidths are presented. These plots resulted 

from calculation procedures described in Sections 2 and 3. The philosophy 

behind the calculations leading to these gain programs was to determine gain 

levels necessary for the desired closed-loop bandwidth, with all loops closed 

simultaneously, and without regard to the realizability of these gains in 

flight. The calculated MCS gains are primarily functions of dynamic pres- 

sure, or aircraft weight, or both. It was hoped that the maximum gain levels 

computed in this fashion would be less than or equal to gain levels in similar 

loops actually achieved in practice with CAL variable stability aircraft. This 

was not the case, and further work was necessary to estimate maximum gain 

levels that can be achieved in practice, and the effect of gain reductions on 

the model-following performance of the JetStar. Accordingly, a study was 

performed to estimate maximum gain levels attainable for both MCS and RFS 

operations. The results of this study are presented in Section 5.1. 

If we assume that the gain levels listed in Table 5.1 are representative 

limit values that can be achieved in the JetStar, it is possible to modify the 

gain programs of Reference 5 by simply limiting the gains to these values 

when the program calls for larger values, and supplying the desired levels 

when the program values are less than the limit values, It is emphasized 

that these gain limits are estimated so that gain programming capability is 

provided in all channels where the original work required it, even if the gain 

programs call for levels exceeding the maximum estimated gains throughout 

most or all of the flight envelope. If the estimated limits should prove to be 

pessimistic, the system as constructed will be capable of operating with high- 

er gains and proper scheduling. 
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The longitudinal gain schedules for se /ed , se/@a , &/ei , A+” , 

and se /en, are presented in Figures 2. 8 to 2.12. Since the original gain 

schedules were presented in Reference 5, it was decided to modify the phu- 

goid control loops in accordance with Figure 2. 3 and to delete the model- 

following loop for dynamic pressure. Accordingly, the gains $e/~?r/ , 

se/e; , &‘&/e? , and AT/&g are not plotted in this report. If they should 

ever be required, they are listed correctly in Table 2. 2. The gains associ- 

ated with the modified phugoid loops are & /ei , se/e* , and AT/C,, . 
The altitude error gain &/ek is always . 05 &/ek* as noted in Section 2. 2.1. 

In the gain scheduling plots for & /e, and se/e2 (Figures 2.8 and 

2. o), the unlimited as well as the limited control system gains are shown. 

This provides information on both the desired level of gain and the estimated 

limit gain in a single plot for each channel. The unlimited values are from 

Tables 2. 1 and 2. 2. The gain limits are from Table 5.1. 

The gain schedule for &/ei depends on the level of the gains &/e, 

or &/e,, t depending on whether a dti or a On, loop is used for matching 

short-period dynamics. Figure 2.10(a) shows the gain schedule of sc/ei 

with the A& or Dnz loop open. This gain schedule is needed in order to 

compute the proper gain schedule, using equations 2. 56 or 2. 63, with the 

Ad or Lln, loop closed. Figure 2.10(b) shows the gain schedule of &/ei 

computed from equation 2. 56 using (1) the unlimited values of the gain Se/e& 

and (2) the estimated limit value of se/e, = 10. Similarly, Figure 2.10(c) 

shows the gain schedule of & /ei computed from equation 2. 63 using (1) the 

unlimited Se/e,,* and (2) the limit value of se/e,,, = 10 deg/g. If these es- 

timated limit values should prove to be correct, as determined from flight 

test, then the se/ek gain schedules given in Figures 2.10(b) and 2.10(c) 

should be used as plotted (i. e., combination of unlimited plus limit values). 

The level of normal acceleration gain se/e,,* was computed in three ways. 

The values in Table 2. 2, based on unlimited gain, are very large and cer- 

tainly not realizable for the medium and low dynamic pressure flight condi- 

tions. The second method was to compute se/k, based on values of pd = - %if 
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limited to 10, using equation 2.19. The resulting acceleration gains, while 

somewhat less than the unlimited values, are still considerably larger than 

the estimated gain limit of 10 deg/g. Consequently, the estimated accelera- 

tion loop gain schedule is given by the 10 deg/g limit line in Figure 2.12. 

The short-period damping gain schedule for se/@& as given in Figure 2. 9 

should be used with the & /e 17 t loop as well as the se /e, loop. The 

rationale for using the same gain schedule of & /eG for both ~!a: and 

An, loops is developed in Appendix D, but in summary, it evolves 

from the need for additional damping when the effect of actuator lags is 

taken into account when using a b n, loop. 
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SECTION 3 

DESIGN OF LATERAL-DIRECTIONAL MCS CONTROL LOOPS 

The techniques and calculations used to compute gains for the aileron and 

rudder MCS control loops are discussed in this section. As in the case of the 

longitudinal MCS control loops, the desired results are expressed in terms of 

closed-loop bandwidth and damping rather than steady-state gain. The influ- 

ence of control system dynamics is neglected in order to develop design equa- 

tions but is incorporated in the analog computer simulation work described in 

Section 4 and in Appendix C. The control loop configurations are illustrated 

in Figure 3. 1. 

3.1 ANALYSIS OF RUDDER CONTROL LOOPS 

The rudder MCS control loops use &? or nyg feedback to increase 

the Dutch roll frequency of the JetStar and a feedback to damp this mode. 

An analysis similar to that of Section 2. 1 is presented below in order to allow 

the gains 8,-/e/, or & /en,, and sr/ej to be computed given the open- 

loop characteristics of the JetStar and a desired Dutch roll natural frequency 

and damping ratio. According to Reference 3, paragraph 1. 5. 1. 2, the JetStar 

must be capable of following a model with dtiW = 5 rad/sec and q$m = 0. 1. 

Applying a 1. 5 bandwidth factor and a reasonable damping criteria results in 

closed-loop JetStar Dutch roll requirements of 44 = 7. 5 rad/sec and g# 

= 0. 5. 

3. 1. 1 Dutch Roll Natural Frequency, W$ 

There are several approximations relating the Dutch roll natural frequen- 

cy to stability derivatives (Appendix B, Equation B. 2-2). 

Approximation 1 wtiz = C 

C is the exact coefficient of s2 in the fourth-order lateral-directional 

characteristic equation. 
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Approximation 2 G.$ = C’ 

C’ is the approximate value of C: 

Approximation 3 

To determine which approximation was best for closed-loop gain calcula- 

tions, each of the three equations given above were applied to the open-loop 

JetStar and the results compared with the actual value of natural frequency 

determined by digital computation. Approximation 1 was best for 5, Approxi- 

mation 2 was best for 7, and Approximation 3 was best for 6 of the 18 flight 

conditions. Based on these results, it was decided to use Approximation 3 

since it is the simplest equation: 

(‘3. 1) 

In equation 3.1, f$ is the closed-loop value of directional stability. 

The closed-loop value of this derivative can be written in terms of the open- 

loop or basic airframe directional stability plus the increment due to direc- 

tional control: 

= open-loop directional stability, set 
-2 

directional control derivative, set 
-2 = 

= control system gain. 

Solving for St l”p , we get 

& 4 - +o 
-= 

eP - hlsf- 
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Table 3. 1 shows the computed gains using equation 3. 3 and data from 

Appendix A for flight conditions throughout the JetStar flight envelope. Direct 

calculation of Dutch roll frequency using these gains and the exact equations 

on a digital computer show the actual Dutch roll frequency to be in the range 

from 7. 29 to 7. 55 rad/sec. 

When a lateral acceleration loop is used instead of a sideslip angle loop, 

the rudder will respond to the error signal in lateral acceleration. The gain 

& /en, can be related to the already calculated values of 8, /eP as 

de scribed below. When sideslip angle feedback is used, the fixed-control 

equation describing rudder motions is 

The lateral accelerometer”’ reads 

(3. 4) 

(3. 5) 

Using lateral acceleration feedback to control Dutch roll frequency and side- 

slip rate feedback to control Dutch roll damping, the fixed control rudder 

motions are given by equation 3. 6 

(3. 6) 

In this equation, the prime indicates that the Dutch roll damping gain associ- 

ated with the lateral acceleration loop differs from that associated with the 

side slip angle loop. Combining equations 3. 5 and 3. 6 results in 

¶kAccelerometer locations other than the c. g. are considered in Appendix C. 
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Equating coefficients in equations 3. 4 and 3. 7 and solving for and 8 r e,, / Y 
in terms of &/ei and sy/eP , we get 

(3. 8) 

(3. 9) 

Thus, once values of b- l"p and $?/eb are calculated for the ,& loops, 

the ny loop gains follow immediately from equations 3. 8 and 3. 9. The 
> I 

gains s, ,’ et7 Y 
and 2,. es listed in Table 3. 1 are calculated in this manner. / 

’ F 

3. 1. 2 Dutch Roll Damping Ratio - + 

If one assumes rudder motions given by and substitutes 

for Sr in the lateral-directional equations in Section A. 1. 2 of Appendix A, 

the resulting characteristic equation is fourth-order in the Laplace transform 

1.7ariable s. Neglecting ti, and rXt , the coefficients of the fourth and 
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third power terms are 

SC- (3.10) 

s3--cj+ -Yp$-+ /‘/& + Y& (A$ +Lp 
)I 

St- 
- 
e- 

(3. 11) 
P 

The characteristic equation factors into the Dutch roll, spiral, and roll sub- 

sidence modes as shown in equation 3.12. 

From equation 3. 12, 

(3.12) 

(3.13) 

By assuming that ‘/G is negligible and that 

equations 3.10, 3.11, and 3.13 to get 

, we can combine 

(3.14) 

The value of yP in equation 3.14 is sensitive to the gain &/eP because 

%- is not zero. Taking this fact into account, the design equation for 

the Dutch roll damping gain is 

For reasonably large values of % 
and L3@ , the h/r term in the 

denominator of equation 3. 15 can be neglected. 

&‘/e/ listed 

The values of $,-/ej and 

in Table 3.1 were computed based on 2 Y;u Wt hb h/r . If 

yaw rate feedback (through %-/Y ) is used to augment Dutch roll damping, 

the derivative h/Y in equation 3.15 is the augmented value. 

IL 
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It should be noted that the equation for Dutch roll damping gain on page 4 

of Reference 6 is incorrect and should be replaced by equation 3.15. The 

Dutch roll damping gain schedules in Reference 6 are also incorrect. Correct 

plots are presented in Figure 3. 5 and 3. 8 of this report. 

3.2 ANALYSIS OF AILERON CONTROL LOOPS 

The aileron control loops use -p and # feedback to the aileron 

to achieve desirable values of the roll subsidence and spiral mode time con- 

stants Z# and Z, . Because Reference 3, paragraph 1. 5.1. 2 requires 

that the JetStar be capable of following a model with rem = 0.10 set, the 1. 5 

bandwidth factor requires that re = 0. 067 set for the closed-loop JetStar. 

In addition, because long term model following is desired, the spiral mode 

must be stable. 

3. 2.1 Roll Mode Time Constant, r, 

A good approximation to the roll mode time constant can be obtained from 

the equation t 

ZR 
is 

- % 

By substituting L s 
4 

= Lp, - Lza ah 
P 

and solving for sa/@p , we get 

& / ‘?i + G* -- = (3.16) 

=f % 

To indicate the accuracy of the equation ’ yB g - Lq , Table 3. 2 shows I 

the actual values of I/ z, and +, for the open-loop airplane. The approxi- 

mation is quite good. Table 3.1 shows the values of &/ep estimated to give 

a value of ZE = .067 sec. 

3. 2. 2 Spiral Mode Time Constant, Z, 

There is no simple expression which relates the spiral mode to a given 

control system gain. The equation 
f E -5- 

TS D 
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is a good approximation if exact values of the coefficients E and D (Appendix 

B, Equation B. 2-2) from the characteristic equation are used. All of the 

control gains contribute to changes in E and D and therefore the spiral root. 

The coefficient E is usually small and can be either positive or negative, 

thereby influencing the stability of the spiral mode. The coefficient D is 

usually much larger than E and rarely changes sign; it contributes only to 

the magnitude of the spiral time constant. 

Numerical calculations indicate that changes in E are primarily influenced 

by a term containing the product of the gains s&/e, and 8,./e? . The gain 

St= lyu acting by itself will destabilize the spiral mode, but the two gains 

acting together have a strong stabilizing effect. 

Table 3. 3 compare s the exact change in E with that given by the expression: 

The change in E is defined as AE = Ecus,, - E oPr,,, 
LOOP LOOP 

The coefficient D is also primarily influenced by two control gains, name- 

ly Wep and S,/eF . These two gains occur in a term which accounts for 

approximately 907~ of the change in the magnitude of D between the open- and 

closed-loop values. Since these gains make D more positive, they tend to re- 

duce the magnitude of the spiral root and move it closer to the origin. The 

approximate change in D due to &/e4 and s,/ep is given by equation 3. 18. 

AD s 1 (3.18) 

To insure a reasonable level of spiral stability and acceptable bank angle 

following, the gain S=/+ was taken as one-tenth of the gain & /6’f as sug- 

gested in preliminary analysis of Reference 1. Presence of the gain &/Q 

insures spiral stability. Table 3. 4 lists the spiral roots ( - f/ rs ) for the 

closed-loop JetStar using and the values of s,/ep 
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listed in Table 3.1. In forming Table 3. 4 the gain &/ep was selected to 

give Ze = 0.10 set, and these numbers were not recalculated when ‘& was 

reduced to 0.067 sec. 

3. 3 LATERAL-DIRECTIONAL CONTROL LOOP CONFIGURATION 

The functional requirements for the lateral-directional control loops are 

established in Reference 3, paragraph 2.1. In order to comply with these 

requirements, functional biock diagrams of the over-all system were pre- 

pared, with outputs fron; each channel commanding an appropriate force or 

moment producing device of the JetStar. The lateral-directional channels 

are discussed below. The longitudinal channels are discussed in Section 2. 4. 

3. 3.1 Rudder Channel Functional Block Diagram (Figure 3. 2) 

The rudder channel contains the MCS and RFS control loops required by 

paragraphs 2.1.1 and 2. 1. 6. 2 of Reference 3. The rudder MCS loops are 

used to control p or ny+, , with the @ loop used for Dutch roll damping 

in either case. In addition, a yaw rate loop is shown for future expansion. 

A choice of c. g. or cockpit acceleration is provided in the lateral accelera- 

tion loop, and yaw acceleration compensation is included in this loop. Rud- 

der pedal position and force signals are provided for use with the RFS. The 

aileron cross-coupling term used with the RFS provides a ready means for 

changing the basic airplane roll-to-yaw control coupling. A balance servo 

and authority limiter is provided for the command signal to the SSS. 

3. 3. 2 Aileron Channel Functional Block Diagram (Figure 3. 3) 

The aileron channel contains the MCS and RFS loops required by paragraph 

2. 1. 1 and 2.1. 6. 3 of Reference 3. The aileron MCS loops are used to control 

P and @ , with no future expansion loops required. Aileron wheel 

position and force signal s are provided for use with the RFS mode of opera- 

tion. The rudder cross-coupling term used with the RFS provides a ready 

means for changing the basic airplane yaw-to-roll control coupling. A 
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balance servo and authority limiter is provided for the command signal to the 

aileron SSS. 

3.4 LATERAL-DIRECTIONAL CONTROL LOOP GAIN SCHEDULING 

The introductory comments of the first two paragraphs of Section 2. 5 are 

valid for lateral-directional as well as longitudinal MCS control loops. The se 

comments should be read before proceeding to examine the lateral-directional 

gain schedules presented below. 

The data for the unlimited gains plotted in Figurs-s 3 1 !hrough 3. 8 are 

listed in Table 3.1 and were computed using the equations of Sections 3.1 

and 3. 2. In Figures 3. 4-, 3. 5 and 3. 7, it is estimated that the desired gain 

levels cannot be achieved anywhere within the JetStar flight envelope. These 

gain restrictions, if the estimates are correct, will seriously reduce the 

capability of following the lateral responses of fast models. The degradations 

associated with these gain reductions when following a supersonic transport 

model are discussed in Section 4. There should be no problem in achieving 

Llalues of gain S, /e++ that are ten percent of the unlimited values of &/ep , 

and this gain schedule is recommended even though SQ /@p will apparently 

be limited according t.o Figure 3. 6. The gain schedule for &qj is appar- 

ently realizable throughout the JetStar flight envelope, although the considera- 

tions of Appendix D indicate that levels somewhat higher than plotted in Fig- 

ure 3. 8 will actually be required. Apparently a constant value of s, ’ / e/ 

will suffice, however. 
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SECTION 4 

ANALOG COMPUTER SIMULATION 

In order to validate the techniques used to determine MCS control loop 

gain requirements, extensive analog computer simulations were performed. 

Two separate and independent analog computer programs were written to. 

evaluate the longitudinal control loops, while the lateral-directional loops 

were studied with a single program on one computer. In the longitudinal 

analysis, one computer simulated both the model and the JetStar using two 

three-degree-of-freedom linear perturbation equation programs. Analog 

computer records obtained from this machine are sub-titled “perturbation 

equations”. A much more complete simulation of both longitudinal and later- 

al-directional GPAS behavior was performed with the other computer using 

six-degree-of-freedom equations for both the model and JetStar. These 

equations were the nonlinear equations used to predict both static and dy- 

namic behavior of an aircraft and have been termed “total force equations”. 

Analog records for longitudinal responses obtained from this simulation are 

sub-titled “total force equations” and compare favorably with the perturba- 

tion equation solutions. All lateral-directional responses were obtained 

using total force equations, so notes to that effect are not included with 

lateral-directional analog computer results. The equations used are given 

in Appendix A. 

In the longitudinal simulations, records are presented that show the re- 

sponses of the model and JetStar to both elevator and throttle inputs to the 

model with the two phugoid loop configurations considered earlier and both 

unlimited and limited MCS forward loop gains, The lateral-directional re- 

sponses for aileron and rudder commands to the model with both limited 

and unlimited gains are al.so presented, The longitudinal loops were closed 

with unlimited gains while studying the lateral responses, although a direct 

check for the worst (lowest 4) flight condition, . 5H40, shows the lateral 

responses to be insensitive to longitudinal control loop gains. The longi- 

tudinal responses are independent of the lateral control loop gains as well. 
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4.1 MODEL-FOLLOWING WITH ELEVATOR AND THROTTLE INPUTS 

In this section, some representative analog computer records are pre- 

sented that show the results obtained when model-following an SST model 

using the control loops analyzed in Sectioqs 2.1 and 2.2. All analog com- 

puter records were obtained using the elevator and throttle actuator dynamics 

shown on Figure 2.4. Some of the records were obtained using perturbation 

equations and others using total force equations, as noted on the figures, 

Figure 4. 1 shows model-following using a da= short-period control 

loop and the configuration of Figure 2. 1 for a flight condition in the center 

of the GPAS flight envelope. Two time scales are shown for the same input 

so that both phugoid and short-period model following can be evaluated. The 

input was a one-degree step command to the model elevator. The short- 

period angle of attack response shows little error until about fifteen seconds 

have elapsed, after which time angle of attack is used to help reduce errors 

in the phugoid mode. A constant error of about ten percent is noted in fol- 

lowing &IV , implying a need to boost the AV, signal by ten percent and 

reduce this error. The approach taken in the MCS loop design, however, is 

to leave all input weighting gains at unity when one-to-one following is at- 

tempted. Instead, the steady-state error in the flight path variables # 

and bV was removed by using low-gain integrating loops on these variables. 

With the perturbation equations, i = VY , so accuracy of following #e 

can be determined by viewing the YM and a^ traces of Figure 4.1. Errors 

are almost indistinguishable. The lack of phase lags between model input 

and JetStar response variables is largely due to following &,,, and $‘M as 

well as the primary variables. The JetStar elevator and throttle excursions 

necessary to effect the model following are not unreasonable for a fairly 

severe maneuver, Note that no excessive thrust transients are called for, 

in common with results obtained for all flight conditions with a variety of 

control loop configurations, 

Figure 4. 2 is similar to Figure 4. 1 except that slightly different forward 

loop gains were used, the analog computer solved complete nonlinear total 
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force equations, and some different variables are shown. The gains of Fig- 

ure 4. 2 are taken directly from the gain programs described and presented 

in Section 2. 5. The numerical values were taken from the faired curves 

for this flight condition and not the actual data points. Note the similarity 

of results, indicating that linear perturbation equations are satisfactory in 

studying the longitudinal MCS control loops. The steady-state errors in 

both $ and A\/ are clearly zero in Figure 4. 2, a result of having the low- 

gain forward loop integration in the A V loop and of following 8!M as 

well as dM . 

Figures 4. 3 and 4. 4 illustrate the conclusion that if it is desired to mod- 

el follow a given single variable somewhat better results are obtained if 

all control loop variables are followed as well as the single variable of in- 

terest. In these figures, the error in normal acceleration is always larger 
. . 

when only An, is followed than when An, , AV , V , and # are fol- 

lowed simultaneously. 

Figures 4. 5, 4. 6. and 4. 7 illustrate the effect of feeding back and re- 

cording various combin.ations of c. g. and cockpit normal acceleration. The 

first thing to note is that regardless of the location of the accelerometer, 

model-following of the phugoid mode occurs with equally high fidelity in all 

three records, thus leading to the conclusion that the accelerometer loca- 

tion influences only short-period model following. When normal accelera- 

tion feedback is used, a host of problems are introduced into the short- 

period model following. For example, location of the accelerometer at the 

c. g. results in significantly lower short-period damping ratios than are ob- 

tained with a A a: ioop because of the positive elevator servo position 

feedback introduced by the accelerometer. This is due to CLAN and is 

explained in Appendix D. In Figure 4. 6, this problem is compensated for 

by modifying the feedback accelerometer output according to equation D-4 

to eliminate the elevator position feedback and readjusting loop gains for the 

desired ties and qos . The unmodified An, signal v,‘as recorded, ra- 

ther than the modified signal that was used for short-period feedback, be- 

cause the unmodified AH, represents the true normal acceleration 
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experienced by an observer located at the c. g. An alternate way to allevi- 

ate this problem is to increase the short-period damping gain, se/e2 

This technique was used in Figures 4. 5 and 4. 7 and the rationale behind the 

choice of the numerical value used is explained in Appendix D. 

If the feedback accelerometer is located in the cockpit (the best loca- 

tion for cockpit acceleration model-following), the desired closed-loop band- 

width (i. e. , .C~Q, ) cannot be achieved as noted in Section 2.1 and studied 

further in Appendix C. 

The short-period fcllowing of model cockpit normal acceleration using 

a c. g. feedback accelerometer and cockpit recording accelerometer is 

shown in Figure 4. 5. The sudden change in DnzqM at the start of the tran- 

sient, due to iM , is extremely high in frequency (limited only by the 

dynamics of the modei elevator actuator) and cannot reasonably be expected 

to reproduce in the JetStar response. After one second has elapsed, how- 

ever, the JetStar has recovered from this sudden input and follows satis- 

factorily. Figure 4. 6 is essentially the same as Figure 4. 5 ins,ofar as the 

influence of the feedback loops on short-period dynamics is concerned. The 

primary difference is that c. g. acceleration is both fed back and recorded 

in Figure 4. 6. The L! W/2 response is more well damped in Figure 4. 6, 

primarily because the pitch acceleration component that is present in a cock- 

pit-mounted accelerometer is absent at the c. g. InFigure 4. 7, a cockpit- 

mounted accelerometer is used for both feedback and recording purposes. 

This An, 
P 

response is better than that of Figure 4. 5, but it is not clear 

whether this is due to using a cockpit acceleration control loop or because 

the closed-loop short-period damping ratio is considerably higher in Figure 

4. 7 than in Figure 4. 5”’ or both. 

<<Because the closed-loop bandwidth is approximately 3 rad/sec for a cock- 
pit feedback accelerometer and 9 rad/ set with a c. g. accelerometer, all 
other things being equal, the damping ratio is higher using a cockpit accel- 
erometer. The damping remains essentially constant. 
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Because the longitudinal MCS control loop gains called for by the calcu- 

lation techniques described in this report are somewhat higher than can be 

achieved in practice, it was necessary to investigate the influence of limit- 

ing MCS gains to realistic values on the model-following performance. 

This is best done by analog computer simulation. The worst flight condition 

from the standpoint of high gain requirements is that associated with the 

lowest dynamic pressure, namely . 5H40. Accordingly, model-following 

performance was investigated for both elevator and throttle commands with 

unlimited and limited MCS control loop gains at this flight condition. In 

addition, the modified phugoid loops of Figure 2. 3 had not yet been checked 

by analog computation, and runs were performed to investigate the long- 

period behavior with these new loops. The results of this study, using an 

SST model, are depicted in Figures 4. 8 through 4.13. Figures 4. 8 through 

4.10 show little difference in the GPAS behavior for elevator commands to 

the model using unlimited or limited control loop gains with either the orig- 

inal or modified phugoid loops. Thus we conclude that the SST model does 

not tax the GPAS system for elevator commands at the most severe flight 

condition, and therefore that the SST model longitudinal responses can be 

matched throughout the JetStar flight envelope. It is also evident that the 

modified phugoid loops perform satisfactorily for elevator inputs to the mod- 

el. 

The model-following behavior of the GPAS system in response to thrust 

command signals is shown in Figures 4.11 through 4.13. The problems 

associated with the original phugoid control loops are clearly evident in Fig- 

ure 4. 11 and, to a lesser extent in Figure 4.12. Note the disturbance in 

f% P 
and $ in both of these traces. The use of limited gains tends to 

alleviate the problems somewhat in Figure 4.12, but the responses are still 

unsatisfactory. With limited gains, the long-term phugoid following is poor 
l 

until the forward loop integrations on % (i, e. the Ak loop) and d 1/ 

finally restore proper model-following. The closed-loop phugoid damping 

of the JetStar is inadequate in Figure 4.12. The limited gains work well 

with the modified phugoid loops. The dnsp. and d responses closely 

approximate those of the model, and the phugoid following is excellent after 
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the first half cycle has elapsed. Because the modified phugoid loops work 

well with both elevator and throttle commands, they were chosen for in- 

stallation in the JetStar. 

4.2 MODEL-FOLLOWING WITH AILERON AND RUDDER INPUTS 

This section presents the results of analog computer studies of GPAS 

lateral-directional model-following performance. The primary objectives 

of this study were to determine if the control system gains as calculated by 

the methods of Section 3 would give acceptable model-following behavior 

within the GPAS flight envelope, and to determine the influence of limiting 

rudder and aileron control loop gains to estimated realizable values. The 

unlimited gains (Table 3.1) establish levels of frequency, damping ratio, 

and time constants that remain approximately constant throughout the Jet- 

Star flight envelope. It is estimated that some of these gain levels cannot be 

achieved in actual flight. A survey of gain levels used during the past in 

many CAL flight tests indicates that for some flight conditions the gains es- 

timated for GPAS are substantially higher than those which have actually 

been used in flight with other airplanes (Section 5). If the GPAS control 

loop gains are restricted to lower levels, then the desired lateral-directional 

frequency, damping ratio and time constants cannot be achieved throughout 

the GPAS flight envelope. 

GPAS model-following performance was recorded for five flight condi- 

tions representing the extremes of the JetStar flight envelope. Both the 

JetStar and the model. or SST, were nominally at the same speed and alti- 

tude. Studies lvere not made for the case of different reference flight con- 

ditions , The five fl.ight conditions are tabulated and spotted on the GPAS 

flight envelope shown in Figure 4.14. 

All five flight conditions were investigated on the analog computer using 

the unlimited loop gains. Then the lowest dynamic pressure flight condition 

was selected and analyzed with limited control loop gains in order to esta- 

blish the degradation of performance associated with limiting the gains to 
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realistic levels. 

Although the longitudinal equations and control loops w ere operative, 

none of the longitudinal variables w ere recorded. The GPAS longitudinal 

configuration was that of Figure 2. 1 with da rather than An2 feed- 

back and the gains used are listed in Table 2. 2. Detailed numerical values 

associated with this simulation can be found in Reference 7. 

4. 2.1 Angle Of Sideslip Feedback ( p -Loop) 

A survey of the p, d , andq analog records for each flight condition 

with unlimited gains gives an immediate impression of the over-all p-loop 

model-following performance. The time histories of JetStar variables are 

practically identical with the time histories of the corresponding model 

variables. This inspection leads to the qualitative judgment that ,& -loop 

model-following performance is generally satisfactory if loop gain require- 

ments can be met. There are no gross discrepancies. 

Each lateral-directional analog computer response is considered 

individually below. 

4.2.1.1 . 55H20 5, Input 

Figure 4. 15 shows the airframe response for both the SST and JetStar 

for a 0. 1 degree step aileron input to the SST. The SST begins its initial 

positive roll rate accompanied by an initial negative sideslip response. 

This negative sideslip is due to a negative value of yawing moment due to 

rolling, r/g . As the roll angle builds up, the SST begins slipping to the 

right and ,8 becomes positive. This positive sideslip induces a negative 

rolling moment which tends to reduce the roll rate. Figure 4. 15 indicates 

little difference between the SST and JetStar airframe responses. There is 

computer noise in the model roll rate signal which the closed-loop JetStar 

follows nicely. 
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The sideslip error begins to build up slightly as the run progresses. 

The JetStar’s rudder becomes more positive which is in a direction to 

reduce this error. At the end of the run the JetStar’s rudder angle is about 

t 0. 1 degree. With a control gain of &/+ =33.8, the value of eP should 

be about 0.003 degrees. The analog trace indicates a value of about 0.004 

degrees. 

The roll rate error remains practically zero throughout the run except 

for a small bump during the initial response. The roll angle error remains 

at a constant positive val.ue. The JetStar’s aileron is following primarily 

with the bank angle error and is remaining at an angle between .05 and . 1 

degree. With a control gain of b,/eg =. 315 the corresponding roll angle 

error should be between 0. 16 and 0. 32 degrees. The analog record shows 

that eQ stays between . 15 and 0. 25 degrees. 

4.2.1.2 . 55H20 sr Input 

Figure 4. 16 shows the response of the SST and JetStar for a 0. 2 degree 

step rudder input to the SST. The initial sideslip response is positive and 

the accompanying dihedral moment begins rolling the SST to the left. As 

the bank angle becomes more negative the sideslip increases to the left and 

the dihedral moments begin rolling the airplane to the right. The difference 

between the SST and JetStar response is almost imperceptible. 

The largest sidcslip error occurs during the initial oscillation and then 

approaches zero. The JetStar’s rudder also approaches zero toward the 

end of the run. 

The initial bank angle error is negative but then becomes positive while 

the roll rate error remains negative. There is considerable noise in the 

roll rate error which is reflected in the JetStar’s aileron response. The 

peak aileron deflection of about -0.1 degree occurs at the beginning of the 

run. With a control gain of s&/ep =3. 15 seconds, this is equivalent to a 
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roll rate error of e+~ = -.0.32 deg/sec. The analog record indicates 

about -. 025 deg/sec. 

4.2.1.3 . 23H0 & Input 

Figure 4. 17 show s the response of the JetStar and SST to a 0. 1 degree 

step aileron input to the SST. The response is characterized by initial 

positive rolling, the buildup of positive sideslip, and the resulting roll 

reversal due to dihedral moments. 

The sideslip traces for the two airplanes appear identical, but there is 

an obvious dip in the roll angle of the JetStar about three-quarters of the 

way through the run. A closer look also shows a secondary dip in the roll 

angle about half-way through the run. A look at the roll rate traces indicate 

that the same effect occurs there also. The reason for this occurrence is 

unknown. Figure 4. 17 shows that the sideslip error is always positive, and 

after the initial oscillation it tends to build up slightly. The rudder does not 

seem to be responding properly to the sideslip error at the beginning of 

the run. The value of es at the first peak is almost the same as that 

near the end of the run. The JetStar’s rudder, however, shows a gradual 

buildup. Near the end of the run the rudder deflection of about 1 degree 

corresponds with the value of eP g .Ol degree. 

The roll rate error starts out positive and then becomes negative. The 

bank angle becomes increasingly positive. The aileron deflection remains 

essentially constarlt after the initial peak. This is due to the magnitude 

and sign of the roll rate and bank angle errors. The aileron deflection is 

given by 

The term in brackets is essentially constant throughout the run. 
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4.2.1.4 . 23H0 s,- Input 

Figure 4. 18 shows the airframe response to a 0.5 degree step rudder 

input to the SST. The initial positive sideslip response creates dihedral 

moments which roll the airplane to the left. The ensuing negative sideslip 

creates dihedral moments tending to reverse the roll. The sideslip angle 

traces in Figure 4. 18 appear identical for both airplanes. The roll rate 

and bank angle traces, though not as good as the sideslip response, are 

acceptable. 

The corresponding error responses in Figure 4. 18 show that maxi- 

mum e 
P 

occurs during the first peak of the oscillation and then rapidly 

approaches zero. 

Again the rudder does not seem to be responding properly to sideslip 

errors at the beginning of the run. The rudder deflection at the peak value 

of e 
P 

should be about 1. 5 degree. 

The aileron deflection remains essentially constant during the middle 

of the run because of the magnitude and gign relation between eP and ed,, 
as previously discussed. 

4.2.1.5 . 75Hi0 s, Input 

Figure 4. 19 shows the SST and JetStar response for a 0. 5 degree step 

aileron input to the SST. The response is one of almost pure rolling. The 

sideslip traces appear identical for both airplanes. The roll rate and bank 

angle traces have the same shape for each airplane, but a close look shows 

that the initial roll acceleration and steady-state roll rate of the JetStar are 

less than those of the SS’T. The difference in roll rates is reflected in the 

bank angle traces which show the JetStar lagging the SST. This effect 

stands out in the roll rate error and bank angle error responses. The 

aileron deflection remains essentially constant after the initial peak. The 
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roll rate error and the bank angle error are such that when multiplied by 

their respective control gains, they yield a constant aileron deflection. 

4.2.1.6 . 75320 & Input 

Figure 4. 20 shows the response of the JetStar and SST to a 0.5 degree 

step rudder input to the SST. At first glance the sideslip responses of both 

airplanes appear identical, but a closer look reveals that the magnitude of 

the JetStar’s sideslip angle is less than that bf the SST. The same is true 

for the roll rate responses. 

The error responses in Figure 4.20 show that a steady-state sideslip 

error exists while the roll rate error approaches zero. The bank angle 

error increases with time. The JetStar’s ailerons respond properly to roll 

rate error and barlk angle error, but the rudder does not seem to respond 

properly to its input error signals. At the first peak of the e/B trace, ej 

equals zero. At this time, the rudder deflection should respond to eB 

only. Using a sideslip error gain of &-/ep =18.7, a sideslip angle error 

of 0. 08 degrees should result in a rudder deflection of 1. 5 degree. The 

actual rudder deflection is less than half this value. Toward the end of the 

run, the rudder behaves normally. The measured rudder deflection is 0.46 

degrees and its computed value is 0. 56 degrees. 

4.2.1.7 . 525H4 $a Input 

Figure 4. 21 shows the SST and JetStar airframe response for a 0. 5 

degree step aileron input to the SST. Initial sideslip oscillations are 

small and P builds up as the bank angle increases. The roll rates in- 

crease and level off to the steady state similar to a first-order system, 

indicating an almost pure rolling response. The sideslip angle traces 

match quite well, but the roll rate traces show that the JetStar lags the 

SST during the initial roll acceleration and also levels out to a lower value 

of steady-state roil rate early in the run. As the run progresses, the two 
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roll rates become more nearly equal. The lower roll rate of the JetStar 

is reflected in the lower bank angle as shown in the bottom trace of 

Figure 4. 21. 

The error response traces show the slight buildup of sideslip angle 

error. The roll rate error indicates an initial peak value followed by a 

decay to near zero error at the end. The roll angle error builds up to 

almost 3 degrees out of an actual bank angle of about 25 degrees. The 

aileron angle remains almost constant after its initial peak. 

4.2.1.8 . 525H4 & Input 

Figure 4. 22 shows the airframe response for a 0. 5 degree step 

rudder input to the SST. The sideslip and roll rates exhibit an initial 

oscillation followed by a decay to a steady-state value while the bank angle 

continually builds up. The rolling of the SST is due primarily to dihedral 

effects. Toward the end of the run where steady-state conditions prevail, 

the dihedral moment of the SST is balanced by the roll damping moment. 

The error reS[JotlSeS in Figure 4. 22 show that the largest errors occur 

during the initial oscillation. The peak sideslip error is about 0.07 degrees 

out of a peak sideslip angle of about 0. 5 degrees. The peak roll rate error 

is about -. 15 deg/sec and occurs when the roll rates are about -0.75 deg/ 

sec. The roll rate error decays to zero while the sideslip error acquires 

a steady- state value. 

4.2.1.9 . 501140 Oa Input 

Figure 4. 23 shows the airframe response for both the SST and JetStar 

for a 0. 5 degree step aileron input to the SST. The SST begins its initial 

roll to the right. The accompanying buildup in positive sideslip angle 

creates dihedral moments that eventually overcome the control moment 

and begin rolling the airplane to the left. Both roll rate and sideslip angle 
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follow the model satisfactorily with the extreme cant rol loop gains used 

here. This is the most severe flight condition from the standpoint of gain 

requirements. 

Figure 4. 24 shows the model-following performance with loop gains 

reduced to the estimated maximum levels that can be realized in flight. 

The most obvious result of limiting the gains, for aileron inputs, is a loss 

of fidelity in following roll rate. Except for the first second or two, how- 

ever, the roll rate response shows little change from Figure 4.23. The 

bank angle following remains satisfactory. The sideslip angle following is 

degraded somewhat, but is probably still acceptable. 

4.2.1.10 . 50H40 SW Input 

Figure 4.25 shows the JetStar and SST airframe response to a 0.5 

degree step rudder input to the SST. The response shows the initial build- 

up of positive sideslip angle and the corresponding negative roll caused by 

dihedral moments. As the roll angle becomes more negative, the sideslip 

angle begins to reduce and eventually becomes negative. The model- 

following for rudder inputs is satisfactory for fl , 9 , and @ , with the 

best results in the sideslip channel. Static errors in bank angle and roll 

rate are evident after a considerable period of time. 

In Figure 4. 26, the results of reducing control loop gains to acceptable 

levels is primarily a loss of fidelity in following sideslip angle. The roll 

rate response follows the model acceptably in magnitude, but a noticeable 

time delay is introduced. The bank angle model-following is improved, 

primarily because Sa /ed was not reduced so bank angle is weighted 

more heavily relative to the other variables. 
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4.2.1.11 Summary Of fl -Loop Performance 

The analog computer records show in general that satisfactory roll 

rate, bank angle, and sideslip angle performance are achieved with the 

unlimited control system gains. This judgment is based on visual inspection 

of the SST and JetStar airframe response analog records in the absence of 

quantitative acceptance criteria. The assumed rudder and aileron control 

system dynamics( tin = 44 rad/sec, Y = 0.7) were adequate for 

achieving desired closed-loop dynamics without instability due to control 

phase lags. The feedback gains were almost always larger than current 

estimates of levels than can be achieved in practice. A study of system 

performance with limited control loop gains indicates that marginal lateral- 

directional performance can be achieved for an SST model with the JetStar 

operating at a low dynamic pressure flight condition. The system per- 

formance improves with a given level of control loop gain as the JetStar 

dynamic pressure increases. It is not likely that acceptable model- 

following of a faster model will be possible at low dynamic pressures. 

Lateral-directional model-following is superior with the longitudinal 

control loops closed, primarily because JetStar dynamic pressure and 

altitude are then controlled in response to disturbances caused by lateral- 

directional maneuvers. The two systems (i. e. model and JetStar) are not 

allowed to “drift” apart. 

4. 2. 2 Lateral Acceleration Feedback ( ~7~ -Loop) 

In comparison with the fidelityof airframe responses shown earlier for 

P -loop operation, similar responses for nY 
e 

-loop operation indicate 

that accurate ??yq matching does not occur. The roll modes for the two 

airplanes do indicate reasonable roll rate and bank angle matching, however. 

This is because the individual modes of the lateral-directional dynamics 

are essentially independent. Acceleration loop performance was studied 

for only two flight conditions, namely . 55H20 and .75H20. For the :55H20 
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flight condition, a comparison is made of the performance with and without 

actuator dynamics. 

Descriptions of some problems associated with the use of acceleration 

feedback are presented in Appendices C and D. All computer results con- 

tained herein were for cockpit acceleration feedback. As the accelerometer 

is moved forward from the c. g., the bandwidth @9 is reduced and the 

damping ratio 39 is increased, all other things being equal. 

4.2.2.1 . 55H20 8,. Input 

Figure 4. 27 shows the airframe responses of the SST and JetStar for 

a 0.5” step rudder input to the SST and unlimited control loop gains. The 

cockpit acceleration traces show some semblance of acceleration following, 

but the fidelity is poor. The initial peak in acceleration for both airplanes 

is due primarily to the instantaneous yaw acceleration that results from 

deflection of the rudder. The positive step function of rudder input to the 

SST creates a positive side force and a negative yaw acceleration. Since 

P equals zero initially, the lateral acceleration at the pilot’s location is 

given by 

Y* 
r I 

+ 

The term % % is negative while is positive. Because the 

magnitude of el9 %r is greater than that of ‘/t/g vs,. the sum of the two 

terms is negative. Therefore, for a positive rudder deflection the initial 

value of NY 
P 

is negative. 

Figure 4. 27 also clearly shows that attempts at matching z 
Y4 

can 

yield a JetStar sideslip angle response that is completely different from 

that of the model. 

Comparison of the roll rate and bank angle responses of both airplanes 

indicates reasonable model-following performance of the roll mode. There 
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is an unexplained flattening of the JetStar’s roll rate response during the 

first oscillation, but there seems to be no subsequent advers e effects. 

The magnitude of c,@ is of the same order as @ itself. The initial 

spike in acceleration error is due to the s,.. step input to the SST while 

the immediate drop off is due to the JetStar rudder response. The roll 

rate error shows an oscillatory build-up followed by a uecay to essentially 

zero. 

The initial defiection of the JetStar rudder to the acceleration error is 

immediate and large. It is limited in response only by rudder servo dy- 

namics. The steady-s+Ate lateral acceleration error of -. 001 g. The 

initial response of the JetStar Aileron is in a direction to reduce the roll 

rate produced by the JetStar rudder. Figure 4. 27 shows that the JetStar 

has an initial positive 1,011 rate produced by its rudder. 

4.2.2.2 . 55H20 S, Input 

Figure 4. 28 shows the airframe response of the JetStar and SST for a 

0. 5” step aileron input to the SST. The-SST sideslip builds up with bank 

angle but the sideslip single remains small. The response is almost pure 

rolling. The initial step in SST pilot acceleration is due to the yawing 

acceleration created by the step aileron input. The pilot acceleration 

remains less than . 01 g throughout this maneuver for both the JetStar and 

SST. Comparison of roll rate and bank angle traces indicate good model- 

following in this mode. 

In Figure 4. 28, the acceleration error is small. The sideslip angle 

error is the same order of magnitude as the sideslip angles. The largest 

roll rate error occurs initially then decays to zero in a damped oscillatory 

manner. The bank angie error increases but levels off in time. At the 

end of the run the bank angle error is about 1 degree out of a total bank 

angle of 25 degrees. 
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4.2.2.3 . 75H20 8, Input 

Figure 4. 29 shows the airframe response of both the SST and JetStar 

for a 0. 5 degree step rudder input to the SST. The initial peak in the SST 

pilot acceleration is due to the yaw acceleration NsV c?, . The general 

nature of the JetStarts nY 
to 

response is the same as that of the SST, but 

the magnitudes of the two responses do not compare favorably. The 

flattening of the first crest of the JetStar’s fly 
4 

response appears to 

result from the JetStar’s initial rapid /3 response, but no calculations 

have been made to verify this. 

The JetStar has an initial tendency to roll right due to positive Ldt . 

Roll rate model-following during the first oscillation is erratic, but the 

steady-state roll rares agree very well. The bank angle traces for both 

airplanes are almost identical, The JetStar is about 1 degree less than the 

SST at the end of the record. 

The error responses in Figure 4.29 clearly show the initial acceleration 

error e, 
YP 

due to the step rudder input to the SST. There is an im- 

mediate drop in the acceleration error as the JetStar’s rudder responds to 

the error signal. 

4.2.2.4 . 55H20 S, Input - No Actuator Dynamics 

Figure 4. 30 shows the airframe response of the JetStar and SST for a 

0. 5” step rudder input to the SST. In this figure, actuator dynamics 

(7 cps, 70% damped) for the JetStar rudder and aileron were not present in 

comparison with Figure 4.27 where they were present. The major differences 

between Figure 4. 30 and 4.27 is in the magnitude of the ,8 response. The 

peak values of the JetStar g without actuator dynamics are roughly one- 

half those with actuator dynamics. Without actuator dynamics, the roll 

response of the aircraft is almost identical with the model. 
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The p error response in Figure 4.30 indicates a peak error of about 

0.6 degrees while that in Figure 4.27 gives a peak error of about 0.9 

degrees. Thus, although the JetStar ,& response is of lower magnitude, it 

is phased different with respect to ,& so that the magnitude of the fl 

errors is about the same. 

The initial character of the roll rate error is different with the error 

magnitude being less when actuator lags are absent. 

4.2.2.5 . 55H20 & Input - No Actuator Dynamics 

Figure 4.31 shows the airframe response at .55H20 for a 0.5 degree 

step aileron input to the SST. Comparing Figure 4.31 with Figure 4.28, 

the most obvious difference is in the sideslip angle traces. In Figure 4. 31 

the magnitude of the JetStar’s sideslip angle is roughly one-half that of 

Figure 4. 28 during the initial oscillations. The acceleration traces in 

Figure 4.31 are noisy but appear generally to be the same as those in 

Figure 4.28. The same is true for the roll rate and bank angle responses. 

The major difference in the error responses of these figures is in the 

magnitude of the sideslip angle error. The p errors in Figure 4. 31 are 

approximately one-half those of Figure 4.28. Although there is no attempt 

to match /B it is interesting to note that control systems dynamics have a 

greater effect on the ,& response than on the lateral acceleration or roll 

responses. 

4. 2.2. 6 Summary Of ny, -Loop Performance 

The analog records show in general that satisfactory acceleration 

( nYf ) following is not achieved. Roll rate and bank angle following, 

however, are satisfactory. Actuator dynamics degrade acceleration 

following, but the most obvious effect is on the sideslip (/B ) response of 
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the JetStar. 

Because model-following is generally unsatisfactory with unlimited 

acceleration gains, no attempt was made to study the influence of gain 

limiting on nY performance. 
P 
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SECTION 5 

ESTIMATED RFS GAIN AND PERFORMANCE LIMITS 

Previous to the preliminary GPAS design review in November 1964, 

a set of RFS gains necessary to meet or exceed the requirements of the 

GPAS Work Statement (Reference 3), Tables I and II, was established. Vari- 

ous approximate equations as well as root-locus plots and analog computer 

studies were used to determine the required gain levels. In many cases, 

these gains exceed the highest values of similar gains ever used on existing 

CAL variable stability aircraft by a large margin, thus indicating a po- 

tential serious problem area in the RFS system. Accordingly, a study was 

made of gain limitations on the CAL B-26 and T-33 variable stability aircraft, 

and the reasons for these limitations, for all channels for which the infor- 

mation is available. In many cases, no limit values of gain have been 

established in these aircraft because the particular channels have never 

been used in a program or sufficient gain was available for the purpose of 

the experiment before any limit occurred. 

A table of maximum channel gains for all RFS feedback loops was 

prepared, along with reasons for limiting the gain to the values shown. This 

table is presented herein as Table 5. 1 and was the basis for a study of 

estimated RFS performance limits. The performance limits were established 

either by calculating the gains necessary to achieve the desired performance 

and comparing the resulting gains with the limit values, or by computing 

the performance associated with the estimated maximum gains and com- 

paring the performance with that which is desired. In either case, it is 

possible to establish satisfactory operating points for the JetStar in terms of 

the parameters $ (dynamic pressure) and ti (altitude). 

In the paragraphs that follow, each RFS performance requirement set 

forth in the GPAS Work Statement, Tables I and II, is considered. Approxi- 

mate equations used to calculate the RFS gains are given and the estimated 
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performance limits are derived. In all cases, eighteen JetSta r flight condi- 

tions encompassing the extremes of the flight envelope are considered for 

both light and heavy configurations. 

5. 1 SHORT-PERI0.D AND PHUGOID PROPERTIES - L”7es AND i$ , 
S 

we P Y 
% 

The levels of longitudinal RFS feedback gains necessary to meet the 

requirements of the work statement are listed in Tables 5. 2 and 5. 3. In 

these tables, the gains &/V and se/? are computed with 8,/g set to 

the values shown in the first gain column, since the remaining gains all are 

sensitive to 
&P l 

The following equations were used: 

se 
-= 

V 
(rad-sec/ft) 

(rad-sec’/ft) 

where 
a; = 

;r, 
zv-VM,Mv 

(5.1) 

(5.4 

(5.3) 

(5.4) 
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For those situations in Tables 5. 1 and 5. 2 where the gain se/& is sufficient 

to provide the proper short-period damping ratio, the gain &/” can be used 

to augment & /& . Because &/q influences longitudinal static sensitivities 

as well as pitch damping, it should not be used except as necessary to aug- 

ment Se/G . 

The following conclusions can be derived from Tables 5. 2 and 5. 3, 

using Figure 5. 1 as an aid in visualizing the flight regimes associated with 

a line of constant dynamic pressure, i : 

5. 1. 1 The desired short-period frequency We, =6. 32 rad/sec can be 

achieved for JetStar flight conditions when q > 100 lb/ft’. 

5. 1.2 When L3g, = 6. 32 radlsec 

a. a P 
- 0. 15 radfsec can be achieved for a light JetStar 

throughout the flight envelope with the possible exception of 

low-speed, high-altitude operating points. 

b. 
c36P 

= 0. 15 rad/sec can be achieved for a heavy JetStar 

below $ % 30, 000 feet. 

C. Y efJ 
= 0. 15 is possible for all flight conditions except 

. 23 HO. 

d. hp = 0. 5 is possible for a heavy JetStar when B 

> 200 lb/ft2 and for a light JetStar when q > 200 lb/ft2. 

e. 5 6s = 1. 5 is possible only when q > 350 lb/f? in the 

lightweight configuration.” 

f. 3 
0.5 = 0. 5 is possible when g > 100 lb/ft2, light and 

q > 150 lb/ft’, heavy. 

fz* t: 
es 

= 0 is always possible. 

a:: Elevator actuator dynamics will probably prevent this high damping 
ratio from being realized. 
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5. 1.3 The short-period frequency O,gs = 3 rad/sec can be achieved for 

all flight conditions. 

5.1.4 When @es 

a. -P 
b. % 
C. 5 eP 

when 

d. %,, 

when 

=3 rad/sec 

= 0. 15 rad/sec is always possible. 

= 0. 15 is always possible. 

= 0. 5 is possible when q > 70 lb/ft2, light and 

v > 100 lb/ft’, heavy. 

= 1. 5 is possible when q > 150 lb/ft2, light and 

q > 200 lb/ft2, heavy? 

= 0. 5 is always possible. 

= 0 is always possible. 

5. 2 LATERAL-DIRECTIONAL PROPERTIES 

The lateral-directional properties that must be controlled in the 

RFS mode are: 

1. Dutch roll natural frequency and damping ratio - c39, &+ 

2. Magnitude of roll to sideslip ratio - 1 a/p 1 

3. Ratio of roll numerator frequency to Duch roll 

frequency - (J++ 

4. Roll mode time constant - 7, 

5. Spiral mode time contant - Z, 

These properties, or the RFS gains necessary to achieve them, can be 

determined with accuracy sufficient for design purposes from the following 

equations: 

(5.5) 

* Elevator actuator dynamics will probably prevent this high damping 
ratio from being realized. 
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(5.6) 

(5.7) 

(5.8) 

(5.9) 

(5.10) 

5. 2. 1 Dutch Roll Frequency and Damping Ratio - c3+, Y# 

Table 5.4 summarizes the values of RFS gains &/fl and &/‘$ 

necessary to achieve combined values of u$ = 5 rad/sec, Y+ = 0.5; 

L”‘+ = 2. 5 radfsec, ya = 1.0; and L3+ = 2.5 rad/sec, y+ = 0.5. 

Some results that are clearly evident from Table 5.4 and Figure 5. 1 are: 

1. The desired Dutch roll natural frequency d# = 5 can be 

achieved when g > 200 lb/ft2 for a light JetStar and when 

4 > 300 lb/ft2 for a heavy JetStar. 

2. The desired Dutch roll damping ratio g$ = 1.0 probably 

cannot he achieved at any flight condition. 

3. When tiv = 5 rad/sec, rti = 0.5 is possible for the 

lightweight JetStar only when $ > 300 lb/ft’. 

4. When ti.+ = 5 rad/sec, Y+ = 0.5 is not possible for a 

heavy JetStar at any flight condition. 
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5. When cd+ = 2.5 rad/sec, 34 = 0. 5 is possible when T 

> 200 lb/f? for a light JetStar and when g > 300 lb/ft2 

for a heavy JetStar. 

As in the case of the longitudinal parameters, the portions of the 

JetStar flight envelope where the particular Dutch roll properties set forth 

in Tables 5.4 are possible are clearly evident from Figure 5. 1 by noting 

which flight conditions are included within the RFS capabilities. The 

envelope of these flight conditions (a line of constant F ) establishes 

minimum values of dynamic pressure for which the prescribed operation of 

the RFS is possible. 

5. 2. 2 Magnitude of Roll to Sideslip Ratio - 1 a/,&/ 

Equation 5. 7, obtained from Reference 8, indicates that Iti/@/ is 

primarily influenced by the dihedral derivative, L! . It is also influenced 

materially by $g , and to a lesser extent by Lp and Lf . Since j$ is 

usually reserved to control Dutch roll frequency, the gain &/p is used to 

vary 
+ ’ 

and hence /a/p / . Table 5. 5 shows the values of &/,& 

necessary to cause Lb and /of,6 1 to be zero. Also shown are the values 

of 1 g/p 1 associated ‘with &/fl = - 10, the maximum negative gain value 

from Table 5. 1. It is concluded that the values of I@/,&/ required by the 

work statement should be obtainable throughout the JetStar flight envelope 

provided that L+, and r\p are not augmented. When small values of Ze 

and/or large values cf c3;k are desired (i. e., large values of L!,~ and/or 

/“‘P 
), the maximum value of 1 #/,&I will be less than shown in Table 5. 5. 

5. 2. 3 Ratio of Roli Numerator Frequency to Dutch Roll Frequency -- 30 

9 

According to equation 5.8, from Reference 8, the frequency ratio 

%dqb is influenced by Lp and ds and the control derivatives Laac 

and Nrfic . These control derivatives can be effectively changed, for 

terms in the numerator of the JetStar transfer functions, by changing the 

gearing between the aileron wheel and the aileron and rudder. The ef- 

fective lues of Lsa, and Nsac are given by equations 5. 11 and 5. 12. 
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(5. 11) 

(5.12) 

Substituting 5. 11 and 5. 12 into 5.8, we can solve for the ratio of the aileron 

and rudder to aileron wheel control gearing sensitivities, given by 5. 13. 

(5. 13) 

In equation 5. 13, Iz/p and Lp are the augmented values if % and/or %P 
are not zero; otherwise they are the JetStar values. The CO ntrol deriva- 

tives Ls, , his, , La, , and #a, are always the JetStar values. 

Using equation 5. 13 with JetStar stability and control deriva- 

tive s , the gain ratios shown in Table 5.6 were computed. It is anticipated 

that these ratios can be achieved for all flight conditions when sa/S,, is 

small. These gains do not influence the closed-loop characteristic equation 

or structural stability. 

5. 2.4 Roll Mode Time Constant - z,s 

Small values of re are difficult to obtain. It is easily shown 

that arbitrarily large values of TB are possible for &z/y < 1 sec. Table 

5.7 shows the values of ZR that result when &/p = - 2, the estimated 

maximum negative value from Table 5. 1. From Table 5.7 and Figure 5. 1, 

the minimum required value of 2~ = 0.1 set can be obtained when T 

> 100 lb/ft’ for a light JetStar and q > 300 lb/ft2 for a heavy JetStar. 
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The large different e is primarily due to a substantial change in roll inertia 

with-weight for the-3KtSta r,- 

5.2. 5 Spiral Model Time Constant - r, 

Equation 5. 10, from Reference 8, was used to compute the 

spiral mode time constant. With S&/Y. = f 4, the extreme values from 

Table 5. 1, the spiral mode time constant exceeds the requirements of the 

GPAS work statement for all flight conditions. This is apparent from the 

entries in Table 5.7, which were calculated using normal JetStar values 

of ?Ie . When ‘Lp;, is made smaller by s&/f feedback, the available 

range of rs is reduced. 
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SECTION 6 

CONTROL SYSTEM CONSIDERATIONS 

In this section, a brief analysis of the effect of simulation servo 

system nonlinearities on MCS and RFS variable stability operation is pre- 

sented. The “elevator-throttle coupling problem” is discussed. It is 

shown that the so-called “excessive thrust transients” do not exist, and that 

the analog computer records in Reference 1 illustrating this problem are in- 

correct. The basic elevator-throttle coupling problem has, to a great extent, 

been solved by redesign of the phugoid control loops, revising the previous 

se /e v and Se/e&* loops to the final &/pi and se/e, loops. 

6. 1 CONTROL SYSTEM NONLINEARITIES 

In the MCS and RFS control system design, linear control surface 

actuators and jet engine dynamics were used. The only control system 

limitations were expressed in terms of limited bandwidth as characterized 

by (second-order) control surface servos with 7 cps undamped natural 

frequencies and 70% critical damping and engines with 0.7 cps natural 

frequencies and 50% critical damping. Based on analog computer time histo- 

ries obtained with a variety of aircraft operating points, contr 01 loop con- 

figurations, and input magnitudes, it does not appear that control system 

rate limiting will degrade the fidelity of simulation. This conclusion is 

based on the assumption that the simulation servo systems are capable of 

providing control surface rates of at least 60 deg/sec, as required in 

Reference 3, paragraph 3. 2. 1, for any control surface loading up to the 

hinge moment limits and that the jet engine thrust rate limit is approximately 

500 lb/set per engine. For any reasonable model configuration and control 

excursions, these rate limits are not approached in normal GPAS operation. 

The JetStar has adequate control surface control power to simu- 

late any reasonable model configuration with properties inside the limits of 

Reference 3, paragraph 1. 5. 1. 2, except for the low dynamic pressure 
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operating points along th P left-hand boundary of Figure 5. 1. However, the 

thrust available from the JetStar is insufficient to allow a matched (one-to- 

one) simulation of an SST model during climb-out flight. These are obvious 

limitations, however, that cannot be corrected by conventional design. 

Analog computer records indicate that for proper control of the 

phugoid mode, hysteresis and deadband in the elevator control system 

should not exceed about 0.05 deg and in the thrust control system about 50 

pounds. The aileron and rudder servos should also be capable of resolving 

0.05 degree inputs. 

Zero-memory control surface nonlinearities due to kinematic 

relations between linear actuator displacements and rotary surface motions 

(i. e., nonlinear gearing) appear as forward loop nonlinearitie s and will be 

automatically compensated for by command and feedback of the aircraft 

motion variables in the MCS control loops. This type of nonlinearity is 

more likely to cause trouble with the RFS loops, where direct control sur- 

face responses to motion variable feedbacks are involved. 

6. 2 ELEVATOR - THROTTLE COUPLING 

During the performance of the preliminary design study reported 

in Reference 1, large thrust transients were discovered in the analog com- 

puter results with elevator command inputs to the model for low-speed, 

low -altitude flight:” The model used then was identical to the model used 

in the current preliminary system design studies. The GPAS control loops 

in both cases were adjusted to provide a near one-to-one mate h between the 

model and JetStar responses, using AMz or Da: , & , AV , 
. 

and \/ feedback control loops to the JetStar elevator and an i feed- 

back control loop to the throttle. 

- 
* See Reference 1, Figures 5.4a and 5.4b, pp. 61 and 62, and Figure 6. la 

p. 78. 
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The GPAS time history simulations were performed on two separate 

analog computers, one solving linear perturbation equations in three degrees 

of freedom and the other solving total force equations in six degrees of free- 

dom with all significant nonlinearities incorporated. At no time during all 

the work done on the two independent computers, for both model elevator 

and thrust commands, wa.s there any evidence of excessive thrust transients. 

Even when the aircraft and control loop configuration of Reference 1 was . 
duplicated, no excessive thrust transients were noted. 

Figure 4. 1 shows a typical JetStar thrust transient response obtained 

when following an SST model excited by a step of elevator command signal. 

Note the absence of any large-amplitude high-frequency thrust transients 

and that the peak thrust excursions occur at the model phugoid frequency. 

Almost identical results were obtained using angle of attack or normal ac- 

celeration short-peri.od feedback loops. Neither the normal acceleration 

loop high-pass filter nor the aircraft velocity coupling to the throttle used 

in Reference 1 were found to be beneficial to the system in any way. They 

did not, however, cause the excess thrust transients. They were discarded 

in the present design. 

The “basic interaction problem between the elevator and throttle 

Control loops”” ’ is primarily one of designing control loops SO that throttle 

inputs do not excite spurious angle of attack and normal acceleration tran- 

sients. A comparison of Figures 4. 11 and 4.12 shows that the redesign of 

the phugoid loops minimizes these transients, and that the normal acceleration 

response follows the model quite closely for large step changes in model 

thrust. 

” Reference 3, paragraph 2.2.5, page 8 
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SECTION 7 

CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS 

Based on the methods and results described in this report, the 

following conclusions and recommendations are presented: 

1. The methods of this report are satisfactory in establishing proper 

levels of rMCS and RFS control loop gain for all flight conditions. 

2. Phugoid loop gains in the elevator channel are sensitive to the 

magnitude of the short-period gains s,/@a or &/ene . The 

converse is not true. 

3. Whenever possible, motion variables and their time derivatives 
. 

should be model-followed simultaneously (e. g., A Vm and V,,, , 

Am, and G,,-, ). 

4. Low-gain forward-loop integrations in the i and dv control 

loops are necessary to eliminate the steady-state errors in flight- 

path matching. 

5. Inherent cross-coupling between MCS control loops is usually 

beneficiai in improving the simultaneous model following of 

several model motion variables. Exceptions may occur with 

gross differences in model and JetStar lift characteristics. 

6. Long-term model following of model angle of attack is not 

important or even desirable if accurate flight-path matching is 

required. It j.s only necessary that the short-period “steady- 

state” and transient response be accurately reprodu ted. After 

decay of short-period transients, the JetStar angle of attack 

must assume whatever values are required to effect accurate 

flight-path matching. ‘Ihus, the elevator is “time-shared” 

between the short-period and phugoid modes. 
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7. 

8. 

9. 

10. 

Input gain modifications used to minimize steady-state errors in 

model following almost always degrade the fidelity of dynamic 

model following. Moreover, the proper settings for these input 

gains depend on the magnitude of the input signals, since the 

JetStar behavior is nonlinear for large maneuvers. Forward loop 

integrations are the only satisfactory way to eliminate this problem. 

No large thrust transients caused by elevator-throttle loop coupling 

are evident for any combination of flight condition or input to the 

model that was studied. 

When JetStar flight path motions are controlled using loops that 

feed AV and i to the elevator and i to the throttle, it is 

not possible to satisfactorily follow model inputs resulting from 

a change in model thrust. These loops do perform satisfactorily 

for elevator commands fed to the model, however. Control loops 

where J is fed to the elevator and AV is fed to the throttle 

are satisfactory for either type of model input, and have been 

incorporated in the hardware design. 

Normal acceleration feedback is apparently subject to severe 

limitations. When the feedback accelerometer is located in the 

cockpit, the desired closed-loop short-period bandwidth cannot 

be realized. When the accelerometer is located at the c. g., con- 

siderable difficulty is encountered in achieving satisfactory short- 

period damping, and cockpit accelerations are in error because 

of contributions from JetStar pitch acceleration, Similar com- 

ments hold for lateral acceleration feedback. 

11. Control surface servo resolution of 0.05 degrees and thrust re- 

solution of 50 pounds are necessary for proper MCS and RFS 

operation. 
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12. The MCS and RFS gain levels necessary to meet the requirements 

of Reference 3, paragraph 1.5, cannot generally be achieved in the 

JetStar. However, the simulation of SST-class aircraft is possible 

up to the performance limits of the JetStar. 

13. It is recommended that the “future expansion loops” provided for 

in the ini.tial design be incorporated. The yaw and pitch rate loops 

will be helpful in augmenting Dutch roll and short-period damping, 

which is marginal with the estimated gain limits on @ and k . 

The pitch attitude loop should yield excellent phugoid model 

following. 
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TABLE 2.1 PHUGOID LOOP GAINS FOR tie,, = 0.3 RAD/SEC 
USING PHUGOID CONTROL LOOPS OF FIGURE 2.3 

\ 

Code::: 

.23LO 

.4LO 

. 53LO 

.35L20 

. 55L20 

. 75L2 0 

.5L40 

.65L40 

.8L40 

-Light 

,23HO 

,4HO 

m 53H0 

,35H20 

m 55H20 

,75H20 

,5H40 

,65H40 

,8H40 

1 

is 
lb/ft’ 

78.4 

238 

408 

83.6 

206 

383 

68.7 

116 

176.5 

Heavy- 

78.4 

238 

408 

83.6 

206 

383 

68.7 

116 

176.5 

- 
se lej 

deg-set 
ft 

-~ 

: 
$= 1 

7 

I 

-. 0486 155 . 752 -1.29 -0.423 

-. 0201 201 . 955 -0.176 -0.110 

-. 0118 199 . 960 -0.0583 -0.0446 

-. 0485 196 . 917 -1.33 -0.465 

-. 0206 205 . 956 -0.222 -0.131 

-. 0119 214 1.010 -0. 0596 -0.0459 

-. 0550 205 . 951 -1.98 -0.605 

-. 0340 210 . 966 -0.670 -0.296 

-. 0247 235 1.085 -0.272 -0.159 

I 

-. G773 

-, 0288 

-. 0172 

-. 0728 

-. 0312 

-= 0174 

-. 0827 

-, 0539 

-. 0335 

Phugoid Loop 
Gains With 
Open Short- 
Period Loops 
eq. 2. 52, 2. 53 

4% 
lb-set 

ft 

260 

326 

325 

313 

331 

342 

326 

336 

373 

.823 

. 951 

.957 

.825 

. 959 

. 995 

. 946 

. 966 

1.070 
-~ 

[see Table 2.2 for Ad 

and An, loop gains ) 

deg-set 
ft 

na loop 
closed 

eq. 2.57 
_____ 

An, loop 
closed 

eq. 2.63 

-2.27 -0.728 

-0.300 -0.179 

-0.100 -0.0740 

-2.23 -0.742 

-0.380 -0.217 

-0.100 -0.0750 

-3.30 -0.960 

-1. 18 -0.498 

-0.455 - 0.248 

::: . 23L0 corresponds to Mach 0.23, lightweight (23, 900 lb) on the deck; 

. 55H20 is Mach 0.55, heavyweight (38, 200 lb) at 20, 000 ft, etc. 
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TABLE 2.2 CLOSED-LOOP GAINS REQULRED FOR NOMINAL SHORT-PER&D ’ 
AND PHUGOID CHARACTERISTICS OF ties = 9 RAD/SEC, de, = .3 RiD/SEC, 
gas = $, = 0.5 USING THE CONFIGURATION OF FIGURE 2.1 

ir 
PHUGOID LOOP GAINS 
WITH OPEN SHORT- 
PERIOD LOOPS 

Ia 
I- 
I/ 

Au LOOP Anz LOOP 

Ore / ea 
6 
eA a 

SEC 

44 
XG-SEC 

If 
/ 65 e; 

DEG- SEC’ 

‘.f e&l, 
DEG 

FT FT Q SEC 
DEG-SEC DEG-SEC; 

FT FT SEC 
DEG-SEC DEG- SEC2 

Fl FT 

-26.1 -2.35 1.29 6. 29 
-7.81 -0.599 0.164 0.671 
-4.10 -0.275 0.0689 0. 283 

LtiEiAllI 

LOOPS 

dr 
Ai 

LB-SEC --- 
FT 

-___ 

65.8 
128 
106 

54.4 -0.772 0.931 2.07 -1.331 0.0487 0.237 
10.1 -0.373 0.168 0.417 -0.467 0.0187 0.0764 

3.67 -0.209 0.0752 0.215 -0.240 0.0139 0.0570 

-24.5 -2.35 1.20 5.28 100 49.4 -0.819 0.737 1.843 -1.327 0.0435 0.192 
-9.13 -0.814 0.259 1.10 102 12.5 -0.479 0.215 0.648 -0.599 0.0239 0.102 
-4.18 -0.339 0.0594 0.156 223 3.59 -0.260 0.0634 0.120 -0.291 0.0119 0.0311 

-29.7 -3.04 2.02 7.69 109 63.4 -0.931 0.919 2. 36 -1.587 0.0562 0.214 
-16.8 -1.68 0.781 3.09 109 29.4 -0.742 0.465 1.37 -1.040 0.0396 0.157 
-10.1 -0.982 0.823 1.50 79.4 13.4 -0.577 0.562 0.878 -0.710 0.0746 0.136 

- 28. 22 -2.70 1.70 8.60 111 87.9 -0.864 l.jZ 2.76 -1.475 0.0579 0.293 
-8.58 -0.746 0.279 1.12 193 17.0 -0.449 0. 267 0.672 -0; 558 0.0271 0.108 
-4.59 -0.375 0.114 0.476 174 6.39 -0.277 0.118 0.352 -0.315 0.0196 0.0816 

-26.5 -2.66 2.01 8.34 155 80.8 -0.885 1.17 2. 78 -1.447 0.0655 0.272 
-9.96 -0.957 0.432 1. 76 169 20.9 -0.544 0.339 1.00 -0.681 0.0353 0.144 
-4.65 -0.428 0.0662 0.221 437 6.22 -0.321 0.0749 0.165 -0.358 0.0115 0.0383 

-32.1 -3.37 3.48 
-18.1 -1.88 1.33 
-11.1 -1.12 1.26 

1 12.8 162 104 -0.982 1.46 3.72 
4.86 174 48.5 -0.799 0.746 2.06 
2. 26 138 22.6 -0.635 0.783 1. 28 

-1.710 
-1.. 13! 
-0.789 

t 

0.0876 0.321 
0.0609 0.223 
0.0921 0.166 

FLlGHl 

CODE 

.23LO 
4OLO 

: 525L0 

35L20 
: 55L20 
. 75L20 

5L40 
: 65L40 
. 8L40 

.23HO 

.40HO 

. 525HO 

. 35H20 

. 55H20 

. 75H20 

5H40 
: 65H40 
. 8H40 

Appendix D 



TABLE 3.1 

Code 

P 

.23LO 

.4LO 

. 53LO 

.35L20 

. 55L20 

.75L20 

.5L40 

. 65L40 

.8L40 

t Light 

. 23H0 

. 4H0 

.53HO 

. 35H20 

. 55H20 

. 75H20 

.5H40 

.65H40 

.8H40 
L 

LATERAL-DIRECTIONAL MCS CONTROL LOOP GAINS 
FOR NOMINAL CHARACTERISTICS OF 

9 = 7.5 RAD/SEC, =0.5, Z, = ,067SEC 

? 

lb/ ft’ 

78.4 60.3 7. 76 4.49 -171 . 488 

238 18.2 2.42 1. 26 -49.1 . 440 

408 9.91 1.38 0.629 -24.9 . 399 

83.6 56.2 7.42 4.31 -159 . 498 

206 21.5 2.92 1.53 -58.6 . 466 

383 11.6 1.67 0.684 -28.8 . 465 

68.7 69.1 9.25 5.30 -196 . 512 

116 40.9 5.54 2. 78 -114 .511 

176.5 23.8 3.98 1.76 -78.2 . 567 

Heavy 

78.4 

238 

408 

83.6 

206 

383 

68.7 

116 

176.5 

94.4 12.3 14.1 -279 

28.8 3.84 4.28 -84.1 

16.0 2.20 2.33 -44.6 

87.9 11.65 13.2 -261 

33.8 4.58 4.88 -99.4 
18.7 2.62 2.33 -51.6 

108 14.4 15, 8 -320 

64.0 8.64 B..36 -189 

45.4 6.21 5.39 -132 I 

.505 

.474 

.444 

.513 

. 492 

.507 

. 521 

. 526 

. 592 

A Loop 

-- 

&&4 

set 

1 
W@p 

set 

I?)/ Loop 

I & %f 
set 

1 

- 
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TABLE 3.2 
ACCURACY OF THE APPROXIMATE EQUATION 

7, s - L FOR THE OPEN-LOOP JETSTAR 
‘P 

CODE ?i 
* - %fl 

.23LO .4801 .4866 

.4OLO .2680 .2707 

.525LO . 1996 .2020 

. 35L20 .6146 .6274 

. 55L20 .3811 .3864 

.75L20 .2672 . 2689 

.5OL40 . 9497 . 9805 

.65L40 . 7189 . 7335 

. 75L20 . 5609 .5702 

. 23H0 1. 20 1.3464 

.40HO .7645 .7586 

.525HO .580 .5670 

. 35H20 1.535 1.7406 

. 55H20 1.086 1.0818 

. 75H20 .7704 .7578 

.50H40 2.379 2.7247 

.65H40 1.987 2.0479 e 

. 80H40 1.608 1.5957 

::: z, is obtained from the fourth-order characteristic 

equation by digital computation. 
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TABLE 3.3 

COMPARISON OF THE EXACT CHANGE IN THE COEFFICIENT E 

OF THE CHARACTERISTIC EQUATION WITH THAT GIVEN BY THE 

APPROXIMATION DE 

CODE 

.23LO 

. 4OLO 

. 525L0 

. 35L20 50.11 46.5 

. 55L20 43.53 38.9 

. 75L20 36.95 30.3 

. 5OL40 54.53 51.2 

.65L40 51.14 46.8 

. 8OL40 48.24 43.3 

.23HO 58.34 53.2 

.40HO 53.21 48. 2 

,525HO 48.27 42. 0 

. 35H20 58.7 53.2 

.55H20 53.74 48. 8 

. 75H20 50.46 44.4 

.50H40 61.84 55.2 

.65H40 57.77 52.6 

.80H40 55.57 50.5 

AE LIE 
EXACT APPROX 

46.94 44.4 

37.26 32.8 

30.04 24. 4 
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TABLE 3.4 

SPIRAL ROOTS OF CLOSED-LOOP JETSTAR 

CODE -f/Z, - set 

.23LO -. 07566 

.4OLO -. 06379 

. 525L0 -. 05250 

Sa/ep - set 

2.76 

. 701 

. 316 

. 35L20 -. 08222 2.70 

.55L20 -. 07467 .912 

. 75L20 -. 06436 .381 

. 5OL40 -. 08890 3.40 

. 65L40 -. 08637 1. 76 

. 8OL40 -. 08319 1.10 

. 23H0 -. 09025 9.14 

. 40H0 -. 08 746 2. 72 

. 525HO -. 08325 1.45 

. 35H20 -. 09349 8.59 

. 55H20 -. 09114 3.15 

.?5H20 -. 08741 1.48 

. 50H40 -. 09633 10.4 

. 65H40 -. 09548 5.48 

. 80H40 -. 09451 3.51 

calculated for ’ &de, 

i 

to give Z, = t. 10 set from equation 3.16 

4& = 5 %/ep 

srleg g iven by Table 3.1 

using equation 3. 17 

79 
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Q, 
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TABLE 5.1 DESIGN VALUES OF GPAS RFS GAINS 

::: 1) structural instability; 2) noise, 3) sufficient for the task 
Reference: Figures l-l through l-3, GPAS Memo NO. 53 



TABLE 5.2 RFS GAINS NECESSARY TO ACHIEVE LONGITUDINAL 
DYNAMICS SHOWN BELOW - des = 6.32 RAD/SEC 

Code 

.23LO 78.4 12. 3::’ 
,4LO 238 3.33 
.53LO 408 1.49 

35L20 
: 55L20 
.?5L20 

83.6 11.6:* 
206 4.03 
383 1.52 

.5L40 

.65,L40 

.8L40 

+ 
Light 
Heavy 

68.7 14.2* 
116 7.80 
176.5 4.46 

.23HO 78.4 1 3 . 4::: 

.4HO 238 3.76 

.53HO 408 1. 78 

.35H20 

.55H20 

. 75H20 

.5H40 

.65H40 

.8H40 

83.6 12.6* 
206 4.46 
383 1.80 

68.7 15. 4::: 
116 8.50 
176.5 5. 01 

q 

lb / ft2 

&/d 
aa, = 
6.32 

r 

1 

Gains with 0,~~ = 6.32 

set 

:, = 0 

-. 662 
-* 331 
-. 297 

-. 479 
-. 306 
-. 242 

-. 361 
-. 284 
-. 251 

-. 550 
-.311 
-. 242 

-. 391 
-. 249 
-. 198 

-. 295 
-. 233 
-. 204 

0. 5 

1, 45::’ 
,307 
.105 

1.51* 
.481 

. . 166 

2.03:: 
1.09 

.615 

1. 73’:’ 
.431 
.191 

1. 75;k 
. 598 
,242 

2. 28’: 
1. 25::: 

. 729 

1.5 

5 . 6 9 ::: 
J . 69::: 

. 908 

5.48* 
2. 05::: 

. 982 

6. 80’:: 
3.85;’ 
2.35* 

6. 29’:’ 
1.92% 
1. 06::: 

6.03* 
2.29* 
1.12::: 

7.42::’ 
4. 22::: 
2. 59’:’ 

Se/~ 
de g -se c/ft 

% = CL15 

.0431 
-. 0635 
-. 0291 

-. 233 
-. 101 
-. 0555 

-. 710* 
-. 367 
-. 378 

215 
-: 101 
-. 0498 

-. 359 
-. 177 
-. 0840 

-1.11::: 
-. 622::: 
-* 597’:’ 

&/\i de 

zip= 0.15 

-. 306 
-. 0907 
-. 0431 

-. 432 
-. 185 
-. 0617 

-. 434 
-. 495 
-. 170 

-1.11* 
-. 0968 
-. 0840 

-. 427 
-. 257 
-. 109 

-. 438 
-. 334 
-. 0961 

-sec2/ft 

.50 

-2.6?* 
-. 530 
-. 234 

-3. 26:: 
-. 895 
-. 303 

-5. 83::: 
-2. 83’:’ 
-1.21* 

-4.92* 
-. 844 
-.411 

-5.17* 
- 1.47::’ 

-. 519 

-9. 44::’ 
-d-29* 
-1.86:: 

* Exceeds maximum estimated value from Table 5.1 



TARLE 5. 3 RFS GAINS NECESSARY TO ACHIEVE LONGITUDINAL 
DYNAMICS SHOWN BELOW - ties = 3 RAD/SEC 

03 
N 

Code 

.23LO 
.4LO 
.53LO 

35L20 
: 55L20 
. 75L20 

.5L40 

.65L40 

.8L40 

.23HO 

.4HO 

.53HO 

35H20 
: 551120 
.?5H20 

.5H40 

.65H40 

.8H40 

(r 
lb /ft2 

78.4 
%38 
408 

83.6 
206 
383 

68.7 
116 
176.5 

78.4 
238 
408 

83.6 
206 
383 

68.7 
116 
176.5 

1.97 
-. 0406 
-. 482 

1.89 
. 178 
-. 474 

2.54 
1.06 

.222 

2. 24 
. 125 

-. 344 

2.15 
3.15 
-. 357 

2.83 
1.24 
. 449 

Gains With ~)e~ = 3 

3 0 o*= 
-. 662 
-. 381 
-. 297 

-. 479 
-. 306 
-. 242 

-. 361 
-. 284 
-. 251 

-. 550 
-.311 
-. 242 

-. 391 
-. 249 
-. 198 

-. 295 
-. 233 
-. 204 

0.5 

.342 
-. 0544 
-. 107 

.463 
.06?6 
-. 0487 

.??2 

. 369 

.160 

.533 

. 0411 
-. 0365 

.624 

.153 

.OllO 

926 
:4?2 
. 239 

. 

1.5 

2.35* 
599 

:275 

2.35:: 
.814 
. 339 

3. 04::: 
1. 68+ 
. 982 

2. 70::: 
.?46 
.3?5 

2.66::: 
957 

:428 

3.37’:’ 
1. 88::: 
1 . 12::: 

WV 
deg-secift 

a+.J = Q15 

00966 
:. 0141 
-. 00638 

-. 0523 
-. 0227 
-. 0123 

-. 160 
-. 0825 
-. 0850 

.0483 
-. 0225 
-. 0111 

-. 0807 
-. 0397 
-. 0188 

-. 250 
-. 140 
-. 134 

dee-sq 

!&p= .15 

-. 0687 
-. 0201 
-. 00944 

-. 0970 
-. 0414 
-. 0137 

-. 0976 
-. 111 
-. 0382 

-. 250 
-. 0216 
-. 0187 

-4 0961 
-. 0576 
-. 0245 

-. 0986 
-. 0751 
-. 0216 

2/ft 

0.50 

-. 598 
-. 118 
-. 0513 

-, 733 
-. 200 
-. 0671 

-1,31::: 
-. 636 
-. 272 

- 1 , 1 1 ::: 
-. 189 
-. 0913 

_ 1 . 16::: 
-. 330 
-. 116 

-2. 13::: 
-. 965 
-. 419 

:I: Exceeds maximum estimated value from Table 5. 1 
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TABLE 5.4 RFS GAINS REQUIRED FOR SPECIFIJZD DUTCH ROLL PROPERTIES 

Code 
q 

lb/ft’ 

. 231,O 
4LO 

: 53LO 

78.4 -25. 7::: 
238 -7.10 
408 -3.45 

. 35L20 83.6 -23. 9::: 

.55L20 206 -8.53 

.?5L20 383 -4.03 

5L40 
: 65L40 
.8L40 

68.7 _ 29. 6::: -6. 10::: -5.89 _ 6 . 7 3 ::: -5.89 - 2.96;’ 
116 -17.1:: -3.65* -2.81 -3.93* -2.81 -1,759 
176.5 _ 1 1 . 6 ::: -2.61::: -1.27 - 2. 77::: -1.27 -1.24s 

.23HO 78.4 

.4HO 238 

.53HO 408 

.35H20 

. 55H20 

. 75H20 

5H40 
: 65H40 
.8H40 

83.6 
206 
383 

-40. 8::: 
-11.8’: 

-6.11 

-37.9::: 
-14. o* 

-7.17 

68.7 -46.8;: -9. 56::: -10.1 -10.5::: -10.1 -4.68* 
116 -27.3::: -5.71::’ -5.25 -6.12* -5.25 -2. 78::: 
176.5 - 1 3 ) 9 ::: -4.10”; -3.03 -4, 33:: -3.03 -1.98$: 

c L 
‘:Exceeds maximum e 

9 = 5 rad/sec 9 = 2.5 rad/sec *f = 2.5 rad/sec 

53 = 0.5 G = 1.0 Q = 0.5 

wi 
set 

- 5, 07‘:: 
-1.55” 

-. 869 

_ 4. 8 7 ::: 
- 1. 90::: 
-1.07 

-4.97 -6, 22::’ -4.97 -2.36* 
-. 448 -1.73* -. 448 -. 677 

.462 -. 948 .426 -. 360 

-4.51 -5.57* -4.51 -2.31::: 
-. 771 - 2.06* -. 771 -. 871 

.484 -1.14::’ .484 -. 471 

-8. 09::: -8.68 -9. 81::: -8.68 -3.56::: 
- 2. 50::: -1.56 - 2. 77::: -1.56 -1.15::’ 
- 1 . 4 2::: -. 191 -1.53% -. 191 -. 634 

-7.68’:’ -7.96 -8, 73::: -7.96 -3.71* 
-3. 00::: -2.09 -3.24:: -2.09 -1.42* 
-1.71<: -. 226 -1.81* -. 266 -. 790 

stimated values from Table 5, 1 

G/i 
set 

G-/s 
set 



TABLE 5.5 ROLL TO SIDESLIP RATIO PROPERTIES 

--- 

Code 

.23LO - 
.4LO 
.53LO 

.35L20 83.6 2. 24 

.55L20 206 1. 32 

. 75L20 383 0.69 

.5L40 68.7 2. 29 

.65L40 116 1.62 

.8L40 176.5 0. 78 

.23HO 78.4 3. 38 9.41 

.4HO 238 1.70 8.98 

.53HO 408 1. 28 9.13 

.35H20 83.6 2.99 10.0 

.55H20 206 1.57 9.94 

.?5H20 383 0.86 10.1 

.5H40 68.7 3.00 

.65H40 116 1.71 

.8H40 176.5 0.92 

e ’ lb /ft2 

78.4 2.46 11.1 
238 1.45 10.7 
408 1.53 11.1 

13.2 
13.2 
13.1 

15.9 
17.0 
15.4 

I I 
2L =o 
P 

&2 - = -10 
P 

10.5 
10.7 
10.1 
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SV sa TABLE 5.6 RANGE OF CONTROL GAIN RATIO s, 
/ s, NECESSARY 

TO MEET THE VALUES OF &@/WV R&UIRsD BY THE 

GPAS WORK STATEMENT 

Code 

.23LO 

.4LO 

.53LO 

* , lb/ft2 

78.4 1.05 -. 555 
238 1.88 -. 809 
408 1.56 -. 791 

.35L20 83.6 1.17 -. 731 

.55L20 206 2.31 -. 883 

. 75L20 383 16.9 -1.39 

.5L40 68.7 1.19 -. 570 

.65L40 116 5.59 -. 829 

.8L40 i76.5 17. 7 -1.39 

.23HO 78.4 .840 -. 396 

.4HO 238 1.61 -. 752 

.53HO 408 2. 38 -. 892 

.35H20 83.6 

.55H20 206 

.?5H20 383 

924 
1:85 
7.98 

-. 472 
-. 803 
-1. 28 

.5H40 68.7 .98? -. 472 

.65H40 116 1.82 -. 814 

.8H40 176.5 13.5 -1.23 
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TABLE 5.7 ROLL AND SPIRAL MODE TIME CONSTANTS 

Code 

.23LO 

.4LO 
,53LO 

lb /ft” 

78.4 - 
238 
408 

% 
- = -2 set 
P 

G set 

128 
: 046 

sa - =4 
Y 

Zs set 

-2.43 
-1.66 
-1.61 

T5 set 

. 027 

2. 08 
1.60 
1.55 

.35L20 83.6 

.55L20 206 

.?5L20 383 

. 128 -1.96 1.83 

.053 -1.58 1.54 

.02? -1.42 1.41 

.5L40 

.65L40 

.8L40 

68. 7 
116 
176. s 

159 
:090 
. 060 

-1.84 1.76 
-1.54 1.50 
-1.49 1.48 

.23HO 78.4 .3?3 -3.70 2. 89 

.4HO 238 .130 -1.68 1.61 

.53HO 408 .076 -1.52 1.48 

.35H20 83.6 

.55H20 206 

.?5H20 383 

.361 
149 

: 077 

-2.53 2. 29 
-1.58 1.54 
-1.40 1.38 

.5H40 68.7 ,450 -2. 28 2.12 

.65H40 ilb .252 -1.58 1.54 

.8H40 176.5 .168 -1.47 1.46 

Roll Mode 
Time 

Constant T 
Spiral Mode Time Constant 

w9 = 0 

sa -I -4 
f 
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A” 

l MCI LOOP 8AW 

I 
AV 

ADJUSTYCITS 

FIGURE 2.1 BLOCK DIAGRAM OF THE ORIGINAL LONGITUDINAL 
MCS CONTROL LOOPS 



Configuration of Figure 2.1 

= 6.22 deg/g 

= -0. 321 set 

= 20 set 

&! 
e, 

= 0.0749 deg;se= 

s, sec2 = 
=+ 

0. 165 deg- 
ft 

AT 
q 

= 437 .q 

fi = 
e, 

21. 8 lb/ft 

FT/SEC 

A” 

FT/SEC 

FT/SEC 

FT/SEC 

FIGURE 2.2 GPAS RESPONSE TO MODEL THRUST COMMAND 
. 75H20 MODEL AND JETSTAR 

4% = - 12, 500 u(f) LB 
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THlOTTLL DVNAYICS 
I 

t 
UC3 LOOP GAIN 
ADJUSTMENTS 

hh 

CIV 

FIGURE 2.3 BLOCK DIAGRAM OF THE MODIFIED LONGITUDINAL 
MCS CONTROL LOOPS 



0.23HO 
q .525HO 
A .55 H20 
0 .75 H20 
0.5H40 

IO 

6 
RADISEC 

4 

DESIRED VALUE 

__.___ _--. + .i __._.... --: _._______ L -____- 

.c - .__. .;.--.. _. : ‘. .-. : 

i ELEVATOR ACTUATOR: f,, = 7CPS i 

“- 

0 .2 .4 .6 .0 I.0 1 

DES IRED VALUE 

RADISEC 
i THROTTLE DYNAI~~IC~: fn = 0.64 cps 

.I _____ -...; ._._-._ .; ___. _ . . . . . ._.. . .i... .i ; .i. 
f 

s 0.5 .. 

FIGURE 2.4 CLOSED-LOOP JETSTAR SHORT-PERIOD AND 
PPGOID ROOTS. USING ba, & , AV, 3 
J CONTROL LOOPS IN THE CONFIGURi$kfik 

OF FIGURE 2.1. 
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II 

eli 

se 
ev 

lb- set 
=213 t 

= 0 365 deg-sec . ft 

= 1.42 
deg- sec2 

ft 

se 

e% 
=o 

Se 
e, 

= -9.49 

Se 

-q 
= -0.846 set 

AV 

FTlSEC 

FT/SEC’ 

DEG 

DEGISEC 

DEG 

FIGURE 2.5 CLOSED-LOOP JETSTAR RESPONSE TO A UNIT 
STEP FUNCTION ELEVATOR COMMAND SIGNAL- 

. 55H20 
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FIGURE 2.6 ELEVATOR CHANNEL - FUNCTIONAL BLOCK DIAGRAM 



L 

r 

J 

FIGURE 2.7 THROTTLE CHANNEL - FUNCTIONAL BLOCK DIAGRAM 
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I I I .---.---.-------.-------.-------:-------~-------;-------;-------,------- :- _--_ -: r ___--- 4 -_____ 4 -_--__-; 

- 9 RADISEC 

=0.3 RAD/ SEC 

. ..-L-- 

I_______ :- -__ __ . . 

- , 5 ----__- j _-.--- 

- - - _ _ _ _ ; _ _ _ _ _ 

- ,o -.--___ j __.._. 

-5 ,___. --.! .._ 

:-ESTIMATED LIMIT GAIN j 
_____; __..___ ;.-.-. .-i.- _.__ i- ___.. +. TABLE --i _______ i _______ i 

FIGURE 2.8 LONGITUDINAL ANGLE OF ATTACK 
GAIN VS. INVERSE DYNAMIC PRESSURE 
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IO 
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FIGURE 2. 9 LONGITUDINAL SHORT-PERIOD DAMPING 
GAIN VS. INVERSE DYNAMIC PRESSURE 
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DEG - SEC 

FT 

-.o ! 

-.oc 

-0 

I I I 

FIGURE 2.10(a) LONGITUDINAL ELEVATOR PHUGOID 
CONTROL LOOP GAIN VS. INVERSE 
DYNAMIC PRESSURE 
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* 

FIGURE 2.10(b) LONGITUDINAL ELEVATOR PHUGOID CONTROL 
LOOP GAIN VS. INVERSE DYNAMIC PRESSURE 
( Ati LOOP) 
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DEG /SEC 
FT 

- .7 

-.6 

: UNLIMITED VALUES 0 

.-;-------.-------~------~-------~---.--~-..-..-:....-. 
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j r=lDDEG/q : 

& : p,= IO DEG/Q : 

0 2 4 6 8 IO I2 14 I6 
1000 

v 

FIGURE 2.10(c) LONGITUDINAL ELEVATOR PHUGOID CONTROL 
LOOP GAIN VS. INVERSE DYNAMIC PRESSURE 
(Afly LOOP) 
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FIGURE 2.11 LONGITUDINAL THROTTLE PHUGOID 
CONTROL LOOP GAIN VS. INVERSE 
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111 input gains equal 1.0. Forward Loop Gains 
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All input grins equal 1.0. Forward Loop Gains 
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-11 input gains equal 1.0. Forward Loop Gains 
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All input gains equal 1.0. Forward Loop Gains 
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All input gains equal 1. 0. Forward Loop Gains 
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All input gains equal 1.0. Forward Loop Gains 
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All input gains equal 1.0. Forward Loop Gains 
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FIGURE 5.1 GPAS FLIGHT ENVELOPE SHOWING LINES OF CONSTANT 
DYNAMIC PRESSURE AND THE PARTICULAR OPERATING 
POINTS THAT WERE STUDIED 



APPENDIX A 

EQUATIONS OF MOTION AND AIRCRAFT DATA 

A. 1 LINEARIZED EQIJATIONS AND DATA 

A. 1. 1 Linearized Longitudinal Equations ( u -wind axis and q -, and 
f- 

-body 

axes) 

3-f - orce at Ai/ Zv -- bV+A4i- 
“t % 

ZbL&u-A& i3,A@ = z, AS, 
l 

pitching 
moment -M,,AV-MGA&-M,Aa +a&M@ =M+A~, tMArdT 



L2 = speed sf sound 

T$ = thrust lnoment arm (along positive P body axis) 
3- 

A. 1.2 Linearized Lzterel-Di rectional Equations (Body Axes) - 

Side Force 

Rolling Moment 

Yawing Moment 
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A. 1.3 JetStar Aircraft Data and Stability Derivatives 

The following tables list the aircraft data and stability derivatives 

(both non-dimensional and dimensional) used with the longitudinal and lateral- 

directional linearized equations given in A. 1.1 and A. 1.2 All data are for a 

c. g. located at 2570 m. a. c. 

Table A. 1 (a) 

JetStar Air craft Data 

Reference Area 

Reference Lengths 

Thrust Moment Arm 

s = 542.5 ft’ 

& = 10.93 ft (longitudinal) 

b = 53. 75 ft (lateral-directional) 

- qT = 9.8 in. (above c.g.) 

Weights and Inertias (body axes) Weight, lb 

23,904 38,204 
Gx z f slug-ft 42, 273 118, 773 

I 2 YY ' slug-ft 126, 099 135, 869 

I aa ’ slug-ft 2 160,104 243,504 

I 2 J)rz ' slug-ft 5,470 5,061 
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TABLE A. 1.3(b) DATA FOR LINEAR EQUATIONS OF MOTION 

rad -1 / rad -I 

I I 
c I c %I “q ’ ems 

e 
rad:’ rad -1 rad 

-1 
de8 

7.20 

2.86 

2.02 

rad deg 

. I26 .40 

.0499 .56 

.0353 .61 

6.55 .I14 .44 

3.13 .0546 .56 

2.02 .0353 .47 

68.7 7.57 

116.2 4.75 

176.5 2.96 

.132 

. oa29 

.0517 

.45 

.49 

.44 

11.2 .195 .65 

4.04 .0705 .52 

2.68 .0467 .59 

9.90 .I57 .37 

4.44 .0775 .52 

2.64 .0461 .46 

68.7 11.5 

116.2 7.00 

176.5 4. 24 

.201 

.I22 

.0740 

.37 

.47 

.45 

v, 
rad -I 

A sit 
deg 

-1.95 

- .72 

- .63 

rad -I 

0.563 

0.1852 

0. IO6 

5.02 

5.12 

5.25 

0.398 

0.399 

0.403 

.44 .00295 -. 085 -.65 

.086 i .00149 I -.060 -.64 
I 

0 : .00138 , -.019 -.66 

-1.87 

95 

-.a5 

0.528 

0.214 

0.115 

5.18 

5. 29 

5.90 

0:34s 

0.425 

.032 

.OZl 

.OZI 

41 .00257 -.060 ( -.65 

069 . 00138 -.0072 -. 67 

017 i .0015a ! -.105 -. 77 
/ 

-2.36 0.642 

-1.62 0.379 

-1.49 0. 250 

5.22 / 0.402 ) .o44 .46 .00332 ’ -.039 -.65 ~ -3.0 -a. 2 -.a2 

5.47 

6. 31 

0.412 .028 .la .00207 -.OlZ -.70 

,027 / .I1 .00200 ! -.52 

-3.40 

-1.20 

-.81 

0.898 5.02 0.39a ,048 1.40 

0. 296 5. I2 0.399 .OZl .39 

0. I725 5.25 0.403 ,020 .046 

-3.07 0. H42 

-1.41 0.342 

-1.13 0.184 

5. Iti 0. 398 ,050 .63 

5.29 0.405 . 025 .I9 

5.90 0.425 022 .057 

-3.95 1.024 5.22 0.402 .070 .4a 

-2.44 0.606 5.47 0.412 .041 .3a 

-2.09 0.399 6. 31 0.440 .032 .2l 

i 

rt 

0 
0 
0 

20,000 

20,000 

20,000 

40,000 

40,000 

40.000 

0 

0 

0 

20.000 

20.000 

20,000 

40.000 

40,000 

40,000 

M 

rt/ set 

0.23 257 

0.40 447 

0.525 586 

0.35 

0.55 

0.75 

363 

510 

778 

0.50 484 

0.65 629 

0.80 775 

0.23 257 

0.40 447 

0.525 586 

0.35 

0.55 

0.75 

363 

570 

778 

0.50 484 

0.65 629 

0.80 775 

lb/h’ 

78.4 

238 

408 

83.6 

zob 

313 

78.4 

238 

408 

83.6 

206 

383 

-2.8 -a. 0 -.a1 

-2.9 -a. I -.a2 

-3.0 -a.2 -.a2 

-2. a -a. I -.a1 

-3.1 -a. 3 -. a3 

-3.7 -9.2 -.a6 

.00314 

. on151 

.00147 

-. 060 -.69 -2. a 

-. 063 -.64 -2.9 

-. 020 -.66 -3.0 

.00375 -. 072 -.66 -2. a 

.001al -.009 -.67 -3.1 

.00164 -. 085 -. 76 -3.7 

.00523 -. 002 -.65 - 3.0 

.00329 -.005 -. 70 -3.3 

.00247 -.61 -. 73 -4.0 

-8.6 -.a4 

-. 88 

-6.0 -.a1 

-a. 1 -.a2 

-a. 2 -.82 

-a. 1 

-a. 3 

-9.2 

-a. 2 

-a. b 

-9.3 

-.a1 

-.a3 

-. 86 

-.a2 

-. a4 

-. a6 



TABLE A. 1. j(b) (Cont) DATA FOR LINEAR EQUATIONS OF MOTION 

a%M c, c c, 
4. 

c, 
P % %, C’s C, c C C C 2” *Lx 

‘ P “r 9 Qt- “sa % 

lb rad -I rad -1 rad -1 rad -I rad -1 rad -1 rad -1 rrd 
-1 

rad 
-I 

nd 
-1 

rad 
-1 

rad 
-1 

rad/ set set -l xc-1 

-430 -.716 .177 -. 3645 .0010 -.I315 .02887 .05335 -. 0542 -. 1665 . 1235 -. 06338 .007748 -. 3003 -1.1314 -, 08871 

- 244 -. 716 .I77 -.3754 .04504 -. 07985 .02909 .05488 -. 007961 -. 1536 . 1152 m.06513 .003743 -.2117 -1.9936 -. 15523 

-98 -. 716 .177 -.3847 .03783 m.087 .02912 .05683 -. 0008296 -. 1513 . 1120 s.06521 .003005 -.2001 -2.6707 -. 20501 

-43 -. 716 .177 -. 3744 .08053 -. 1209 .02875 .05403 -.04847 -.1636 .I24 -. 06364 . 00721 -. 2085 -. 8797 -. 06698 

t98 -. 716 . 176 -. 3874 .0434 -. 0755 .02897 .05726 m.0116 -.I546 .I171 -. 06451 .004133 -. 1622 -1.3978 -. 10694 

t167 -. 738 . 165 -. 4072 .02621 ..04321 .02692 .06263 -.001788 -. 1568 .I186 -.05959 .003209 -. 1595 -2.1227 -. 15289 

t00 -.716 .177 -.3888 .08745 -.1279 .02859 .(HSll -.06455 -. 1672 . 1273 -.06329 .008421 -. 1524 -. 5476 -. 04169 

m 
tl61 -.718 .I73 -. 3993 .05953 -. 09938 .02804 .06121 -.02747 -. 1607 . 1212 -. 06204 .006089 -. 1305 -. 7405 -. 05562 

t200 -. 751 .I57 -.4166 .02868 -.0484 .02565 .06177 -. 01132 -.I574 .1227 -.a5655 .004195 -.I163 ‘-1.0512 -. 07324 

-430 -. 716 .I77 -. 3701 .I243 -.I78 .02822 .05268 -. 09867 -. 1779 . 1268 -. 0622 .01145 -. 2854 -. 7384 -. 05552 

-244 -.716 .177 ~3764 .05471 m.0916 .02912 .05479 -.02129 -. 1566 . 1188 -. 06461 ,004872 -. 1867 -1.2529 -0.09675 

-98’ -. 716 .I77 -. 3851 .04128 -. 07249 .02907 .05679 -. 000672 -. 1539 .I157 -. 06491 .0036 59 -. 1661 -1.6715 -. 12825 

-43 -. 716 .I77 -.3792 . 1159 -. 1603 .02828 .05352 -. 08606 -. 1728 . 1273 -. 06257 .01036 -. 1976 -. 5559 -. 04191 

t98 -. 716 -176 -. 3888 .05739 -. 08959 . 02924 .05715 -. 02561 -. 1582 . 1204 -. 06393 .005441 -. 1440 -. 0766 -. 06692 

t167 -. 738 .I65 -. 4075 .02959 -. 05361 .02696 .06259 -. 008412 -. 1585 . 1207 -. 05932 .003887 -. 1310 -1.3284 -. 09565 

t80 -.716 .177 -.3931 .1187 -.I656 .02796 .05507 -. 1053 -. 1789 . 1316 -.06217 .01222 -. 1459 -. 3451 -. 02609 

tl61 -.718 .173 -.4018 .07728 -. 1044 .02787 .06092 -. 04972 -. 1692 . 1282 -. 06126 . 008488 -. 1207 -. 4658 -. 03479 

t200 -. 751 .157 -.4183 .0403 -. 05656 .02851 .06166 -.0147 -.1627 .I272 -. 05585 .005574 -. 1040 -.6588 -. 04583 



D” 

11 set 

.0170 

.0159 

.0194 

.0108 

.01096 

.01489 

.00901 

, 00734 

.00871 

.02767 

.01041 

.01280 

.00902 

.00678 

.00649 

M” ys 
zid-set) -; 

..02812 

..03884 

-.05524 

D AT 
sl-rt -l 

l-1 set set -1 

-.01577 

-.00359l 

-.001938 

rad 
ft-sec 

*cd 
-2 

SIX 

MQ M& Y AT 

-1 -2 rad 
set set Ib-sec’ 

% 
-1 set 

‘ 4 

-I 
set 

% 
-1 

set 

-.00000524 

-.00000301 

-.00000230 

-.0001934 -2.3963 

-.0005251 -7.1625 

-.0002355 -12.6622 

set -1 

-.21946 

-.39692 

-.53700 

-.62704 -2.9862 

-1.10865 -9.1770 

-1.4678 -15.7319 

-. 0000064i 

8ec -1 

-. 15946 

-.27631 

-.36393 

.03942 -2.0553 .4612 

.06880 -3.6941 .4432 

.08997 -4.9502 .4868 

-.02022 -.00000371 -. 01010 -.0001715 -2.5552 -.16576 -.47952 -3.1842 -.12038 . 02976 -1.5938 .3428 

-.03853 -.00000236 -. 003082 -.0000210 -6.4901 -. 28799 -.77107 -8.0400 -.18891 .04644 -2.5070 .2899 

..03550 -.00000173 -.001460 -.001752 -13.8675 -.46779 -1.16316 -15.4883 -.26523 .05930 -3.7048 .2385 

..01936 -.00000278 -.008774 -.0000864 -2.0998 -.10941 -.29905 -2.6490 

-.02716 -.00000214 -.004240 -.0000328 -3.8249 -. 15668 -.40833 -4.5898 

..02343 -.00000174 -.002146 -.004415 -6.8056 -.i3404 -.54414 -7.3036 1 

-.07420 .01834 -1.0199 .2294 

-.09684 .02333 -1.3633 .2033 

-.I2486 .02610 -1.7538 .1207 

,06746 -.00000328 -.02441 -.0000978 -2.3608 -.20367 -.58192 -2.7714 

02259 -.00000188 -.005074 -.0005144 -6.6474 -.36839 -1.02894 -8.5170 

..04056 -.00000144 -.002564 -.0002292 -11.7518 -.49.939 .1.36227 -14.6007 

-.00000601 -.09978 .02467 -.7427 . 2494 

-.17414 .04305 -1.3183 .I916 

-.22772 .05629 -1.7637 .1891 

..02312 -.00000232 -.01391 -.0001778 -2.4079 -.15383 -.I4501 -2.9552 -.07533 .01862 -.5745 .1756 

..02537 -.00000148 -.004373 -.0000216 -6.0234 -.26728 -.I1563 -7.4618 -.I1821 .02906 -.9244 .1364 

..02875 -.00000108 -.001906 -.001301 -12.7032 -.43416 .1.07953 -14.3646 -.16596 .03711 -1.3196 .0958 

..03622 -.00000174 -.01336 .0000582 -1.9488 -.lQ155 ..27757 -2.4585 

..01947 -.00000134 -.006240 .0000258 -3.1498 -.14543 ..37900 -4.2598 

. . 01989 -. 00000109 -.003072 -.00480.9 -5.bUO -.21720 e.50499 -6.7784 t 

-.04643 .01148 -.3670 .1108 

-.06059 .01460 -.4083 .0939 

-.07613 .01633 -.6267 .0604 

TABLE A. 1. 3(b) (Cant) DATA FOR LINEAR EQUATIONS OF MOTION 



TABLE A. 1.3(b) (Cont) DATA FOR LINEAR EQUATIONS OF MOTION 

-2 set 

% 
-2 .ec -2 aec 

Ns 
-1 se.2 

Nr 
-1 

llec 

Np 
-2 

.ec 
- 

1.7608 

4.9861 

8.3101 

-2 set -2 WC 
I 

-7.1009 2.8808 1.5590 -.08069 -.2479 

-13.0894 8.9962 4.7686 -. 02068 -.3991 

-24.4482 15.9700 6.1831 .00282 -.5140 

.1105 -.)oab 

.1620 -L.9119 

.2230 -4.8304 

-6.9614 3.1110 1.6554 -.05448 -.1839 1.8852 . IOM -.96?5 

-10.7123 8.1243 4.1104 -.02046 -.2727 4.3869 .lW -2.4167 

-11.3986 lb. 5216 7.1014 -.00430 -..3767 8.2606 .P235 -4.1505 

-6.0520 2.6394 1.3528 -.04471 -.1158 1.5904 .105a -.7907 

-7.9539 4.8989 2.2442 -. 02476 -.I449 2.5612 .1287 -1.3121 

-5.8838 7.5091 3.1182 -.01258 -.1750 3.9384 .1346 -1.8151 

-3.4210 1.0125 .5424 -.09659 -.I741 1.1887 .1073 -.5831 

15.3442 3.1966 1.6989 -. 03637 -.2675 3.3808 .1386 -1.8387 

-7.2502 5.6800 2.9075 -.01502 -.3438 5.6444 .1785 -3.1666 

-3.2852 1.0968 .5796 -.06360 -.I277 1.2725 .1036 -.6255 

-4.5242 2.8860 1.4766 -.02970 -.1833 2.9656 .I340 -1.5747 

-5.0333 5.8764 2.5312 -.01329 -.2504 5.5275 .I780 -2.7166 

-2.7889 .9274 .4709 -.04795 -.08147 1.0810 .1004 -. 5107 

-2.9738 1.7353 .7939 -.02947 -.1003 1.7812 .1179 -.8512 

-2.4472 2.6678 1.2335 -.01074 -.1189 2.6845 .1176 -1.1787 



A. 2 EQUATIONS AND DATA USED FOR ANALOG COMPUTER 

MODEL FOLLOWING STUDIES 

A.2.1 J&Star Equations and Data 

Equations 

\i=- W2) SC, T 
2-m 

- gsirr r+ J.7 cvs d 

. S 
b 1 v c, f 

sx i/ -- 
&I= 2m +mBcos~+q -- 

V 

& fJ Cos 0- r sin QI 

k = VSinY 
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? SC, 7- WLQ: 
M, =- 9”7 +gm+ 9m 

q 

*Yp SC, 

4 . 

= 9” c--r 9 

nz =- ? SC, e 
to gm -74 
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JetStar Longitudinal Stability Derivatives and Data 

(M = 0.55 values) (all data for c. g. at 25% m. a. c. 1 

0.0093 

-. 01169 

-. 05411 

-. 1449 

-, 01449 

-. 03438 

-. 053 

. 007069 

. 0167 

. 05233 

. 022486 

W 

deg -1 m 

deg -1 S 

deg -1 ?T 

deg -1 
&y 

deg -1 
PO 

4 

deg -1 442 
deg -1 

deg -1 

-. CO3667 deg 

OrJO deg 
-2 

. 

9.816 ft 

22.85 ft 

0 

38, 204’lb 

1187.57 slugs 

542. 5 ft2 

10.93 ft 

135. 869 sl-ft2 

.OO2332 

-.6053 x 10 -7 

.4183 x lo-l2 

1. 5 1 



JetStar Lateral-Directional Stability Derivatives and Data 

-. 01250 deg -1 

. 003072 deg -1 

-.00080 

-. 000173 deg -2 

. 0005105 deg -1 

-.000001798 deg 
-2 

. 0009975 deg 
-1 

. 000244 deg 
-1 

. 000172deg 
-2 

-. 006786deg 
-1 

0 

. 00185 deg 
-1 

. 0000487 deg 
-2 

. 00009496 deg-' 

0 

-. 0026 deg 
-1 

-.0000384 deg -2 

. 000384 deg 
-1 

-. 000186 deg 
-2 

-. 001116 deg -1 

b = 53.75 ft 

I xx = 118, 773 sl-ft’ 

I = 22 243,504 sl-ft2 

I = 
Xi! 5061 sl-ft2 
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A. 2.2 Model (SST) CqLations and Data 

Equations 

d = V sin T 

153 



c, = c* 
0 

+ qp5” 

“Y-q = 
qsc, e . 

+- r 
m9 9 

s’ SC‘ B 
n, = - 4 my -9 -4 
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Model (SST) Longitudinal Stability Derivatives and Data 

(M = 0.55 values) 

-. 0008 

-. 002792 deg -1 

01396 deg -1 -. 

-, 0209 deg -1 

-. 00394 deg -1 

00410 deg -1 . 

.005 

OC786 deg -1 
. 

00339 deg -1 
. 

0497 deg -1 
. 

.0132 

OOC439 deg -2 . 

w 

m 

S 

F 

I YY 

e 

F 

240,000 lb 

7460.4 sl 

7000 ft2 

76 ft 

9.6 x lo6 sl-ft2 

105 ft 

0 

.002332 

-.6053 x 1O-7 

.4183 x 10 -12 

i55 



Model (SST) L a t eral-Directional Stability Derivatives 
IM = .55 values) 

-.00393 deg -1 

. 00201 deg -1 

-.000262 -1 deg 

-.000236 deg-’ 

0 

. 0000164 degw2 

. 000943 deg -1 

-. 000105 deg-’ 

. 0000734 degm2 

-.003054 deg-’ 

0 

.Or)1204 deg-l 

. 0000785 deg-’ 

. 0001047 deg-’ 

. 00001152 deg” 

-m 001536 

-.0000244 deg-2 

. 0000698 deg-’ 

. 00000175 degw2 

9.000942 -1 deg 

125 ft 

0.94 x 10 6 sl-ft2 

10.35x 10 6 sl-ft2 

41 x 10 3 sl-ft2 
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APPENDIX B 

JETSTAR TRANSFER FUNCTIONS 

B. 1 LONGITUDINAL 

The literal forms of the transfer functions 

and Anaf!A& 
“S& (s) , AefA&. (s) , “v/d*, w, 

( ) s are derived from the linearized longitudinal equations of mo- 

tion presented in Appendix A. 

The characteristic equation is of the form: 

D, (s) s As* + .BsJ+ es= c Ds +E (B. l-l) 

bl, at -- M,/Mk + 
vi 

+ TM, 
t 

E = -DviF,M,+VtDti ;teMv+g M&-M,& 

The coefficient 7 , which equals cos tit , is included for generality. 

When small angle approximations are made, 7 = 1. 0. 

Angle-of-attack-elevator transfer function 

General form: 

(B. l-3) 

157 
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where 

1 (B. l-4) 

Pitch angle - elevator transfer function 

General form: 

z (s) = 
As’+ Rs+C 

e D, (3) 

where 
A = Md Z& + TM& 

(B. l-5) 

Velocity - elevator transfer function 

General form: 

where 

(B. 1-7) 
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Normal acceleration - elevator transfer function 

General form: 

\/ 
2 (5) = -f 

AS++ 8sJ-c es=+ Ds + E 

where 
D, (9 

1 
r 

(B. l-9) 

(B. l-10) 

B. 2 LATERAL-DIRECTIONAL 

Lateral-directional transfer functions are derived from the linearized 

lateral-directional equations of motion presented in Appendix A. 

The characteristic equation is of the form: 

(B. 2-l) q $1 - As4+Bs3+Cs2tih+~- 

159 



where 

9 
,E = -- 

vt 
dt $-L,)+ L.&NP 

Roll angle - rudder transfer function 

General form: 

a As’+Bs+C 
-ys) = 

t= 0, (d 

(B. 2-2) 

(B. 2-3) 

(B. 2-4) 
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Yaw rate - rudder transfer function 

General form: 

$ (=) * As3+BsztCs+ D 

D, (s) 

where 

Sideslip - rudder transfer function -~ 

General form: 

where: 

(B. 2-5) 

(B. 2-6) 

(B. 2-7) 
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Roll angle - aileron transfer function 

General form 

where 

(B. 2-8) 

(B. 2-9) 

(B. 2-10) 
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Yaw rate - aileron transfer function 

General form: 

Sideslip - aileron transfer function 

General form: 

(B. 2-11) 

(B. 2-13) 

(B. 2-1-I) 

163 
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C. G. Lateral acceleration - rudder transfer function 

General form: 

(B. 2-151 

where 
A 

c 
(B. 2-16) 
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Cockpit lateral acceleration - rudder transfer function 

General form: 

where 

A’ 

8’ 

c’ 

D' 

E’ 

A’sd + 8’573 + C’s* .+ D’s + & I 

DI w 

E 

(B. 2-17) 

(B. 2-18) 

and A, B, C, D, E are the coefficients of the c. g . lateral acceleration trans- 

fer function given previously as equations B. 2-16. 
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1.1 II. .111.11 I ,11..11----.1..1 ..I_. II. --. ,_-.... . .._. . . . . - _ __---..---- 

B. 3 OPEN-LOOP JETSTAR TRANSFER FUNCTIONS 

Table 

B. 1 

B. 2 

B. 3 

B. 4 

B. 5 

B. 6 

B. 7 

B. 8 

B. 9 

B. 10 

B. 11 

B. 12 

B. 13 

B. 14 

B. 15 

B. 16 
B. 17 

B. 18 

B. 19 

B. 20 

B. 21 

B. 22 

B. 23 

B. 24 

B. 25 

B. 26 

Longitudinal Characteristic Equation 

L-I V/As, (s) T ransfer Function Numerator 

&c/A& (5) T ransfer Function Numerator 

&/AS, (5) Transfer Function Numerator 

AY@S~ (5) T ransfer Function Numerator 

dV/ar (.s,j Transfer Function Numerator 

&/AT (s) T ransfer Function Numerator 

08/n?- (s) T ransfer Function Numerator 

1 A+‘- h Transfer Function Numerator 

Lateral-Directional Characteristic Equation 

G/G (4 T ransfer Function Numerator 

r/&- (5) Transfer Function Numerator 

m (s) Transfer Function Numerator 

w-a (5) T ransfer Function Numerator 

+a (5) T ransfer Function Numerator 

PI&% (4 Transfer Function Numerator 

&sp/& (s) Pilot Transfer Function Numerator 

nn,,/b~-(s) Pilot Transfer Function Numerator 

A nx+,/‘& (5) Pilot Transfer Function Numerator 

~~X~/AT(s) Pilot Transfer Function Numerator 

An, /ASI h) T ransfer Function Numerator 

Any/A~(s) Transfer Function Numerator 

An&-t- Is) Transfer Function Numerator 

An&& is) Transfer Function Numerator 

An+ /A J-r b/J Pilot Transfer Function Numerator 

d”yp/dS, (s) Pilot Transfer Function Numerator 

In the following tables, the flight code identifies the Mach number, 

weight and altitude. For example, . 55L20 means Mach .55, light weight, 

at 20, 000 feet. The letter L refers to a (light) weight of 23, 904 lb and the 

letter H refers to a (heavy) weight of 38, 204 lb. 
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FLIGHT 
CODE 

. 23LO 

. 4OLO 

. 53LO 

. 35L20 

. 55LZO 

. 75L20 

. 5OL40 

. 65L40 

. 8OL40 

. 23HOO 

. 23H0 

.40HO 

. 53H0 

. 35HZO 

. 55H20 

. 75H20 

. 50H40 

. 65H40 

. 80H40 

r 

TABLE B. 1 

LONGITUDINAL CHARACTERISTIC EQUATION 

1.767 . 5665 

3.063 . 5718 

4.07.3 . 5742 

1.723 . 4430 

2.752 . 4471 

4.043 . 4643 

1.504 . 3199 

2.032 . 3222 

2.721 .3371 

1.665 .4636 

1.662 .4602 

2.817 .4711 

3.746 .4718 

1.629 .3574 

2.579 .3612 

3.761 .3781 

1.430 .2565 

1.930 . 2574 

2.447 . 2846 

3’ 
8, 

*a Q 
. 1978 

. 08947 

. 08440 

. 1194 

. 08778 

(Real Roots 

. 09304 

. 07734 

(Real Roots 

. 1721 

. 1707 

. 09279 

. 08196 

. 1206 

. 08513 

. 03006 

. 09733 

. 077.14 

(Real Roots 

r: ‘f 
-. 008823 

. 0765 1 

. 1109 

. 0486 1 

. 05359 

. 03480, -. 05019) 

. 02873 

. 03835 

. 1233, -. 1279) 

. 02384 

. 02518 

. 02626 

. 07285 

. 01820 

. 04002 

. 1520 

. 03714 

. 03768 

. 1160, -. 1123) 
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av 
TABLE B. 2 

.bs (8) JETSTAR TRANSFER FUNCTION NUMERATOR 
e 

FLIGHT 
CODE 

. 23L0 

.4OLO 

.53LO 

. 35L20 2001 160.7 -1.071 

. 55L20 5824 37.59 -3.848 

. 75L20 -34,691 24.55 -9.552 

. 5OL40 2251 154.7 -0.7294 

. 65L40 4164 73.63 -1.470 

. 8OL40 -1979 78.02 -2.223 

. 23HOO 750.9 -. 4499 -142.3 

. 23H0 750.8 -.4413 -142.3 

. 40H0 4790 -.9111 -488.8 

. 53H0 7823 43.75 -5.531 

. 35H20 1295 199.5 -0.7119 

. 55H20 4106 136.7 -1.496 

. 75H20 45,055 68.12 -3.951 

. 50H40 

.65H40 

. 80H40 

% 5, sz 
837 116.0 -1.375 

7369 52.50 -3.911 

10, 736 12.65 -15.12 

1355 78.95 -. 7264 

2716 199.1 -. 7094 

-1740 161.0 -1.193 
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I 

FLIGHT 
CODE 

. 23L0 -1.314 

.4OLO -1.820 

.53LO -1.441 

. 35L20 -1.379 

. 55L20 -1.257 

. 75L20 t3.27 

. 5OL40 -1.355 

.65L40 -1.235 

. 8OL40 to. 212 

. 23HOO -1.207 

. 23H0 -1.206 

.40HP -1.654 

. 53H0 -1.394 

. 35H20 -1.321 

. 55H20 -1.252 

. 75H20 -5.74 

. 50H40 -1.217 

.65H40 -1.180 

. 80H40 to. 280 

TABLE B. 3 

$0 JETSTAR TRANS.FER FUNCTION NUMERATOR 
e 

*a % *5 
-34.29 (-. 007727 f .2295j) 

-60.23 (-. 007834 f .1207j) 

-78.20 (-. 009631 f . 1027j) 

-48.01 s (-.009713 f .1344j) 

-75.95 (-. 005420 * .09+89j) 

-102.5 (-. 007416 l .07677j) 

-63.84 (-. 004431 f .09972j) 

-82.93 (-. 003633 f .08125j) 

-100.0 (-. 004338 f .05781j) 

-50.50 (-. 01349 f . 1873j) 

-50.50 (-. 01350 f . 1855j) 

-118.1 (-. 005154 l .1145j) 

-115.2 (-. 006361 * .09413j) 

-70.96 (-. 005172 f .1309j) 

-112.3 (-. 004055 f .0896Oj) 

-151.4 (-. 004869 f .07104j) 

-94.51 (-. 004455 f .0978lj) 

-122.8 (-. 003366 l .07817j) 

-148.4 (-. 003234 f .05678j) 
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FLIGHT 
CODE 

.23LO -. 7373 

.4OLO -4.625 

.53LO -7.926 

. 35L20 -.09868 -. 01592 -. 8260 

.55L20 -2.842 -. 01576 -1.314 

. 75L20 18.86 -. 01751 -1.994 

.5OL40 -1.025 -. 01482 -. 5122 

. 65L40 -1.607 -. 01250 -. 6926 

.8OL40 .6552 -. 0’1067 -. 9844 

. 23HOO . 003520 ..0001450 -. 7217 

. 23H0 .003588 . 0001477 -. 7085 

.40HO -1.031 -. 006907 -1.202 

.53HO -4.143 -. 01708 -1.573 

. 35H20 -. 7706 -. 01947 -. 5176 

. 55H20 -1.608 -. 01266 -. 8221 

. 75H20 -17.68 -. 01265 -1.246 

. 50H40 -1.045 -. 02617 -. 3149 

. 65~40 -1.022 -. 01226 -. 4342 

.80H40 . 4861 -. 009025 -. 6207 

TABLE B.4 

z(s) JETSTAR TRANSFER FUNCTION NUMERATOR 
e 

‘6 s7 

-. 02866 -1.059 

-. 02024 -1.883 

-. 02379 -2.521 
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TABLE B. 5 

s(s) JE TSTAR TRANSFER FUNCTION NUMERATOR 

FLIGHT 
CODE 

. 23L0 -. 0929 

. 4OLO -. 231 

. 53LO -. 280 

. 35L20 -, 1125 5.907 -6.572 

. 55L20 -. 1552 9.41202 -10.4798 

. 75L20 +. 666 13.3966 -15.0157 

. 5OL40 -. 1353 5.49476 -5.95085 

. 65L40 -. 133 7.28477 -7.85933 

. 8OL40 +. 0339 9.5051 -10.2892 

. 23HOO 0 5.45238 -6.31486 

. 23H0 . 0007 5.45850 -6. 3079 

. 40H0 -. 07275 11.1422 -12.5608 

. 5 3H0 -. 1935 12.4656 -14.328 

. 35H20 -. 1210 5.76575 -6.37997 

. 55H20 -- 1246 9.09801 -10.0835 

. 75H20 -. 817 12.9150 -14.4759 

. 50H40 -. 210 5.33503 -5. 73025 

. 65H40 -. 125 7.05803 -7.57972 

. 80H40 _ +. 036 9.2210 -9.96087 

se S9 

5.54576 -6.42844 

9.79396 -11.311 

12.8895 -14.9170 

S IO. 

0.035249 

. 00437278 

. 00213647 

. 01643 

. 00384942 

. 00159162 

. 0140628 

. 00598602 

. 002385 39 

. 051879 

. 051800 

. 0083875 

. 00304758 

. 0248797 

. 00618581 

. 00223911 

. 0208804 

. 00976462 

. 00371072 

-0.012733 

-. 0165934 

-. 0215664 

-. 009867 

-. 012590 

-. 016056 

-. 00918495 

-. 00882054 

-. 00959127 

0 

*+. 0000711875 

-. 004185696 

-. 0143432 

-. 0107856 

-. 00892227 

-. 0107513 

-. 0162365 

-. 00777593 

-. 0074599 
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FLIGHT 
CODE 

. 23L0 

. 4OLO 

.53LO 

. 35L20 

.55L20 

. 75L20 

. 5OL40 

.65L40 

.8OL40 

.23HOO 

. 23H0 

.40HO 

.53HO 

; 35H20 

. 55H20 

. 75H20 

. 50H40 

. 65H40 

. 80H40 

TABLE B. 6 

s(s) JE TSTAR TRANSFER FUNCTION NUMERATOR 

G 
-. 0004165 

-. 0004610 

-. 0002794 

-. 00008215 

-. 00046 14 

. 0009548 

-. 001267 

-. 0008842 

. 0001683 

-. 0005554 

-. 0006027 

-. 0004156 

-. 0002691 

-. 0007312 

-. 0004602 

-. 001595 

-. 001132 

-. 0008416 

. 0001864 

S Ii 

. 01209 

. 002742 

. 001479 

. 0008668 

. 002641 

. 001239 

. 008115 

. 003925 

. 001979 

. 01917 

. 02046 

. 004245 

. 002147 

. 01256 

. 003957 

. 001712 

. 01268 

. 005936 

. 002899 

S 15 =I4 

(-. 9950 f 1.462j) 

(-1.751 f 2.573j) 

(-2.338 f 3. 335j) 

(-. 7629 f 1.548j) 

(-1. 230 f 2.462j) 

(-1.877 *3.58Oj) 

(-. 4821 l l. 428j) 

(-. 6547 l l. 924j) 

(-. 9157 f 2.558j) 

(-. 7777 f 1.489j) 

(-. 7720 f 1.49Oj) 

(-1.327 f 2.487j) 

(-1. 767 f 3. 303j) 

(-.5837 f 1.526j) 

(-.9138 f 2.406j) 

(-1.422 f 3.481j) 

(-. 3648 f 1. 384j) 

(-.4981 l P.866j) 

(-. 6920 f 2.341j) 
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FLIGHT 
CODE 

.23LO 

. 4OLO 

.53LO 

. 35L20 

. 55L20 

. 75L20 

. 5OL40 

. 65L40 

. 8OL40 

. 23HOO 

. 23H0 

. 40H0 

. 53H0 

. 35H20 

. 55H20 

. 75H20 

. 50H40 

. 65H40 

. 80H40 

TABLE B. 7 

$ (s’ JETSTAR TRANSFER FUNCTION NUMERATOR 

3. 362 x 10 -8 

3.379 x 10-8 

5.197 x lo-lo 

5.513 x 10’9 

1.493 x 10-9 

-1.206 x 1O-7 

5. 209 x 1G-7 

7.582 x 1O-8 

-1.092 x 1O-7 

2.301 x 10-8 

2.497 x lG-’ 

3.217 x lo-’ 

5. 249 x 1O-9 

5.399 x 10 -8 

1.650 x 1O’9 

1.633 x 1O-7 

-3.382 x 1O-8 

-6.119 x 1O’8 

-1.595 x 10-7 

S f6 

.002432 

. 001793 

-2.867 

.0003878 

. 0002687 

. 001285 

.0042 

. 001178 

. 002107 

. 002949 

. 003186 

. 002759 

. 0009554 

.005832 

.0004657 

. 001672 

-. 9418 

-. 0003497 

. 003029 

s16 517 

-. 7785 -3.288 

(-2.671 f 1.5Olj) 

-4.266 .0006199 

(-1.154 f .3033j) 

-. 8759 -2.870 

(-2.840 f 5.982j) 

(-. 7285 f .3699j) 

-. 6909 -1.294 

(-1.398 f 8. OSlj) 

-. 7512 -1.420 

-. 7748 -1.274 

(-1.839 f 1.615j) 

(-2.457 f 1. 296j) 

(-.8536 f .5OlOj) 

-. 8781 -1.698 

(-1.957 f 4.601j) 

(-. 03173 f .03135j) 

-. 2045 -1.161 

(-. 9556 f 7. OSlj) 
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F LIGH T 
CODE 

. 23L0 

. 4OLO 

. 53LO 

. 35L20 

. 55L20 

. 75L20 

. 5OL40 

. 63L40 

. 8OL40 

. 23HOO 

. 23H0 

. 40H0 

. 53H0 

. 35HZO 

. 55H20 

. 75H20 

. 50H40 

. 65H40 

. KOH40 

TABLE B. 8 

FT b.. JETSTAR TRANSFER FUNCTION NUMERATOR 

4.207 x 1O-5 -4.296 -8.261 

4. 209 x 1O-5 (-5.233 f 5.044j) 

4.2Gl x 10-5 -8.442 -13.52 

4.187 x 10 -5 -2.141 -11.81 

4.200 x 10-5 -3.039 -21.71 

4.131 x IO -5 49.16 -. 8387 

4.222 x 10-5 -1. 271 -16.18 

4.204 x 10-5 -1.638 - 22.76 

4.172 x 10 -5 252.4 -. 9188 

2.664 x 1O-5 -1.648 -10.86 

2.668 x 1O-5 -1.512 -10.91 

2.630 y 10 -5 (-5.926 f 1. 2433’) 

2.629 x 10 -5 -4.357 -17.00 

2.644 x 10 -5 -1.418 -12.82 

2.629 x 10 -5 -1.889 -21.91 

2.677 x 10 -5 17.53 . 9003 

2.647 x 10 -5 -. 7011 -20.60 

2.635 x 1O-5 -. 9700 -25. 34 

2.605 x 10 -5 205.1 -. 5675 
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FLIGHT 
CODE 

. 23L0 

. 4OLO 

. 53LO 

. 35L20 

. 55L20 

. 75 L20 

. 5OL40 

. 65L40 

. 8OL40 

. 23HOO 

. 23HO 

. 40H0 

. 53H0 

. 35H20 

. 55H20 

. 75H20 

. 50H40 

. 65H40 

. t30H40 

2 (s) JE TSTAR 

s (8) = 

t5.3 x 10 -6 

‘+2.1 x 10-6 

+1.482 x 1W6 

t4.77 x lo6 

t2.297 x 10 -6 

t1.46 x 10 -6 

l 5.575 x 10 -6 

+3.49 x 10 -6 

t2.16 x 10 -6 

0 

t5.2 x 10 -6 

t1.855 x 10 -6 

l l. 155 x 10 -6 

t4.15 x 10 -6 

+2.04 x 10 -6 

+l. 234 x 10-6 

t5.32 x 10-6 

+3.22 x 10 -6 

l 1.93 x m-6 

TABLE B. 9 

TRANSFER FUNCTION NUMERATOR 

S LO 

.0157258 

.0035888 

. 00193785 

-0104 

. 00308120 

. 00146039 

. 00876645 

. 00423710 

.00214661 

-1.54809 

. 0243381 

. 00507153 

. 00256237 

. 0138863 

. 0043712 

. 00191416 

. 0133437 

.006238 

. 00307278 

%f s2z 

(-. 485228 f 1. 77534j) 

(-.932465 f 2.91611j) 

(-1.2422 f 4.35063j) 

(-. 4040 * 2. 06Oj) 

(C. 657981 * 3.40922j) 

-4.04417 1.99294 

(-. 258337 f 1.90975j) 

(-. 354462 * 2.6215Sj) 

-7.24004 6.25564 

(-. 412059 f 1.47029j) 

(-. 509062 * 2. 09527j) 

(-. 865837 * 2.99204j) 

(-1.15243 f 4. 2793j) 

(-. 367109 f 1.96614j) 

(-.612712 f 3. 29895j) 

(-. 950105 f 1.90434j) 

(-. 242581 f 1.9436 2j) 

(-. 3291 f 2. S92j) 

-6. 31071 5.38611 
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TABLE B. 10 

LATERAL-DIRECTIONAL CHARACTERISTIC EGUATION 

FLIGHT 
CODE T& G 

99.01 

134.0 

112.3 

.23LO 1.584 . 1181 . 4801 

.4OLO 2.324 . 1371 ..2680 

.53LO 2.956 . 1383 . 1996 

. 08489 . 6146 184.4 

. 09799 . 3811 215.3 

.1040 . 2672 668.9 

. 35L20 1.582 

. 55L20 2.172 

. 75L20 2.908 

. 5OL40 1.487 

.65L40 1. 727 

. 8OL40 2.022 

. 05287 . 9497 404.4 

. 06173 . 7189 247.8 

.06824 . 5609 905.8 

.06606 1.201 213 

.1138 . 7645 156.1 

. 1228 .5800 202.2 

.23HO 1.410 

.40HO 1.970 

. 53H0 2.477 

. 35H20 1.374 

. 55H20 1.846 

. 75H20 2.420 

. 04637 1.535 288.9 

.08232 1.086 275.2 

. 09023 . 7704 470.6 

. 02980 2.379 14040 

. 04976 1.987 1537 

. 05946 1.608 18900 

. 50H40 1.305 

. 65H40 1.483 

. 80H40 1.704 
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TABLE B. 11 

9 
F(s) JETSTAR TRANSFER FUNCTION NUMERATOR 

FLIGHT 
CODE 

.23LO -72.15 1.814 -1.566 

. 4OLO -88.52 1.707 -1.819 

.53LO -130.4 2.509 -2.728 

. 35L20 

. 55L20 

. 75L20 

. 5OL40 

. 65L40 

. 8OL40 

. 23H0 -180.6 2.107 -1.657 

. 40H0 -126.6 1.673 -1.655 

. 53H0 -125.6 1.517 -1.652 

. 35H20 

. 55H20 

. 75H20 

. 50H40 

.65H40 

. 80H40 

-167. 9 1.694 -1.529 

-138.2 1.427 -1.510 

246.0 (-. 1700 l 1.3323) 

-469.8 1.598 -1.462 

-284.3 1.570 -1.531 

202.2 (-. 06682 f . 7584j) 

-316. 3 1.001 -1.598 

-242. 3 1.478 -1.456 

20.88 (-. 09129 f .3731j) 

-18,562 1. 764 -1.554 

-1.571 1.358 -1.277 

4,492 (-. 03218 f .6255j) 

I 
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TABLE B. 12 

FLIGHT 
CODE 

.23LO 

.4OLO 

. 53LO 

. 35L20 

.55L20 

.75L20 

. 5OL40 

. 65L40 

. 8OL40 

. 23H0 

.40HO 

.53HO 

. 35H20 

. 55H20 

. 75H20 

.50H40 

. 65H40 

.80H40 

e (S) JE TSTAR. TRANSFER FUNCTION NUMERATOR 

SO 

-8.746 -2.205 

-6.303 -3.921 

-7.112 -5.212 

-14.56 -1.650 

-7.744 -2.743 

9.972 m 1214 

-30.56 -. 9316 

-14.39 -1.365 

8.297 . 1190 

-21.53 -. 7418 

-8.996 -1.299 

-6.857 -1.725 

-27.18 -. 5962 (-. 03072 * .5533j) 

-13.53 -. 9038 (-. 04653 * .3234j) 

. 8111 .03036 -. 1195 -1.308 

-1183 -. 3497 (-. 03754 * .5769j) 

-78.94 -. 4690 (-. 03329 f . 3732j) 

184.8 . 1359 -. 1721 -. 6292 

S 2.9 s2c s 
t7 

(-. 1080 f .4831j) 

(-. 09859 f .2845j) 

(-. 1318 f . 31443) 

(-. 1044 l .4497j) 

(-. 07426 f . 2559j) 

-. 2498 -3.960 

(-. 1365 f .4835j) 

(-. 09059 * . 3660j) 

-. 1720 -1.901 

(-. 06121 f .616Oj) 

(-. 06044 f . 3420j) 

(-. 07300 f .2434j) 
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FLIGHT 
CODE 

.23LO 

.4OLO 

. 53LO 

. 35L20 -. 8591 -1.630 -36.79 

.55L20 . 07202 -2.647 -53.94 

. 75L20 . 9460 -3.801 -70.39 

.5OL40 -1.614 

.65L40 -. 2902 

. 8OL40 . 8281 

. 23H0 -2.323 . 03291 -. 7909 

. 40H0 -. 1610 -1.309 -46.30 

. 53H0 . 1443 -1.723 -59.85 

.35H20 -2.024 . 01944 -. 6148 -38.76 

. 55H20 -. 2956 . 002135 -. 9215 -58.97 

. 75H20 .5280 -1.292 -77.68 -. 002290 

. 50H40 -78.10 . 01673 -. 3922 -52.86 

.65~40 -3.808 . 005755 -. 4977 -65.51 

. 80H40 8.568 -. 001023 -. 6204 -78.95 

TABLE B. 13 

- (8) JETSTAR TRANSFER FUNCTION NUMERATOR 

G 
-. 6675 

. 06222 

. 1423 

s28 s29 so 
-2.100 -26.52 .01605 

-3.780 -42.30 -. 0008511 

-5.074 -54.27 -. 002240 

. 01064 

-. 0006 249 

-. 002819 

-1.044 -49.92 . 009719 

-1.389 -60.72 . 002469 

-1.805 -71.62 -. 001974 

-28.13 

. 002007 

-. 001300 
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TABLE B. 14 

FLIGHT 
CODE 

.23LO 

. 4OLO 

.53LO 

.35L20 

. 55L20 

. 75 L20 

. 5OL40 

. 65L40 

.8OL40 

. 23H0 

. 40HO 

. 53HO 

. 35HZO 

. 55H20 

. 75H20 

.50H40 

. 65H40 

.80H40 

s, (s) JETSTAR TRANSFER FUNCTION NUMERATOR 

+115.6 (-.2105 f 1.426j) 

l 321.2 (-. 3429 l 2.281j) 

*364.2 (-.4427 f 2.937j) 

t308.5 (-.1571 f 1.46Oj) 

+660.8 (-.2335 f 2.14Oj) 

+2991 (-. 3182 f 2.897j) 

t862.7 (-. 09839 f 1. 355j) 

+824. 7 (-. 1233 f 1.6633’) 

+3821 (-. 1510 f 2. OOSj) 

+210.2 (-.1455 f 1.25Oj) 

+360.1 (-. 2248 f 1.899j) 

i646.2 (-. 2890 f 2.421j) 

t417.2 (-. 1075 f 1.2593’) 

+810.9 (-. 1539 f 1.781j) 

+2080 (-. 2098 f 2.381j) 

+26, 006 (-. 06776 f 1.181j) 

-4842 (-.08314 f 1.409j) 

+78, 389 (-.lOOl f 1.67Oj) 
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TABLE B. 15 

FLIGHT 
CODE 

.23LO 

.4OLO 

. 53LO 

. 35L20 

. 55L20 

. 75L20 

.5OL40 

.‘65L40 

. 8OL40 

. 23H0 

. 40H0 

. 53H0 

. 35H20 

. 55H20 

. 75H20 

. 50H40 

. 65H40 

. 80H40 

c&.. JETSTAR TRANSFER FUNCTION NUMERATOR 

k;, *33 SW %S 

+13.95 -. 8487 (. 3574 f 2.002j) 

+22.56 -1.320 (.08174 f 2. 33dj) 

t19.54 -1.517 (-. 1123 f 2.548j) 

i26.70 -. 6993 (. 2774 f . 1953j) 

+36.76 -. 9661 (. 1176 f 2. 242j) 

i122.1 -1.142 (-. 04182 f 2. 527j) 

+56.@7 

+41.66 

+157.3 

-. 4731 

-.5864 

-. 7560 

-.5799 

-1.014 

-1.313 

(. 2268 f 1.85lj) 

(. 1533 l 1.993j) 

(. 1346 f 2. O6Oj) 

+25. 05 

+25.44 

l ?4. 92 

(. 3450 f 1.952j) 

(-. 04060 * 3.37Oj) 

(-1.355 f 4.607j) 

t35.83 

l 45. 18 

+85.19 

(. 2857 f 1.892j) 

(.04273 * 3.117j) 

(-1.012 * 5.006j) 

t 1657 

+243. 2 

t 3225 

-. 5201 

-. 7191 

-. 9469 

-. 3194 

-. 4099 

-. 5659 

(. 1834 f 1.805j) 

(. 1354 f 2. 286j) 

(-. 1185 * 2.963j) 
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FLIGHT 
CODE 

. 23L0 

. 4OLO 

. 53LO 

. 35L.20 

. 55L20 

. 75L20 

. 5OL40 

. 65L40 

. 8OL40 

. 23H0 

.40HO 

. 53HO 

. 35H20 

. 55H20 

. 75H20 

. 50H40 

.65H40 

. 80H40 

TABLE B. 16 

s 
s ($1 JE TSTAR TRANSFER FUNCTION NUMERATOR 

a 

%-+ %6 S 37 

+l. 821 

+l. 769 

+l. 182 

+2.459 

+ 2.239. 

t5.407 

t3.810 

l 2. 273 

+h. 930 

+3.183 

+I.953 

i2.093 

-.2210 -2.778 

22.25 -. 6123 

1.808 -1.245 

-. 1692 -2.278 

-. 3711 -28.12 

1.528 -. 8172 

-. 1007 -1.400 

-. 1564 -2.173 

116.8 -. 2304 

-1454 -1.509 

-. 3774 -1.095 

(--4286 f .5912j) 

+3.233 

+2.715 

+3.818 

-. 1119 -1.330 

-.2335 ’ -. 8830 

(-. 3606 f .3955j) 

+llO. 0 -. 06983 -. 7526 

l 13. 14 -. 1027 -. 7040 

+141.8 -. 2303 -. 4335 
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TABLE B. 17 

FLIGHT 
CODE 

.23LO 

.4OLO 

. 53LO 

.35L20 

. 55L20 

. 75L20 

d IS 

-. 0929 

-. 2308 

-. 2798 

‘38 
S 

39 

(-.6109 * 4.216j) 

(-1.040 f 7.364j) 

(-1.394 f 9. 778j) 

S40 S4l 

. 03510 -. 01273 

. 004373 -. 01659 

.002136 -. 02156 

-. 1125 (-.4705 f 4.404j) . 01641 -. 009866 

-. 1552 (-. 7247 *6.98Oj) .003848 -. 01259 

t. 6673 (-1.091 f 10.07j) . 001591 -. 01605 

. 5OL40 -. 1353 (-. 2928 f 4. 039j) .01406 -. 009180 

.65L40 -. 1332 (-. 3839 f 5. 349j) . 005 986 -. 008815 

.8OL40 t. 3388 (-. 5476 * 7.103j) -002386 -. 009590 

.23HOO 0 (-. 3732 f 3. 159j) 

.23HO t. 0007 (-.3666 * 3.16Oj) 

.40HO -. 0727 (-. 5665 l 5.279j) 

.53HO -. 1935 (-. 7475 f 7.187j) 

.05161 

.05153 

.008387 

. 003049 

0 

t. 00007119 

-. 004183 

-. 01434 

. 35H.20 -. 1210 

. 55H20 -. 1246 

. 75H20 -. 8146 

. 50H40 -. 2101 

.65H40 -. 1247 

. 80H40 t. 0360 

(-. 2645 * 3.2683) -02485 -. 01078 

( -. 3931 f 5.135j) .006186 -. 008924 

(-. 5859 f 7. 391j) -002240 -. 01075 

(-. 1649 * 2.976j) .02085 -. Cl624 

(-. 2116 * 3.93i’j) . 009760 -. 007777 

(-. 2980 f 5. 224j) . 003710 -. 007460 

A& 
P($ JETSTAR TRANSFER FUNCTION NUMERATOR 

AK- 
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TABLE B. 18 

dfs) JE TSTAR PILOT TRANSFER FUNCTION NUMERATOR 

FLIGHT 
CODE 

.23LO 

.4OLO 

. 53LO 

. 35L20 

. 55L20 

. 75L20 

. 5OL40 

.65L40 

.8OL40 

. 23HOO 

.23HO 

. 40H0 

. 53H0 

. 35H20 

. 55H20 

. 75H20 

.50H40 

.65H40 

.80H40 

k&r 10 6 

5.30 

2.10 

1.48 

‘42 % s4+ S4d 

(-. 5680 f 1.665j) . 01570 -137.3 

(-1.050 f 2.755j) . 003589 -102.0 

(-1.393 f 4.014j) . 001937 -165.0 

4.77 

2.69 

1.46 

5.57 

3.49 

2. 16 

(-. 4570 f 1.909j) 

(-. 7369 f 3. 123j) 

-4.361 2.296 

(-. 2897 f 1. 778j) 

(-. 3953 f 2.422j) 

(-. 9932 f 9. 8721) 

(-.5015 l 1.434j) 

t-.5238 * 1.831j) 

(-. 9302 * 2. 771 j) 

(-1. 214 f 3. 868j) 

(-. 3960 f 1. 793j) 

(-. 6336 f 2.938j) 

(-1. 208 f 2.018j) 

. 01013 -106. 3 

. 003081 -156.8 

. 001460 -115.9 

. 008764 -111.8 

. 004238 -135.0 

. 002146 80.86 

0 

5.20 

1.85 

1.23 

-1.550 0 
.02428 -50.70 

. 005070 -75.94 

. 002563 -116.4 

4.15 

2.04 

1.23 

. 01388 - 76. 22 

. 004372 -111.6 

. 001905 -91.61 

5. 32 (-. 2508 f 1. 7273) . 01334 -117.6 

3.22 (-. 3392 f 2. 304j) . 006236 -118.4 

1.93 (-. 3184 * 6.657j) . 003072 84.87 
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mt+) 
TABLE B. 19 

7 (s) JETSTAR PILOT TRANSFER FUNCTION NUMERATOR 

FLIGHT 
CODE 

.23LO 

.4OLO 

.53LO 

. 35L20 

.55L20 

. 75L20 

.5OL30 

.65L40 

. 8OL-IO 

.23HOO 

. 23H0 

. 40HO 

. 53H0 

. 35H20 

. 55H20 

. 75H20 

. 50H40 

.65H40 

. 8OH40 

% 

-0; 7373 

-4.6245 

-7.9225 

s4G S47 *a S49 

(t. 001750 f ,1523j) 3.104 -4.065 

(-. 009371 f .1427j) 3.890 -5.614 

(-. 01039 f .1499j) 4.656 -6.965 

-0.9868 (-a 002670 * . 1OlOj) 3.228 -3.966 

-2.8420 f-.005891 * . 1024j) 4.221 -5.395 

18.8612 (-. 008068 * . 1161j) 4. 756 -6.610 

-1.0250 (-. 001677 f .07575j) 3.335 -3.782 

-1.6067 (-. 003263 f .07202j) 3.938 -4.539 

to. 6552 (-. 005010 * . Oi’627j) 4.148 -5.036 

to. 0352 

tG. 0359 

-1. Gil5 

-4.1434 

(-. 4596 * 2.6983) .04614 

(-. 4527 * 2. 597j) .04573 

(-. 003796 f .09835j) 2.667 

(-. 007056 f . 1131j) 4.378 

. 004118 

. 004419 

-3.922 

-5.900 

-0. 7706 (t. 0007541 f . 09182j) 3.231 -3.750 

-1.6077 (-. 003707 f .08086j) 3.919 -4.722 

-17.6761 (-. 005339 f .08658j) 4.515 -5.730 

-1.0455 (-. 001609 f . 07287j) 3.686 -3.983 

-1.0217 (-. 001731 * .06095j) 3.715 -4.142 

to. 4861 (-. 003410 f .05921j) 4.024 -4.623 
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TABLE B. 20 

An, 
--% JETSTAR PILOT TRANSFER FUNCTION NUMERATOR 

ar 

FLIGHT 
CODE 

.23LO 

.4OLO 

.53LO 

. 35L20 

.55L20 

. 75L20 

. 5OL-10 

.65L40 

.8OL40 

.23HOO 

.23HO 

. 4OHO 

.53HO 

. 35H20 

. 55H20 

. 75H20 

. 50H40 

. 65~40 

. 80H40 

KS 
4.207 x 1O-5 

4.209 x 1O-5 

4.201 x 10-5 

4.187 x lo-5 

4.200 x 10 -5 

4.131 x 10-5 

4.222 x 10-5 

4.204 x lO-5 

4.172 x 1O-5 

2.664 x 10 -5 

2.668 x 10 -5 

2.630x 10 -5 

2.629 x 10 -5 

2.644x 10 -5 

2.629 x 10 -5 

2.677x 10 -5 

2.647 x 1O-5 

2.635 x 10 -5 

2.605 x 1O-5 

S50 % 

(-.9977 f 1.437j) 

(-1.751 f 2.5lOj) 

(-2.338 f 3.332j) 

(-. 7588 f 1.5393) 

(-1. 227 f 2.458j) 

(-1.882 f 3.58lj) 

(-. 4763 *l. 421j) 

(-.6511 f 1.921j) 

(-. 9381 f 2.567j) 

(-. 7338 f 1. 4793) 

(-. 7671 f 1.479j) 

(-1.326 * 2.483j) 

(-1.765 * 3.3Olj) 

(-.5757 * 1.516j) 

(-.9277 f 2.402j) 

(-1.424 f 3.48lj) 

(-. 3554 * 1.3773) 

(-.4916 f 1.863j) 

(-.7201 f 2.35Oj) 

ss2 ss3 

t-.007897 f .1986j) 

(-.0007100 f .0897Oj) 

I-.001239 f .08458j) 

(-.008953 f ,1188j) 

(-. 002613 * .0879Oj) 

. 04369 -.03936 

(--006378 f .09275j) 

t-.003908 l .0773Oj) 

. 1430 -.1087 

(.007564 * .173Oj) 

(.006693 * .1717j) 

(-.002051 f .09283j) 

(-.001917 f .08209j) 

(-.009062 f .1199j) 

(-.004079 f .08509j) 

(t.0009743 f .03035j) 

(-.01313 f .09557j) 

(-.006513 * .07669j) 

. 1379 -.09270 
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FLIGHT 
CODE 

.23LO 

.4OLO 

. 53LO 

. 35L20 

. 55L20 

. 75L20 

.5OL40 

.65L40 

.8OL40 

. 23HOO 

.23HO 

. 40HO 

.53HO 

.35H20 

. 55H20 

. 75H20 

. 5 OH40 

. 65H40 

.80H40 

TABLE B. 21 

----ts) JETSTAR TRANSFER FUNCTION NUMERATOR 
Ase 

% %4 % 

-, 7373 (. 002461 f .1523j) 

-4.6245 (-. 008616 * . 1428j) 

-7.9255 (-. 009602 f . 1499j) 

SC ss7 

6.278 -6.923 

12.20 -12.93 

17.52 -17.96 

-. 9868 (-. 002427 * . 1OlOj) 6.657 -7.130 

-2.8420 (-. 005633 * . 1024j) 12.17 -12.52 

18.8612 (-. 007684 * . 1162j) 17.14 -17. 76 

-1.0250 (-. 001593 f .07575j) 6.366 -6.633 

-1.6067 (-. 003183 f .07203j) 9.082 -9.320 

.6552 (-. 004894 * .07629j) 11.81 -12.13 

.0352 

. 0359 

-1.0315 

-4.1434 

-04638 -004118 

(-5.995 f 22.2Oj) 

(-. 003300 f .0984lj) 

(-. 006703 f . 113lj) 

-50.55 

. 04598 

9.273 

16.21 

0 

. 004419 

-11.00 

-17.20 

-. 7706 (. 0008935 f . 0918lj) 6.664 -7.128 

-1.6077 (-. 003582 f .08087j) 11.02 -11.68 

-17.6761 (-. 005175 f .08659j) 16.34 -17.23 

-1.0455 (-. 001567 * .07287j) 6.847 -7.052 

-1.0217 (-. 001689 * .06096j) 8.384 -8. 752 

.4861 (-. 003359 f .05921 j) 11.26 -11.71 
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FLIGHT 
CODE 

.23LO 

.4OLO 

.53LO 

.35L20 

.55L20 

. 8OL40 

.5OL40 

. 65L40 

.8OL40 

.23HOO 

.23HO 

. 40H0 

.53HO 

. 35H20 

. 55H20 

. 75H20 

. 50H40 

.65H40 

.80H40 

an, 
,,(s) JETSTAR TRANSFER FUNCTION NUMERATOR 

An% 
m (6) = & 

‘GO 

4.207 x 1O-5 
4.209 x 10 -5 

4.201 x 1o-5 

4.187 x 1O-5 

4.200 x 1o-5 

4.131 x 10-5 

4.222 x 10-5 

4.2C4 x 1O-5 

4.172 x 1O-5 

2.664 x 10 -5 

2.668 x 1O-5 

2.630 x lO-5 
2.629 x 10 -5 

2.644 x 10 -5 

2.629 x 10 -5 

2.677 x 10 -5 

2.647 x 10 -5 

2.635 x 10 -5 

2.605 x 1O-5 

%3 569 

(-. 9990 f 1.439j) 

(-1. 752 f 2. 510j) 

(-2.338 f 3.332j) 

(-. 7596 f 1.539j) 

(-1.228 f 2.4593) 

(-1.880 f 3.581j) 

(-. 4769 f 1.421j) 

(--6517 * 1.921j) 

(-. 9335 * 2.56i’j) 

(-. 7757 * 1.48Oj) 

(-. 7691 * 1.48Oj) 

(-1.327 f 2.484j) 

(-1. 766 * 3.3Olj) 

(--5768 f 1.516j) 

(-. 9286 * 2.403j) 

(-1.424 * 3.482j) 

(-. 3564 * 1. 377j) 

(-.4925 f 1.863j) 

(-. 7152 f 2. 351j) 

(-• 007892 f . 1983j) 

(-. 0007100 f . 08967j) 

(-. 001239 f .08456j) 

(-. 008943 f . 1187j) 

(-. 002612 f .08788j) 

. 04369 -. 03936 

(-. 006373 l .09272j) 

(-. 003906 f .07729j) 

.1431 -. 1088 

(. 007552 f . 1728j) 

(. 006684 l . I715j) 

(-. 002050 f . 0928Oj 

(-. 001916 f . 08207j 

(-. 009049 * . 1198j) 

(-. 004076 f . 08507j 

(. 0009742 f .03035j) 

(-. 01312 f . 09554j) 

(-. 006509 f . 07668j) 

1380 -. 09273 
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FLIGHT 
CODE 

.23LO 

. 4OLO 

.53LO 

S64 ‘6s 

2.280 -1153 -1.915 . 9561 -1.809 

0.945 2.313 -2.894 -006141 -3.620 

0.845 3.085 -3.728 -003574 -4.894 

. 35L20 3.644 (-1.660 l . 08902j) 1.056 to. 08216 

. 55L20 0.990 (-2. 586 * .23Olj) .004767 2.153 

. 75L20 -4.922 (-3.589 f .3772j) -004128 3.019 

. 5OL40 

. 65L40 

. 8OL40 

. 23H0 

.40HO 

. 53H0 

. 35H20 

. 55H20 

. 75H20 

. 50H40 

. 65~40 

. 80H40 

10.054 . 1791 -1.751 . 6911 -. 9677 

2.972 1.441 -1.971 . 02791 -1.376 

-2.400 2.054 -2.248 -. 003475 -1.915 

8.592 t.2958 * .44lOj) -. 6966 -1. 726 

1.629 1. 796 -2.307 . 01613 -1.311 

0.696 2.488 -3.005 -002758 -1.722 

9.488 (. 3534 f .2798j) -. 5608 -1.689 

2.567 1.628 -2.166 . 01751 -. 9202 

-1.263 2.441 -2.879 -. 002515 -1.286 

772.595 (. 1970 f .4974j) 

27.940 .8503 -1.926 

-40.175 1.559 -2.084 

-. 3438 -2.317 

. 08877 -. 4844 

-. 004844 -. 6198 

TABLE B. 23 

b*u -(is) JETSTAR TRANSFER FUNCTION NUMERATOR 



FLIGHT 
CODE 

.23LO 

.4OLO 

.53LO 

Iv 22 s66 ‘67 

(-3.632 * 3.199j) 

(2.016 l 10. 17j) 

1.950 -1.252 

(-2.931 l 2.801j) 

(-1.043 f 7.34Oj) 

1.715 -. 8327 

(-1.556 l 2.2423) 

(-2.644 * 2. 76lj) 

(t. 03014 * 5.697j) 

%3 

-4. 098 

-7.664 

-8.248 

-. 3458 

-. 6535 

78.37 

. 35L20 -7.264 

.55L20 -9.429 

. 75L20 -38.198 

-. 3071 

-. 4281 

54.86 

.5OL40 -18.901 

.65L40 -10.000 

.8OL40 -31.049 

-. 2842 

-. 2854 

-. 3007 

.23HO -10.150 (-1.489 f 2.434j) -. 3735 

.40HO -6.537 -. 5178 -1.111 -74.01 

.53HO -10.048 (--4615 * .6319j) -357.7 

.35H20 

.55H20 

. 75H20 

.50H40 

.65H40 

.80H40 

-12.709 (-1.577 f 2.222j) -. 3276 

-10.472 -. 3956 -. 9776 -39.32 

-19.636 (-. 4030 f .4495j) -309.0 

-1082.799 (--6025 * 1.934j) -. 2761 

-86.845 -1.870 -4.500 -. 3134 

-693.5 75 (-. 4730 f .192Oj) -31.18 

TABLE B. 24 

anY m (s) JETSTAR TRANSFER FUNCTION NUMERATOR 
a 
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TABLE B. 25 

-& JETSTAR PILOT TRANSFER FUNCTION NUMERATOR 9 
r 

FLIGHT 
CODE 

.23LO 

. 4OLO 

.53LO 

te 23 572 

2.282 

0.945 

0.845 

. 35L20 

. 55L20 

. 75 L20 

. 5OL40 

. 65L40 

. 8OL40 

. 23H0 

. 40H0 

. 5 3H0 

. 35H20 

. 55H20 

.75H20 

3.644 

0.990 

-4.922 

s69 S70 

(--3587 * 1.602j) 

(-. 3836 l 2.668j) 

(-. 5894 f 3. 528j) 

(-. 3523 f 1.833j) 

(-. 3830 f 2. 589j) 

(-. 2666 * 3. 408j) 

(-. 06052 * 1.908j) 

(-. 2694 f 2.296j) 

(-. 1615 f 2.468j) 

-08337 

. 005964 

. 003498 

. 06436 

. 004642 

-. 004153 

-2.772 

-5.266 

-6.900 

-1. 721 

-3.378 

-5.453 

10.054 

2.972 

-2.400 

. 1132 -. 8238 

.02526 -1.318 

-. 003505 -2.347 

8.592 (. 1298 f 1.336j) 

1.628 (-. 02590 f 2. 104j) 

0.696 (-. 05309 f 2.698j) 

-3040 

. 01529 

. 002706 

.2038 

. 01638 

-. 002578 

-. 6368 

-1.265 

-1.730 

9.488 (. 1992 f 1.365j) 

2.567 ( .05442 f 1.973j) 

-1.263 (2. 380 f 2.598j) 

-. 5059 

-. 8710 

-1.340 

. 50H40 772.595 (. 4707 f .8719j) . 7453 -. 3159 

.65~40 27.940 (. 3428 f 1.4583) .07238 -. 4432 

.80H40 -40.175 (. 1818 f 1.775j) -. 004921 -. 6475 
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TABLE B. 26 

an 
% r(s) JETSTAR PILOT TRANSFER FUNCTION NUMERATOR 
a 

FLIGHT 
CODE 

.23LO 

.4OLO 

. 5320 

. 35L20 

. 55L20 

. 75L20 

. 5OL40 

. 65L40 

.8OL40 

.23HO 

. 40H0 

. 53H0 

. 35H20 

. 55H20 

. 75H20 

.50H40 

. 65H40 

. 80H40 

ti 
24 573 *7+ 

(-. 1917 f 1.5433) 

(-. 3373 l 2.312j) 

(-. 4168 * 2.956j) 

S75 

-4. 098 

-7.664 

-8.248 

.5774 -. 4245 

. 3893 -. 5415 

.3260 -. 6392 

-7.264 (-. 1574 l 1.543j) . 4976 -. 3470 

-9.429 (-.2343 l 2. 16lj) .3250 -. 3873 

-38.198 (-. 3018 l 2.913j) .2557 -. 4611 

-18.901 

-10.000 

-31.045) 

-10.150 

-6.537 

-10.048 

(-. 1159 f 1.453j) 

(-. 1353 * 1.696j) 

(-. 1538 * 2. 023j) 

(-. 1195 * 1.463j) 

(-. 2681 * 1.959j) 

(-. 3454 f 2.4353) 

.5411 -. 2803 

.3601 -. 2786 

.2507 ,-. 2824 

. 6994 -. 3833 

.4302 -. 4411 

.3447 -. 5470 

-12.709 (-. 1054 f 1.415j) . 5926 -. 3271 

-10.472 (-. 1973 f 1.838j) . 3899 -. 3378 

-19.636 (-. 2583 * 2. 393j) . 2896 -. 4006 

-1082.799 (-. 1285 * 1.408j) .8460 -. 2576 

-86.845 (-. 1469 + 1.5223) .5 324 -. 2694 

693.575 (-. 1503 f 1.705j) . 3188 -. 2946 
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APPENDIX C 

USE OF COCKPIT MOUNTED ACCELEROMETERS FOR GPAS 

NORMAL AND LATERAL ACCELERATION FEEDBACK 

During the analysis and design of the short-period and Dutch roll normal 

acceleration control loops, it was noted that closed-loop bandwidth is signifi- 

cantly influenced by location of the feedback accelerometers along the longi- 

tudinal axis of the JetStar. When the accelerom-‘-Fe are located near the 

c. g. I the predominant high-frequency motion variables sensed are angle of 

attack and sideslip angle as indicated by Equations C. 1 and C. 2. 4P 

Lf the accelerometers are mounted forward of the c. g., components of pitch 

and yaw acceleration proportional to the distance ahead of the c. g. are intro- 

duced into the readings. At a distance x feet ahead of the c. g., the accel- 

erometers read essentially an,. and nyw , given by Equations C. 3 and 

c. 4. 

r =ny+ 'V 2; 
'F 9 

If An,, is fed to the elevator and nY 
% 

is fed to the rudder, the no 

and p components of the feedback signals tend to increase longitudinal 

and directional stiffness, -M, and ti 
P . 

The cj and k terms, however, 

tend to increase effective pitch and yaw inertias, I,, and I,, . It can be 

shown that the ratio of directional stiffness to inertia has a limited, finite 

value as the feedback gain is increased without limit for both Ana, and 

-3 feedback. Because this ratio is essentially the square of the short- 

period or Dutch roll natural frequencies, the bandwidth of the closed-loop 

response is limited. 

In this appendix, the problem of limited acceleration loop bandwidth is 
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analyzed for both short-period and Dutch roll modes using approximate 

equations. The short-period mode is then analyzed for an example situation 

using root-locus techniques and the exact JetStar transfer functions. The 

results obtained from’use of the two different techniques are essentially the 

same. 

C. 1 ANALYSIS USING APPROXIMATE EQUATIONS 

It was shown in Reference 2 that the closed-loop short-period natural 

‘~.’ frequency, using Dnsx feedback, is given by Equation C. 5. 

(C. 5 

where 

and 

Using similar techniques, it can be shown that the closed-loop Dutch roll 

natural frequency, using n yz feedback, is given by Equation C. 6. 

+ f Nsr q3 

I- G&&k (C. : 

where 

and % 
CT = 

v, Yp 

Equation C. 6 is a more general representation of the Dutch roll frequency 

than Equation 3. 3. The two equations are identical if % =ci= 0 (a c.g. 

accelerometer), recognizing that 

It is evident from the above definitions of pti and F$ that unless Zse 

and ysr are neglected, no linear correlation between p? and Se/e,,% , 
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and Pa and 'ylenY 9 , is possible for large values of these gains. If we 

neglect Z$‘re and Ygr and let both Wennp and sv/e, 
Yr 

inc’rease without 

limit, then the maximum values of closed-loop short-period and Dutch roll 

frequency are given by Equations C. 7 and C. 8. 
::: 

(C. 7) 

(C. 8) 

Equations C. 7 and C. 8 give almost the same results as the expressions in 

the footnote on the previous page, and provide better insight into the limita- 

tions of acceleration feedback. From Appendix A for the JetStar aircraft, 

ckd Y 5. 3 and Cy,, e 0. 72. Using the definitions of h and d given 

above and defining 

Y v scyP 
p= mv, 

the limit bandwidth values are shown to vary directly with dynamic pressure 

and inversely with mass as follows: 

2 SCLy F $ .- = 126- 
-2 

we = set 
=wafl ‘)L M M (C. 9) 

(C. 10) 

when # = A? = 22. 85 feet 

::: If z d e and VI,- are retained, and gelen 
increase without limit, 

l 1L and &/“n,, are allowed to 
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Equations C. 9 and C. 10 give values of WesMar and ti.+.Mar that are a few 

percent less than the exact values but are representative of the highest short- 

period and Dutch roll bandwidths obtainable (for any feedback gains) in a 

JetStar using cockpit accelerometer locations. For example, e’ = 206 

lb/f? and M = 1187 slugs for the . 55H20 flight conditions. Using C. 9 and 

c. 10, 

These values 

are desired. 

de = 4. 67 
sM4r 

radjsec 

d+H4s = 1. 72 rad/ set 

are significantly less than the 9 and 7. 5 rad/sec values that 

C. 2 ROOT LOCUS ANALYSIS; .55H20 FLIGHT CONDITION 

Using digital computation and the numerical data from Appendix A, the 

exact An2P/ase (s) t ransfer function is given in Appendix B, Table 17, and 

is repeated below as Equation C. 11 for convenience. 

ASe 
[ 

2(. 0765) r 
-0.Ef46 If s + - 5,4 . (s.r4)2 

Sz 1 (I-/61.5s)(++ 1/2’s) 
2 36 

I+ (. 12) 

I 

2.579 
s+ 

(2.579)2 
s2 1 

- 
(C. 11) 

If this transfer function is used in the short-period control loop illustrated 

below, the root-locus plot of Figure C. 1 results, where the gain se/e, . ep lS 
the variable parameter. 

Gain 
Contr 01 

Actuator JetStar 
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It is evident from Figure C. 1 that short-period bandwidth in excess of 5 

rad/sec cannot be achieved using cockpit normal acceleration feedback with- 

out lead compensation. This is.in good agreement with the value of 4.67, 

which was computed using Equation C. 9. When the nominal value of wev, 

(21 deg/g - see Table 2. 2) is used, the short-period bandwidth is 4 rad/sec, 

rather than the desired value of 9 rad/sec. Incidentally, Figure C. 1 shows 

the considerable influence of normal acceleration feedback on the phugoid 

mode and the fact that wfhen the accelerometer is located ahead of the long- 

itudinal center of percussion, the actuator dynamics are effectively faster 

than the open-loop values. 

For comparison purposes, a root-locus was run using c. g. feedback, 

instead of cockpit feedback, with no other changes. The transfer function 

d n* /A S, (s) can be found in Appendix B, Table 5. It is repeated as Equa- 

tion C. 12. 

A n* 
-(s) = 

- 0,/244 (i-arts)(/+o.o993s) (f- 16/.5s)(f +/a s) 

I- 

-- 

ASe 2 (. 3612) I -I- 
I+ 

-- 
2.579 s + (2.57sg2 s2 I+ ;F*y) s + (oo:;sJ’ q (C. 12) 

. 

Comparing Equations C. 11 and C. 12, it is evident that moving the normal 

accelerometer from the cockpit to the c. g. converts a pair of complex zeros 

( L3 = 5.14 rad/sec, r = . 0765) into a pair of real zeros ( z, = -0.11 set, 

Tz = 0. 0993 set), one positive and one negative. No other changes occur. 

Figure C. 2 shows the root locus using a c. g. accelerometer. Note that 

actuator dynamics tend to reduce closed-loop c3os and yes below the de- 

sired values of 9 ra.d/sec and 0. 5. However, for the same gain used in 

Figure C. 1, the closed-loop bandwidth is more than 7 rad/sec, compared 

with the 4 rad/sec achieved using cockpit acceleration. The loss in effec- 

tive actuator bandwidth that occurs when c. g. normal acceleration feedback 

is used (explained in Appendix D) is evident in Figure C. 2. The accelerome- 

ter location has no influence on phugoid dynamics. The value of short-period 

damping gain, Se/e& , was zero in both figures. 
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APPENDIX D 

NORMAL ACCELERATION FEEDBACK AND ACTUATOR LAGS 

In Sections 2.3 and 4.1 of this report, it was noted that difficulty en- 

countered in maintaining short-period damping ratio at its desired value 

( Ls = 0.5 is desired) when c. g. normal acceleration feedback is used in 

an elevator control loop. The problem is explored in this appendix, and two 

techniques that alleviate the problem are studied. 

In Section 2.1, it is noted that the elevator actuator command signal 

that derives from the short-period feedback loops is given by equation 2.46, 

repeated here for conxrenience. 

It is important to note that the left side of this equation is the elevator actua- 

tor command signal, A&c : and the right side contains actual elevator displac- 

ment, A Se . When actuator dynamics are neglected, these two quantities are 

equal and the results of Section 2.1 follow immediately. However, when actua- 

tor dynamics are considered, serious problems are introduced as explained 

below. 

The transfer function of the elevator is defined by 

where Lim 3, (5) = /. 0 
S-70 

(D. 1) 

Letting # = 0 to implement c.g. acceleration feedback, and substituting equa- 

tion D. 1 into 2.46, it can be shown that the actual elevator displacement re- 

sponse to the feedba.ck signals is given by equation D. 2. 
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It is evident that when actuator dynamics are neglected and c. g. acceleration 

is fed back, equation D. 2 degenerates into equation 2.5. Now, assume that the 

actuator dynamics can be represented by a second-order system as in equation 

D. 3. 

w? 
- (s) = 
A Se= 

The denominator of equation D. 

istic equation that results from 

2 represents the effective actuator character - 

using On, feedback. Now, 

(Do 3) 

(D. 4) 

When &/en, ‘; zero, the effective actuator dynamics are given by equation D. 3. 

When &/en2 is not zero, it is evident from equation D. 4. 

1. 

2. 

f 
closed-loop actuator steady-state gain increases by 

f+ yj Z&e V%, 

closed-loop actuator natural frequency is reduced by the factor 

3. closed-loop actuator dampiI;lg ratio is increased by the factor 
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The increase in steady-state gain caused by drl, feedback is the same as the 
value obtained when a.ctuator dynamics are neglected. The loss of effective 

actuator frequency response is due to reduction of actuator servo loop gain 

caused by positive actuator position feedback provided by the accelerometer 

through the term g$& . The accelerometer is, unfortunately, an excellent 

elevator position transducer (see equation C. 1; n ni2 contains A Se ). 

Calculations were performed for eighteen flight conditions, in order 

to quantitatively determine the loss in actuator performance associated with 

this phenomenon. As expected, where control power is low ( $j.- is small) and 

normal acceleration gain is high, the influence is sizeable. Table D. 1 lists 

the fraction of basic actuator natural frequency and damping ratio that remains 

when the normal acceleration control loop is closed using values of se/e,, 

from Table 2. 2. For example, using a 7 cps 700/o damped basic elevator actua- 

tor, for the low-speed, low-altitude, heavy aircraft flight condition (. 23HO), 

the actuator is effectively a 3.96 cps 124% damped actuator. Both loss in fre- 

quency and increase in damping ratio contribute materially to servo phase 

lags at low frequencies and lead to lightly damped short-period transient re- 

sponses similar to those shown in Figure D. 1. The same approximation 

technique s , when used with a bee feedback loop and the same actuator lags, 
::: 

result in 0Je 
S 

= 10.4 rad! set and ggS = 0.4 , clearly significantly superior 

to the results shown in Figure D. 1. 

There are two techniques that can be used to alleviate this problem. 

They are: 

1. Modify the an, feedback signal to remove the term gs, As, 

2. Increase the gain se/e& to restore the proper damping ratio. 

Consider the first method. Suppose we feed back a modified An, signal, 

On,’ , that contains no terms proportional to elevator deflection. This is 

achieved by increasing the actuator position feedback proportional to 9 J, y/‘i? AS&. 

::: 
see Figure 2.4 
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In equation form, 
--. 

(D. 5) 

Use of this technique guarantees that initial actuator dynamics are retained 

for any value of s c /e +, because the acceleration feedback signal is proportional 

to bd only. Thus, the gains se/ena and se/e, can be determined from equation 

2. 19 with zrc = 0. The nell; gain s&/e,, will be larger with this modification 

by the factor 
( 
14 + 25, &) , which is the loss in steady-state actuator gain that 

results from increasing thz feedback. The gain *e/e2 becomes the same value 

that is computed for a An; feedback loop. 

Because the short-period gains are modified when equation D. 5 is used, 

the phugoid gains must be recalculated. This can be done by setting ZS, = 0 

in equations 2.6 1 and 2.62 and using the modified values of se/e,,, . 

This techniqu.e was tried on an analog computer and performs satis- 

factorily (see Figure 4.6). The additional actuator position feedback term 

must be gain-programmed with q and m as follows: 

The gain requirements with this technique are excessive. It is not practical 

but was included to illustrate the ideal solution for a rigid airframe. 

An alternate technique is to use unmodified normal acceleration feed- 

back and increase the shcrt-period damping ratio gain h/e2 to stabilize the 

closed-loop short-period response. Exact cancellation of the lags associated 

with pure dns feedback cannot be achieved, but approximate cancellation is 

possible. At very low frequencies, the gain se/e2 can be adjusted to provide 

sufficient lead compensaticn to equalize the slope of the phase vs. frequency 

curve (i.e., equalize low frequency time delays) with that of the drw: 
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short-period loop. ‘This requires a relatively small increase of se/@; . 

Alternatively, the gain %/em d can be adjusted so that the high frequency gain 

of the transfer function “Wdti~ (4 is the same for bn, and & feedback. This 

requires a relatively large increase of se/e, . The two methods are con- 

sidered below: 

a) Equal’ Time Delay at Low Frequencies 

In the following analysis, the gain / 0 h? a d is the short-period damping 
s gain associated with an angle of attack loop and the gain eek (1) 

is the short- 
“t 

period damping gain associated with a normal acceleration loop. In both 

cases the gains are adjusted to achieve a given short-period damping ratio 

once the short-period frequency is established by =ed or $1 we,, l 
The gains 

are related (for the same ties and Ye, ) as follows: 

NOW, for a Aa! loop -Nith actuator dynamics expressed by 

Therefore, 

Similarly, for a An, loop, from equations D. 2 and D. 3, 

(D. 7) 
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which leads to 

where 

r+z-- s 
Icds + B'a= (D. 8) 

The distinction, by subscript, between the two values of se/e; is due to dif- 

ferent gain requirements for the dn, and ACC loops. It is apparent that no 

adjustment of the single parameter ‘se/e, will equate the dynamic terms of 

equations D. 7 and D. 6. 

In order to achieve equal time delay at low frequencies, we equate the 

low-frequency phase cur-v-e slopes from equations D. 7 and D. 8. Thus, 

(D-9) 

Substituting in equation D. 9 and solving for (‘e/@&j n, , we get 

(D. 10) 

We note that the increase of 6,/e; required to equate phase curve slopes 

is proportional to the square of the short-period gain (actually 

(%%l,, = pi+)& l 

ge/en, l $e/ew ). 

Also, when zsC = 0, The column headed [& /e&) m~ in 

Table 22 is the short-period damping gain for equal low frequency time delay, 

computed from equation D. 10. 
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b) Equal Attenuation at High Frequencies 

The two transfer functions D. 7 and D. 8 will have the same high fre- 

quency attenuation if 

and 

(D. 11) 

(D. 12) 

Equation D. 11 is the criterion for equal effective angle of attack feedback for 

the Ati and bn, loops that was developed in Section 2.1 (see equations 2.18 and 

2. 19), and used in calculating the &/enz entries in Table 2. 2. From equation 

D. 12, the high-frequency attenuation will be the same if 

(D. 13) 

Thus the gain se /e& associated with se /e, in Table 2.2 should be used 

if equal high frequency attenuation of a %q& Cs) is desired. 

The problem of selecting a proper value for the $‘/e, gain when 

using a An, loop was investigated on the analog computer. The analog re - 

sults indicate that the gain *e/& associated with an angle of attack loop should 

also be used with a normal acceleration loop in order to compensate for eleva- 

tor actuator lags. The effect of using a Ant loop instead of a A LV loop for 

short-period following means that less &/eds gain is needed for damping 

(when actuator lags are neglected) as indicated by equation 0.6 or 2. 19, but 

the effect of actuator lags is to require more se/e& gain for damping with 

the AY?, loop. Since the two effects tend to be compensating, the use of 
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equation D. 13 looks attractively simple though the analog showed that more 

damping would actually be desirable with the Ant loop. 
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TABLE D. 1 INFLUENCE OF NORMAL ACCELERATION FEEDBACK 
ON ELEVATOR ACTUATOR PROPERTIES 

Flight 
Condition 

.23LO 3.05 0.573 1.75 

.4LO 1.61 0. 787 1. 27 

.53LO 1.31 0.873 1.15 

. 35L20 2. 89 0.588 1.70 

. 55L20 1.70 0. 766 1.31 

. 75L20 1. 25 0.892 1.12 

.5L40 3. 25 0.555 1.80 

.65L40 2.25 0.666 1.50 

.8L40 1.70 0.765 1.31 

. 23H0 

. 4H0 

.53HO 

.35H20 

. 55H20 

.75H20 

.5H40 

. 65H40 

.8H40 

3.12 0.566 1.77 

!.67 0.775 1. 29 

1.35 0.859 1. 16 

3.02 0.577 1.73 

1.76 0.753 1.33 

1.34 0.864 1. 16 

3.46 0.538 1.86 

2.34 0.653 1.53 

1.77 0.752 1.33 

Static Gain Natural Frequency Damping Ratio 
Fat tor Factor Factor 
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